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ABSTRACT
For many current structures, several hours of component inspections are required for each
hour of operational use. To reduce the need for costly inspections and maintenance procedures,
vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques have been developed over the
past several decades to non-destructively evaluate the relative health of structural systems.
In this research, aluminum plate structures with progressively increasing levels of
damage were studied using scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) measurements and a
thirteen point finite differencing formulation derived by Daley (2005) to compute structural
intensities and identify structural damage. In the finite difference formulation, surface velocities
were used along with spatial derivative approximations to the (thin) plate moments and forces to
estimate structural intensity shear, bending and twisting components.

Several healthy and

damaged plate structures were tested using point vibration sources and dissipative sinks. The
structure (vibration) sources and sinks were identified using the computed Structural Intensity
(SI) fields and the vector field divergence of these SI fields. The progressively increasing
damage was identified in terms of how the damage was manifested in changes to the SI vector
field magnitudes, directions, and the SI vector field divergence. To evaluate potential advantages
of using SI-based sensing techniques in damage detection applications, the manifestation of
damage in SI-fields was compared to the performance of several traditional vibration-based
health monitoring techniques applied to the same experimentally measured data.
SI-based health monitoring techniques showed the greatest sensitivity to open-crack
damage at frequencies where the corresponding SI vector field was perpendicular to the
orientation of the open-crack.

The maximum increase in SI magnitude measured during

experimentation was 600%, and the maximum measured change in SI phase during
experimentation was 150° (a value of 0.83 when normalized to a 0 to 1 scale where a value of 1
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represents a phase shift of 180°). In comparison, the maximum magnitude increase experienced
by traditional vibration-based damage detection techniques was 300%, and the largest change
experienced by traditional techniques that were based on a normalized scale was 0.62. This
demonstrates the increased sensitivity of SI-based sensing when compared with traditional
vibration-based health monitoring techniques.

In addition, SI-based sensing techniques

demonstrated the ability to localize open-crack damage to areas comparable in size to the opencrack damage. Traditional vibration-based techniques were only able to identify damage in a
general area surrounding the open-crack damage, demonstrating another advantage of SI-based
sensing in damage detection applications.
During experimentation, several key observations were made. First, frequencies with
energy flow perpendicular to open-crack damage were more sensitive to open-crack damage than
frequencies with energy flow parallel to open-crack damage. In addition, areas of low energy
circulation provided results that were not as repeatable as high energy areas, as SI phase angles
varied up to 100° in these low energy areas. For these reasons, it is important to have a full
understanding of SI fields on structures to avoid false damage assessments in future damage
detection applications. Finally, ambient temperature shifts and structural damage caused shifts in
resonance frequencies throughout experimentation, making measurement of SI at on-resonance
frequencies difficult. As a result, use of off-resonance frequencies between well separated modes
is recommended for future SI-based damage detection applications. For real-time application of
SI-based sensing techniques in future damage detection applications, use of Surface Structural
Intensity (SSI) sensors, which estimate SSI at discrete points on structures, is recommended.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Damage, as defined by Farrar and Worden [1], is a change to a system that adversely
affects the current or future performance of the system. This encompasses changes in materials,
boundary conditions, system connectivity, and geometric properties of these systems.

In

aerospace engineering applications, loss in performance of a system can potentially compromise
the integrity of the aerospace system or the safety of individuals interacting with the system. If
complete failure of an aerospace structure or component occurs, loss of the entire system can
occur, resulting in both safety and economic penalties. As a result, the ability to determine the
state of damage within aerospace systems has become increasingly important, especially with the
growing complexity of such systems.
The process of damage identification in aerospace structures is referred to as Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) [1].

In many current advanced structures, especially aerospace

structures, several hours of component inspections are required for each hour of operational use.
When component inspection is necessary, much time and money is spent with the system of
interest out of service. With a robust structural health monitoring system, inspection times and
maintenance expenditures can be greatly reduced.
Generally, structural health monitoring systems utilize a variety of sensors to nondestructively answer the following questions about a structure or system [2]: (1) Is there damage
in the system? (2) Where is the damage in the system? (3) What kind of damage is present? (4)
How severe is the damage? and (5) How much useful life remains? Finding answers to these
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questions is vital to the utility of a structural health monitoring system, and answers to these
questions must be found without creating or propagating existing damage on a structure of
interest. Over time, the methodologies used to answer these questions have evolved and grown in
sophistication. By understanding the history of system maintenance it is easier to understand the
current state of the art of structural health monitoring technology as well as its projected path
forward.

1.2 Condition Based Maintenance
Management of equipment and machinery has historically relied largely upon reactive
maintenance procedures [3]. In a situation where reactive maintenance procedures are used,
systems of interest are driven until partial or catastrophic failure occurs. Once failure is achieved,
repairs are applied to the affected components and use of the system resumes. If the system is no
longer operational, the system is replaced. While this approach requires little forethought, it can
have many adverse consequences, especially in aerospace applications. For example, if total
failure of a system component occurs, it can often endanger or damage additional system
components. Collateral damage can bring about greater repair expenditures or can render a
system unable to function. In aerospace applications, it is imperative that no system of interest
encounter such a failure. If an aerospace system catastrophically fails during operation, the safety
of those operating the systems may be compromised.

To prevent catastrophic failure in

structures, newer maintenance procedures have been developed to address the shortcomings of
reactive maintenance. Newer procedures aim to not only increase the efficiency of reactive
maintenance, but also aim to reduce costs associated with reactive maintenance. The evolution of
equipment management procedures away from reactive procedures are broken down into three
categories: preventative maintenance, condition based maintenance, and proactive maintenance.
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These categories were developed in the order listed, each with the goal of replacing the
proceeding methodology.
The main goal of preventative maintenance procedures is to avoid unexpected component
failure, which is one of the major shortcomings of reactive maintenance procedures. Preventative
maintenance procedures call for testing, inspection, servicing, and parts replacement at regular
intervals based on time or usage [3]. This type of maintenance is widely used at the current time,
and ensures the integrity of critical aerospace systems at all times during system operation. When
preventative maintenance is used, it is necessary to have a great understanding of the system at
hand. Expected design lifetimes for critical parts must also be known. While preventative
maintenance is a useful tactic to avoid most catastrophic failure within a system, some parts are
removed before their actual useful lifetime is achieved, while others fail prematurely, increasing
material costs.

Another shortcoming of preventative maintenance is that systems must be

disassembled for inspection when parts of a system are difficult to access. This means that
systems must be regularly disassembled and reassembled, raising the possibility of errors during
assembly and increasing the cost of preventative maintenance. With such procedures in place,
much time and money is spent with the system out of service. As a result, it was recognized that
further sophistication of maintenance procedures was needed to optimize demands on time and
costs while still ensuring the safety of critical systems.
To address the shortcomings of preventative maintenance, the idea of condition based
maintenance was developed. The goal of condition based maintenance procedures is to determine
when a structure or component of a system is near failure. When failure of a system component
is imminent, part replacement can be undertaken such that failure is avoided. By using sensors to
determine the relative health of a system, parts only have to be replaced when they are at a critical
state of health. Sensing techniques can be used not only to determine the relative health of
systems at a given time, but can also be used to predict the remaining useful life of a system.
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Through use of condition based maintenance, timed maintenance and replacement of parts is
avoided and thus expenditures are reduced. Through efficient use of sensors, condition based
maintenance is able to preserve all of the advantages of preventative maintenance while at the
same time addressing several of its undesirable traits.
Subsequent to the development of condition based maintenance techniques, proactive
maintenance techniques were developed. Proactive maintenance techniques were developed to
address issues neglected by the previous methodologies. While condition based maintenance
techniques allow for recognition of developing faults within a system, such techniques cannot
prevent failure. Proactive maintenance calls for actions to be taken prior to and during operation
such that system reliability is maximized and the possibility of failure is minimized [3]. An
example of a proactive maintenance procedure is making sure all parts within a system are
properly lubricated when evidence suggests that lubrication is needed. Taking such action can
reduce friction between system components and thus reduces the chance of system failure. With
raised system reliability, fewer inspections and parts replacements are necessary, allowing for
savings in material costs while increasing available operational time.
While proactive maintenance techniques build upon the ideas of previously developed
maintenance techniques, proactive maintenance procedures cannot prevent part failure altogether.
As a result, previously developed maintenance procedures are not rendered obsolete by the
development of proactive maintenance procedures. To ensure that unexpected failure does not
occur in aerospace systems, further maintenance procedures must be undertaken in addition to
proactive techniques. In aerospace systems, reactive maintenance procedures cannot be used
because reactive procedures call for maintenance solely in the event of failure. Preventative
techniques have proven their effectiveness and are still widely used at the current time, but costs
associated with inspections and part replacements make such an approach undesirable. For these
reasons, condition based maintenance techniques have become increasingly popular in recent
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years for aerospace applications. Effective use of condition based maintenance techniques not
only reduce inspection times and costs associated with preventative techniques, but also prevent
unexpected part failure. Condition based maintenance and proactive maintenance both require
the ability to sense, detect, and classify faults before they cause operational or catastrophic
failure.

1.3 Introduction to Vibration Based Damage Detection
One of the simplest approaches to condition based maintenance relies on tracking
changes in the vibration response of structural systems over time.

Given that virtually all

structures vibrate during operation, tracking changes in the vibration of structural components
over time can provide critical information regarding the relative health of structures. As a result,
vibration based health monitoring has become a popular method of determining the relative
health of a variety of structures.
An advantage of using vibration based health monitoring techniques over alternative
health monitoring techniques is that vibration based health monitoring techniques can use widely
understood sensors such as accelerometers and strain gauges to obtain pertinent data for damage
detection. While these sensors cannot directly detect damage, changes in signal features can be
interpreted as indications of structural damage. Since such sensors are widely used and are
readily available, vibration based health monitoring techniques can be easily and cheaply
implemented. When implementation of sensors is clear and simple, reliability of results is
increased (as there is less opportunity for human error) and thus health monitoring results are
more reliable. Vibration based damage detection methods often use such sensors to obtain time
histories from structures of interest, where these time histories can be post processed for
determination of relative structural health.
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There are a wide variety of vibration based damage detection techniques that have been
developed over the past several decades, but the first vibration based damage detection techniques
employed on general structures depended upon feature tracking and statistical analysis. In these
techniques, pertinent quantities are calculated from raw or processed vibrational time histories to
determine a relative state of structural health. Examples of such statistical techniques include
calculation of a signal’s variance, kurtosis, or crest factor [4]. Observed changes in calculated
quantities during a structure’s operational use give information on the relative health of the
structure of interest. These changes are interpreted to assign a diagnosis to the structure of
interest. As with all structural health monitoring techniques, changes in structural vibration can
only be interpreted as damage if the vibration characteristics of the structure are well defined and
understood.

These techniques were among the first vibration based damage techniques

implemented, and are still in use today. Even though these techniques are still in use, such
techniques often cannot provide information about parameters such as damage location. To
address this shortcoming and expand upon statistical feature tracking techniques, additional
vibration based damage detection techniques have been developed over the past several decades.
To expand upon statistical feature tracking techniques, more recently developed vibration
based health monitoring techniques use changes in frequency response or mode shape data to
interpret the relative health of a structure. Since these methods use data in the frequency domain,
a Fourier Transform is often necessary for application of these methods. The simplest form of
such techniques use calculated differences between measured and known healthy mode shapes or
frequency response functions for interpretation of structural damage. More complex techniques
calculate coefficients that evaluate correlation between current and healthy structural states.
References [1, 5-17] provide a sampling of frequency response function (FRF) and mode shapebased techniques that have been developed and/or implemented in damage detection applications
over the past several decades. Each of the developed FRF and mode shape techniques has a set of
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unique properties that answer different questions about the relative health of structures. Inputs
and outputs to these metrics also vary based on the calculations performed in the metrics.
Through a survey of these techniques, several of the methods have been recognized for their
potential in damage detection applications and will be discussed further in Chapter 2. While it
has been recognized that several FRF and mode shape techniques can successfully detect damage
in structural systems, many of these metrics show room for increased sensitivity and lack a
capability for damage localization. Damage detection techniques that utilize structural intensity,
or structural energy flow, will be evaluated based on their ability to address the shortcomings of
FRF and mode shape techniques.
Recent developments in vibration based structural health monitoring have utilized
measurement of wave propagation through various media to non-destructively evaluate the extent
of damage in structures. One such method explores the propagation of ultrasonic guided waves
through structures [18]. Guided wave research examines differences in guided wave propagation
through structures between healthy and damaged structural states. Changes in guided wave
propagation (wave reflection, for example) can give information on the severity and location of
damage in structures. Guided wave techniques have been applied in damage detection in piping,
rods, and multi-layer structures [18].
An additional method of vibration based damage detection that uses energy flow
associated with wave propagation is the use of structural energy flow, or Structural Intensity (SI).
Structural intensity is defined as the power flow per unit area (or the stress multiplied by the
complex conjugate of velocity) in a vibrating structure. SI is a vector quantity consisting of
magnitude and phase, and can be determined through several different methods at any number of
desired positions on a structure. Given that structural intensity is a vector quantity, changes in
magnitude or phase of SI may be tracked over time to determine the relative health of structures.
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In applications of SI-based damage detection, accelerometers or strain gauges can be used to
compute energy flow and estimate the relative health of structures.
Work in the determination of SI in various structures was pioneered in work by Noiseux
[19] and Pavic [20]. Efforts using SI in damage detection have largely been numerical in nature
[21, 22, 23], but previous work at the Pennsylvania State University (PSU) and Applied Research
Laboratory (ARL) have explored the use of SI for damage detection applications in an
experimental setting. In work at PSU and the ARL, Banks [24] used SI-based techniques to
monitor the health of gearbox structures. This work used structural surface intensity (SSI)
sensors to estimate the SSI at several points along the surface of a gearbox housing as the gear
system was driven to several different modes of failure. Observed changes in the measured SSI
were interpreted as an indication of imminent gear system failure. SSI measurement differs from
SI measurement in that SSI measurement examines energy flow along the surface of a structure,
while SI measurement examines the energy flow through the entire cross section of a structure.
For complex structures such as gearboxes, it is difficult to measure SI. This is because cross
sections constantly change throughout these types of structures and access to certain areas for SI
measurement is often unavailable.

In such cases, SSI is the preferred method to estimate

structural energy flow. In selected results from Banks’ work (Figure 1-1, [24]), significant
changes in SSI magnitude and phase were observed hours before gearbox failure. This advanced
warning allows for part replacement before complete system failure occurs, and demonstrates the
potential for use of SI in damage detection applications.
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Figure 1-1: Selected results from Banks’ SSI damage detection study on a gearbox [24].
Significant changes in SSI magnitude and phase are noted hours before complete shaft failure,
giving ample warning for parts replacement before shaft failure occurs.
May [25] continued work in SI-based damage detection through experimentation
conducted on beam structures subjected to single edge notch damage. Excitation was provided at
the center of the beam structures, and a single edge notch was propagated on one side of the
beam. The ratio of power flow between both sides of the beam was tracked as the single edge
notch was propagated. In selected results from May’s work (Figure 1-2, [25]), changes in the
power flow ratio were much higher than changes in resonance frequencies with increasing
damage. This demonstrated the increased sensitivity of power flow measurement techniques over
use of resonance frequency shifts in damage detection applications.
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Figure 1-2: Selected results from May’s damage detection study on beam structures [25].
Results show added sensitivity of power flow measurement techniques in damage detection
applications compared to resonance frequency shifts.
Results from the work of Banks and May show potential benefits of applying SI damage
detection to the SHM problem. Additional work by Daley [26, 27] used scanning Laser Doppler
Vibrometer (LDV) measurements and a finite differencing post processing scheme to estimate the
structural intensity and power flow of thin plates under diffuse acoustic excitation. In the finite
difference formulation, surface velocities were used along with spatial derivative approximations
to the plate moments and shears to estimate the structural intensity shear, bending, and twisting
components. In this research, a finite differencing scheme was applied to LDV measurements
from aluminum plate structures with progressively increasing damage to determine the utility of
SI measurement for damage detection in isotropic plate structures. SI-based damage detection
techniques were then compared to several traditional FRF and mode shape metrics to evaluate the
overall performance of SI-based techniques in damage detection applications.
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1.4 Objectives and Thesis Outline
The main focus of this thesis was to explore and develop SI-based damage detection
techniques for structural health monitoring applications.

This was achieved through an

experimental case study performed at the Pennsylvania State University, where changes in the
structural intensity fields of isotropic plate structures with progressively increasing open-crack
damage were investigated. To address the main focus of this thesis, all work was broken down
into a series of objectives. The first objective of this study was to successfully determine the
structural energy flow of a thin, isotropic plate with progressively increasing open-crack damage.
This objective was met through the implementation of a finite difference-based computer code
which calculated plate structural intensity using measured surface velocities and excitation input.
The next objective of this thesis was to quantify plate damage through observed changes in the
measured plate SI. To meet this objective, an additional computer code was implemented to
calculate changes in SI between a current and reference state. The final objective of this thesis
was to evaluate the performance of SI as a damage detection method. To meet this objective,
quantified changes in SI were compared with damage detection results from several traditional
vibration-based health monitoring techniques.

The traditional vibration-based techniques

featured in this thesis, similar to SI-based damage detection techniques, all use frequency
response functions to determine relative structural health.
The theoretical background of several SI and traditional vibration-based damage
detection metrics are discussed in Chapter 2 of the thesis. First, theory for the determination of
structural intensity in thin plates is presented.

In this section, processing techniques for

determining changes in an SI field with increasing damage will also be discussed. Next, theory
and background for several traditional vibration-based damage detection metrics are discussed.
For this study, traditional vibration based damage detection metrics were broken down into two
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different categories. These categories include methods that can be applied directly with measured
transfer functions (FRF methods) and methods that require modal analysis before application
(mode shape methods). All metrics (SI-based and traditional methods) are discussed in terms of
their input, output, and capabilities. In Chapter 3, the experimental test setup used to obtain
necessary vibration data for the selected SI and traditional damage detection metrics is presented.
In Chapter 4, experimental plate structural intensity fields with increasing damage are examined.
In Chapter 5, the performance of both structural intensity-based and traditional damage detection
techniques is examined. In this chapter, the performance of the SI-based metrics is compared
with the performance of the traditional mode shape and frequency response metrics. Finally, a
summary of all research activity and a path forward for future research is presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
THEORY

2.1 Introduction
Many types of health monitoring systems have been developed over the past several
decades. These systems use a variety of different sensors and sensing techniques to determine the
state of damage within a system or structure. In this chapter, several vibration-based methods for
damage detection are discussed. The damage detection methods described in this chapter all use
raw or processed frequency response data to calculate quantities useful in damage detection
applications. Frequency response data can be obtained through the use of sensors such as
accelerometers, strain gauges, and force transducers. These are all sensors that are widely used
and widely understood, making them advantageous for use in damage detection systems.
In Chapter 1, several questions were presented to express the goals of a successful
structural health monitoring system. Through a qualitative evaluation of a damage detection
method’s ability to answer these questions, knowledge of a method’s potential capabilities can be
realized before metrics are implemented. For this research, both SI and traditional vibrationbased damage detection metrics were evaluated based on their abilities to answer the following
questions (which have been derived from the questions presented in Chapter 1): (1) Can the
method detect the presence of damage in a system? (2) Does the method have the ability to
localize damage in a system? (3) Can the method determine the severity of damage in a system?
and (4) Can the damage detection algorithm be placed directly into a system that detects damage
in real-time?
Every currently developed damage detection method addresses the above questions
differently. In this chapter, the way SI-based damage detection methods address the above
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questions will be compared to the way traditional methods answer the same questions. Through
this comparison, insight into potential advantages of using SI in damage detection applications
over traditional vibration-based techniques will be provided. The damage detection methods
presented in this chapter, which all use raw or processed frequency response data for evaluation
of relative structural health, are recognized as those that provide the highest potential for damage
detection applications based on their abilities to answer the questions listed above.
The types of damage detection metrics presented in this chapter are broken down into
three categories: SI techniques, frequency response techniques, and modal techniques. First,
damage detection methods using the measurement of structural intensity are presented. These
methods will be evaluated based on their abilities to answer the above questions, and will form
the basis from which traditional metrics are compared. The next category of damage detection
metrics is Frequency Response (FRF) methods. These methods use direct frequency response
data to determine the relative health of structures, and as a result can often be implemented in
real-time structural health monitoring systems. The final category of damage detection methods
included in this work is mode shape methods. These methods require modal analysis before
damage detection algorithms can be applied to experimental data, and thus cannot currently be
applied in real-time systems.
In order to successfully compare the vibration based damage detection techniques
presented in this chapter, a complete understanding of the techniques must be achieved. The
theoretical background for highlighted vibration based health monitoring metrics is provided in
Sections 2.2 through 2.4. SI-based health monitoring techniques, which can be applied directly to
frequency response data with a known input autospectrum, are examined in Section 2.2.
Vibration based health monitoring techniques that use raw frequency response data to detect
structural damage are examined in Section 2.3. Techniques that require processing of frequency
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response functions through modal analysis before application in a damage detection algorithm are
examined in Section 2.4.
To understand the potential advantages of using SI measurement over traditional
frequency response and mode shape techniques in damage detection, a qualitative comparison of
SI-based damage detection techniques with traditional techniques is presented.

Qualitative

comparisons of SI-based damage detection techniques with traditional techniques are presented at
the end of Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2 SI Methods
Experimental structural intensity and power flow techniques were primarily developed by
the noise and vibration control research community [28]. Original power flow measurement
techniques were applied in studies of airborne acoustics. When such techniques proved to be
useful, measurement techniques were expanded to examine power flow through structures.
Structural power flow can be calculated in a variety of different ways for varied structures. In
this research, structural power flow in thin plates is examined through use of thin plate theory and
finite differencing techniques. The theory for measurement of SI in thin plates is described in the
first part of this section. Next, several methods to examine changes in SI between two sets of
measured data are discussed. Methods used to examine changes in SI features with increasing
damage are then compared with traditional FRF and mode shape techniques in Section 2.3 and
Section 2.4, respectively.
The determination of structural intensity in thin plates has been the focus of much work
in recent years. Work by Arruda [29] and continued by Daley [27] demonstrated that for thin
plates the active structural intensity vectors could be broken down into contributions from shear
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waves, bending waves, and twisting waves.

Using the formulation provided by Daley the

intensity components of a thin plate are given as
௫ =

〈௫ 〉௧ + 〈௫ ௬ 〉௧ − 〈௫௬ ௫ 〉௧
= ௫௦ + ௫ + ௫௧ ,
ℎ

௬ =

〈௬  〉௧ − 〈௬ ௫ 〉௧ + 〈௫௬ ௬ 〉௧
= ௬௦ + ௬ + ௬௧ .
ℎ

and

(2.1)

(2.2)

In Equations (2.1) and (2.2), the superscripts s, b, and t represent the shear, bending and
twisting components of the intensity vectors and the subscript t indicates that quantities are time
averaged. The bending, twisting, and shear components of structural intensity are all expressed in
terms of plate shears and moments per unit length, which are represented by  and  in
Equations (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. A schematic of these shears and moments is shown in
Figure 2-1. Finally,  represents the out of plane velocity of the plate at a given point, 
represents the plate rotation angle with respect to dimension n (using small angle
approximations),  represents the time derivative of any variable , and h represents the thickness
of the plate.

Figure 2-1: Free body diagram of a differential plate element.
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Following Daley’s approach [27], the shears and moments of a thin plate can be
expressed as the spatial derivatives of out of plane plate displacements. Since thin plate theory is
used in this formulation, rotational inertias and shear deformations are neglected. If thin plate
theory is not valid for a similar formulation, the equations for plate shears and moments would
have to be adjusted to account for rotational inertia and shear deformation. The equations for thin
plate shears and moments in terms of the spatial derivatives of out of plane plate displacements
(w) are defined as
௫ =
௫ =



௫ =

ଶ


ଶ

௬ =

∇ଶ ,


,
ଶ

ଶ

+

௬ =

௫௬ = ௬௫ =
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In Equations (2.3),

1 − 
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∇ଶ ,

ଶ
ଶ


+

 ଶ
ଶ ,


௬ = −



(2.3)

.

is the plate complex flexural rigidity,  is the Poisson ratio, ∇ is the

Laplacian operator, and  represents the time derivative of displacement (velocity).

By

substituting the shears and moments of Equation (2.3) into Equations (2.1) and (2.2), the x and y
components of the SI for a thin plate are determined. The total structural intensity vector in a thin
plate at any given set of spatial coordinates is the vector sum of its x and y components, given as
 ̅ = ௫ ̂ + ௬ ̂.

(2.4)

To implement the method of SI measurement derived by Daley, a matrix of acceleration
cross spectra must be formed using multiple-input/multiple output (MIMO) system theory. The
acceleration cross spectra between a pair of points on a thin plate that is subjected to excitation is
given as
′∗
௪ሷభ ௪ሷమ  = ௪
ሷ భ   ௪ሷమ  .

(2.5)
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In Equation (2.5), ௪ሷ   is the transfer function between excitation at a point p and
the resultant acceleration at another point n (where acceleration is denoted by  ) at the frequency
ω.   represents
presents the auto
autospectra
spectra of the excitation at point p and frequency ω,
ω and ′ ∗ denotes
complex conjugate transpose. In this research, point excitation is used. Therefore,   in this
research is a constant quantity that is used for all cross spectr
spectrum
um calculation at a frequency of
interest. For sinusoidal excitation, the auto spectra is calculated as
 

1
ଶ .
2

(2.6)

In Equation (2.6),  is the amplitude of excitation at the frequency ω.
Once thee matrix of cross spectra is determined it is combined with finite differencing
techniques to estimate the total intensity at any point on the plate surface. For the central area
(region 5) of the plate central differencing techniques are employed, while edge points use a
combination of central, forward,
ward, and backward finite differencing techniques. The breakdown of
the plate into nine regions where different combinations of central, forward, and backward
differencing techniques were employed to estimate structural intensity of the plate is presented in
Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2: Breakdown of regions for which different combinations of central, forward, and
backward differencing were used to estimate plate SI.
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In region 1, forward differencing techniques in both the x and y directions are necessary
necessar
to estimate the structural intensity. The
he array of points used in region 1 of the plate to estimate
intensity at point 1 of the accompanying array is presented in Figure 2-3 (left).
(left In region 5,
central differencing techniques are employed in both the x and y directions to estimate the plate
structural intensity. The
he array of ppoints
oints used in region 5 to estimate the intensity at point 2 of the
accompanying array is presented in Figure 2-3 (right). Arrays used for computation of structural
intensity are unique to each region and are found using the finite differencing techniques
tech
presented in Reference 30.

Figure 2-3: Left:: Array of points used in plate region 1 to estimate structural intensity at point 1
of the accompanying array. Right: Array of points used in plate region 5 to estimate structural
intensity at point 2 of the accompanying array.
Equations for the shear, bending, and twisting components of structural intensity are
determined through use of finite differencing techniques and Equations (2.1)), (2.2), and (2.3).
The
he shear, bending, and twisting components of structural intensity in the x direction for region 1
of the plate are defined as
௫௦
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(2.9)

In Equation (2.7) through (2.9),  is the frequency of excitation, ℎ is the plate thickness,

 is the material loss factor, ∆ is the experimental grid spacing in the x direction, ∆ is the
experimental grid spacing in the y direction, and ௪ሷೌ ௪ሷ್ is the cross spectrum between points a

and b where a and b are points in the finite differencing array displayed in Figure 2-3 (left).
Matching equations for the center region (region 5) of the plate are defined as
௫௦ = −

௫ =

1
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The derivation for Equation (2.10) is presented in Reference 26, and all additional
equations are determined through the same derivation process. Equations for the remaining plate
regions are presented in the computer code used to calculate the experimental plate structural
intensity in Appendix B. To determine the intensity components in the y direction appropriate
subscripts were exchanged.
When attempting to predict the appearance of an SI vector field at a given frequency
without performing any calculation, it is important to remember that SI is related to the complex
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component of a forced vibration response or operating deflection shape, as can be seen in
Equations (2.7) through (2.12). While energy will generally flow from energy source to energy
sink if the energy sources and sinks are dominant, circulation of flow will occur at high
frequencies. At high frequencies, it is helpful to observe the movement of an operating deflection
shape in the plate plane. This movement reflects the complex contribution of the operating
deflection shape, and will help in predicting what an SI vector field will look like at a given
frequency without having to perform any calculation.
Through finite element simulation, it has been shown that damage causes fundamental
changes in the structural intensity fields of plates [21, 28]. In these analytical studies, changes in
magnitude and changes in phase angle of the intensity fields were observed in areas directly
surrounding structural damage. When measuring structural intensity in an experimental setting, it
is important to be able to track these damage features for interpretation of plate damage. Since SI
is a vector quantity, information about the damage state of a structure can be obtained by
monitoring changes in SI magnitude, phase, or both magnitude and phase at the same time. In
this research, both SI magnitude and phase are tracked with increasing damage to evaluate the
effectiveness of SI measurement in damage detection applications.
In addition to using direct SI measurements in damage detection, SI data can be further
processed to yield more information for determination of relative structural health. When SI is
experimentally determined over an entire plate, a vector field over the entire plate is obtained. By
taking the divergence of the SI vector field, further information is obtained about the energy flow
throughout the structure. By definition, the divergence of a vector field is the sum of its partial
derivatives, and is often used to find the source and sink locations of a vector field. By tracking
changes in features of the divergence of the SI vector field over time, additional information
about the relative health of a given structure can be obtained. Given a two dimensional vector
field F(x , y), the vector field divergence is defined as:
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Given the definition of vector field divergence, SI vector field divergence shows the most
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potential in damage detection applications where structures experience breathing cracks. When a
structure contains a breathing crack, energy losses are observed through friction between crack
surfaces. When structural energy is lost through friction, an additional energy sink is introduced
into the structure. Since the divergence is often used to determine the locations of sinks in a
vector field, crack location can be determined on a plot of the SI vector field divergence as the
location of an unexpected energy sink.
Even though determination of SI vector field divergence shows the most potential when
breathing cracks are present, divergence can still give relevant damage detection information for
instances of general structural damage. When a structure develops any type of crack damage,
energy flow must divert around the crack, causing local changes in SI magnitude and phase.
These energy flow changes will be reflected as changes in the SI vector field, and changes in the
SI vector field will in turn be reflected as changes the divergence of the SI field. Further
discussion of the use of SI divergence in damage detection applications can be found in
Reference 31.
While FRF and mode shape metrics offer answers to several of the damage detection
questions posed in Section 2.1, no single traditional vibration-based metric can be used to answer
all of these questions. If SI-based sensing techniques are used, the technique chosen has an
impact on the damage detection questions that are answered. In this research, SI over an entire
plate is measured using the techniques described in Section 2.2. When determination of SI over
an entire structure is possible, SI shows potential for use in damage localization and indication of
damage severity. However, determination of SI over an entire structure in this manner is often
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difficult. If SI cannot be determined over an entire structure, SSI can be estimated at discrete
points on a structure using SSI sensors. When SSI sensors are used, relative structural health can
be evaluated in real-time, which is advantageous in damage detection applications. In addition, a
network of SSI sensors can theoretically be used to localize damage in a structure. Through use
of SI-based sensing techniques, answers to all of the questions posed in Section 2.1 can
potentially be provided.

This shows the potential advantage of using SI sensing in the

determination of relative structural health over traditional FRF and mode shape techniques.

2.3 Frequency Response Function (FRF) Methods
The damage detection methods included in this section are methods that can be applied to
directly measured frequency response data. This means that application of such damage detection
methods require no modal analysis or other complex post-processing techniques to obtain an
estimate of relative structural health. Such metrics are desirable because they are more easily
applied in real-time systems. Comparatively, techniques that require modal analysis or other
complex post-processing must be independently processed after data acquisition is complete,
making real-time application nearly impossible with current technology.
One widely used mode shape damage detection metric is the Modal Assurance Criteria
(MAC, see Section 2.4). The MAC is used to find correlation characteristics between two given
sets of mode shapes, where a lack of correlation provides damage indication. Since the MAC has
proven helpful with applications in damage detection through use of mode shape data it has been
expanded into the frequency domain. A direct expansion of the MAC into the frequency domain
yields the response vector assurance criterion (RVAC).
In the MAC, each mode shape in a system reference state is compared to each mode
shape in a current state. This provides a resultant matrix where the diagonal terms represent
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comparison between like mode shapes. While the RVAC is a direct expansion of the MAC into
the frequency domain, the RVAC is only applied along the equivalent of the diagonal of the
MAC matrix. This means that only similar frequencies are compared between the damaged and
undamaged states.

The RVAC, also known as the frequency response assurance criterion

(FRAC) is defined as [5]
-∑୬୧ୀଵ αୢ୧ ωα∗୧ ω,
RVAC ω = ୬
୬
∗
∑୧ୀଵ)αୢ୧ ωαୢ∗
୧ ω& ∑୧ୀଵ/α୧ ωα୧ ω0
ଶ

where:

(2.15)

α ω = Healthy FRF at frequency ω,
αୢ ω = Damaged FRF at frequency ω, and
* = Denotes complex conjugate.
The input for the RVAC at a given frequency is a set of two vectors. One vector contains

the magnitude of an FRF at each degree of freedom for a reference case, and the other vector
contains equivalent quantities for a damaged or current case. The output of the RVAC for a
single frequency is a scalar quantity between zero and unity where an RVAC value of 1
corresponds to perfect correlation and 0 corresponds to no correlation. The RVAC can be applied
at any number of frequencies such that the total output of the RVAC is a vector containing one
scalar value for each frequency studied.
For SHM applications, it is not always helpful to have to interpret data in vector form. In
reality, it is much simpler to handle a single number that, once it crosses a certain threshold,
becomes an indicator of damage. As a result, the damage quantification indicator (DRQ) was
developed. The DRQ converts the RVAC vector output into a scalar quantity by averaging all of
the values of the RVAC. In practice, the DRQ can be assigned a critical threshold. If the DRQ
falls below this threshold, critical structural damage has been achieved, and repairs to the
structure can be undertaken. The DRQ is defined as [5]
ேഘ
1 = ே ∑ୀଵ
1234  .
ଵ

ഘ

(2.16)
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In the DRQ, 5ఠ represents the total number of frequencies for which the RVAC is

calculated, and 1234   is the value of the RVAC at the frequency  . The DRQ shows
potential in damage detection applications because it is an FRF-based damage detection method
where the output is a single number. This implies that it can be used in real-time systems where a
“damaged” or “undamaged” indicator can be used. Also, the parent function of the DRQ is the
RVAC. The RVAC is a direct expansion of the MAC into the frequency domain, which is a
widely used and understood function. In short, the DRQ is able to use widely understood
methodology to produce a scalar output, making it a desirable choice for damage detection. One
shortcoming of the DRQ is that it cannot be used as a damage localizer as it is a global damage
detection technique. This is simply a consequence of the DRQ’s scalar output. Since the DRQ
output is independent of structural geometry, it cannot be used to place damage in a single
location. However, for its real-time applicability, the DRQ is included in this section of potential
damage metrics.
Another frequency response-based metric that determines correlation between a baseline
and current system state is the global amplitude criterion (GAC). Similar to the RVAC, the GAC
is based on a 0 to 1 scale where 1 corresponds to perfect correlation and 0 corresponds to no
correlation. The GAC takes the form defined as [6]
34  =
where:

2|௫ଵ 7 8∗ ௫ଶ 7 8|
௫ଵ 7 8∗ ௫ଵ 7 8 + ௫ଶ 7 8∗ ௫ଶ 7 8

,

(2.17)

௫ଵ = Healthy FRF at frequency ω,
௫ଶ = Damaged FRF at frequency ω, and
* = Complex Conjugate.

The GAC uses the same input as the RVAC (two vectors containing frequency response
data for a healthy and current structural state), and the output is a 1 x n vector where n represents
the number of frequencies at which the reference and current states are compared. While on the
surface the GAC may look very similar to the RVAC, there are differences between the two
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techniques that are worth noting. The differences between the GAC and the RVAC are the
operations performed in the numerators and denominators of these functions.

In the GAC

numerator, the terms are multiplied by 2 instead of squared as in the RVAC. In the denominator,
terms are added in the GAC while they are multiplied in the RVAC. Nevertheless, the output of
the GAC is a vector of values between 0 and 1 with a vector length equal to the number of
frequencies studied, which is comparable to the RVAC.
Another similarity that the GAC has with the RVAC is that the GAC can be averaged
over all frequencies to provide a single number output for use in damage detection systems. This
number is called the average integrated GAC or AIGAC. The AIGAC is defined as [6]

334 = ே ∑ୀଵ
34  .

ଵ

ே



(2.18)

In the AIGAC, 5 represents the total number of frequencies for which the GAC is

calculated, and 34   is the value of the GAC at the frequency  . Given the nature of the
AIGAC calculation, it has the same inherent advantages and disadvantages in damage detection
applications as the DRQ. Similar to the DRQ, the output of the AIGAC is a single value. This
allows for both the implementation of a binary “damaged” versus “undamaged” detection system
as well as real-time evaluation of relative structural health. However, the AIGAC has the same
shortcoming as the DRQ because it is a spatially independent function and cannot localize
damage. The trait that separates the DRQ from the AIGAC is the formulation of the GAC. The
AIGAC is an averaged integration of the GAC, a lesser used and lesser known formulation than
the MAC. Since the GAC is not as well known in damage detection applications as the MAC, the
true potential of the AIGAC in damage detection is unknown.
One of the goals for a successful health monitoring system is the ability to localize
damage. For most FRF based metrics, localization is impossible as data resides in the frequency
domain. However, if FRF data is taken with respect to known spatial values, localization of
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damage is possible. The final FRF based damage detection method highlighted in this section can
be used to localize damage and is the FRF Curvature Method. To implement this method,
measured receptance transfer function values at all experimental grid points are isolated at a
specific frequency. By isolating the transfer functions at a single frequency, an operational
“mode shape” at the frequency of interest is obtained. The measured transfer functions at the
frequency of interest are then assembled spatially so that curvatures of the measured “mode
shape” can be calculated. To calculate “mode shape” curvatures, finite differencing techniques
are used. Since the plate is a two dimensional structure, mean or Gaussian curvatures can be
calculated on the plate structure. In this study, both mean and Gaussian curvatures are studied.
Curvatures are calculated at each grid point in a measured experimental grid for both a healthy
and current structural state. To detect damage, the residual of the curvatures at each grid point
between healthy and damaged structure states are found. The higher the value of the residual at a
given grid point, the higher the indication of damage at that grid point. With the response of the
ᇱᇱௗ
ᇱᇱ
damaged (9
) and undamaged (9
) structure at location i given excitation at location j, the FRF

curvature method is defined as [7]
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In the FRF curvature method, the output is an n by m matrix for n excitation locations
and m degrees of freedom. For systems with single point excitation, the output of the FRF
curvature method is a 1 x m vector where each value in the vector corresponds to a measured
experimental grid point. Output of the FRF curvature method can be plotted spatially as a
contour plot to be used in damage localization applications. Theoretically, the higher the output
of the FRF Curvature Method at a specific degree of freedom, the more damaged the structure is
at that degree of freedom. When implementing the FRF curvature method, any number of desired
frequencies can be used to get an estimate of relative structural health. However, in Reference 7
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it is explained that the most desirable results from the FRF curvature method are often obtained
through examination of frequencies that are lower than the first observed resonance or antiresonance.
The FRF Curvature Method is the simplest of the listed FRF-based techniques in terms of
calculation and thus allows for easy implementation. Also, the FRF Curvature Method reserves
the potential to be a damage localizer. This is a trait not commonly available for raw FRF-based
methods, and separates this method from other FRF-based methods. However, a single number
output for the FRF Curvature Method is unavailable. As a result, a binary damage detection
system cannot be implemented. Implementation of the FRF Curvature Method should thus be
reserved for applications of damage detection where a binary damage detection system is not
necessary and damage localization is of importance.
Overall, FRF-based damage detection techniques allow for easy implementation and
show potential to be placed on real-time systems. However, most of these metrics cannot
successfully localize damage as they are global techniques. This is an inherent shortcoming of
FRF-based techniques when compared to SI-based damage detection techniques, which can use
measurements at several degrees of freedom on a structure to localize damage.

While

localization is not possible with most FRF-based damage detection techniques, in some
applications damage is found in a consistent location. In these cases, damage localization is not
necessary. As a result, FRF-based metrics are recommended most for applications where likely
imminent damage location is already known.

2.4 Mode Shape Methods
Damage detection metrics described in this section include metrics that require modal
analysis of raw frequency response data to be utilized in damage detection. Since such methods
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require modal analysis, many of these methods cannot currently be applied in real-time systems.
However, several of these metrics show potential for damage localization; a trait not available
with most raw FRF based damage detection methods. Similar to the raw FRF based methods, the
damage detection methods listed in this section can utilize devices such as accelerometers, strain
gages, and force transducers to obtain necessary data for damage detection. To implement the
metrics in this section, mode shape data resulting from modal analysis is processed through the
metrics to determine the damage state of a structure.
One of the most widely recognized vibration-based damage detection metrics available
today is the Modal Assurance Criterion or MAC. This is a calculation designed to find the
correlation between two sets of mode shape data. Originally, the MAC was used to correlate
mode shapes simulated through finite element analysis and experimentally measured mode
shapes. However, application of the MAC has been expanded to explore changes in mode shapes
with increasing structural damage. The MAC is defined as [8]
347Φ 8 , 7Φ 8 =
where:
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(2.20)

7Φ 8: Healthy mode shape,
7Φ 8: Damaged mode shape,
i and j are mode shape indecies, and
*: Denotes Complex Conjugate.

The input to the MAC is two sets of mode shape vectors, where one set of vectors
contains healthy (or reference) mode shape data and the other contains current mode shape data.
Each mode shape vector contains n values for n system degrees of freedom. Correlation between
each healthy mode shape and each current mode shape is found through evaluation of Equation
(2.20). The output of the MAC is an m x m matrix where m represents the number of mode
shapes under comparison. MAC values range from 0 to 1 where 1 represents perfect correlation
and 0 represents no correlation. Since mode shapes are orthogonal, comparison of two closely
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correlated sets of mode shape data will result in diagonal values of the MAC matrix near 1 and
off-diagonal values close to 0. Indication of change or damage is noted when diagonal values of
the MAC fall below unity or if off-diagonal values begin to rise above zero. While the MAC is
not a damage localizer and cannot be implemented in real-time damage detection systems, it is
widely used in damage detection applications. It has survived many years and is still the basis for
several other damage detection metrics in development.
Since the MAC is well known and widely utilized, many variations of the MAC have
been developed over time to address apparent shortcomings of the MAC. One shortcoming of the
MAC is that it cannot localize damage. To address this shortcoming, the coordinate MAC
(COMAC) was developed. When performing a MAC calculation, a correlation characterization
coefficient is found between a healthy mode shape and current mode shape. Individual mode
shapes contain data from all measured degrees of freedom. To allow for damage localization, the
COMAC computes correlation characterization coefficients somewhat differently. Instead of
comparing singular mode shapes over all degrees of freedom, the COMAC compares data at a
single degree of freedom over all mode shapes. Therefore, if a collection of mode shapes are not
correlated at specific degrees of freedom in an experiment, it will be reflected in the COMAC.
The COMAC is defined as [2]
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In Equation (2.21), the subscripts i and j represent the indices for the degree of freedom
and the mode shape number respectively. The input to the COMAC is a set of n vectors of length
m for n studied mode shapes and m studied degrees of freedom. COMAC values are unique for
each measured degree of freedom, and determination of the COMAC at a specific degree of
freedom relies solely upon mode shape data from that specific degree of freedom. All studied
mode shapes contribute to the final value of the COMAC at every measured degree of freedom.
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The output of the COMAC is a 1 x n vector for n degrees of freedom. Similar to the MAC,
output values fall between 0 and 1 where 1 implies exact correlation and 0 implies no correlation.
If a COMAC value falls far below unity at any degree of freedom in an experimental
measurement grid it is considered to be an indication of damage at that degree of freedom. To
obtain a better understanding of damage location on a structure, spatial values for the given
degrees of freedom can be assigned to each degree of freedom to create a contour plot of the
COMAC.
The COMAC was developed from one of the most widely used damage detection metrics
available today in the MAC. As a result, the COMAC has a sound theoretical foundation. In
addition, the COMAC expands upon the MAC in that it provides potential for damage
localization. However, as with all mode shape techniques discussed in this section, real-time
application of such a metric is nearly impossible at this time because modal analysis is required
before data processing is completed. As a result, the COMAC shows potential as a damage
localizer, but is not usable in systems where real-time system evaluation is necessary.
Another shortcoming of the MAC is that it is relatively insensitive to small increments of
damage. To address this shortcoming the inverse MAC (IMAC) was developed. In the IMAC,
the inverse of mode shape vectors are taken before the MAC calculation is performed. The
overall mathematical operations in the IMAC remain the same as the MAC, but the input to the
IMAC is the inverse of the mode shapes rather than the mode shapes themselves. The IMAC is
defined as [9]
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Since the mathematical operations performed in the IMAC are the same as the MAC, the
output of the IMAC has the same form as the output of the MAC. This implies that the results of
the IMAC can be interpreted the same way as the MAC, and implies that an IMAC value of 1
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indicates perfect correlation while 0 indicates no correlation. By taking the inverse of mode
shapes before calculation, sensitivity of the MAC is increased for applications in damage
detection.
While not as widely used as the MAC, the IMAC shows potential to be more sensitive
than the MAC for small instances of damage. Since the MAC is seen as relatively insensitive to
small instances of damage, the IMAC may be a solid improvement upon the MAC calculation.
During implementation of the IMAC, however, increased sensitivity may lead to false positives
for damage indication. For this reason, use of the IMAC must be undertaken with care to avoid
such false indications of damage.
Though the MAC and IMAC are both global techniques and cannot be used to localize
damage, most mode shape metrics are best reserved for damage detection applications where
damage localization is of importance.

While these metrics can often be used for damage

localization, they cannot be readily included in real-time systems, as these metrics require modal
analysis before implementation. In comparison, SSI sensors can be used to determine relative
structural health in real-time by tracking features in SSI measurements over time. Since SI-based
sensing techniques can be used in real-time damage detection applications, they are advantageous
when compared with traditional mode shape-based damage detection techniques.
While qualitative analysis may give some insight into metrics’ abilities to detect
structural damage, qualitative analysis alone cannot be used to determine what metrics are most
advantageous for implementation on damage detection systems. To fully understand the potential
performance of damage detection metrics in a practical environment, quantitative analysis is
necessary. To quantitatively evaluate the metrics examined in this chapter, all of the metrics
discussed in Chapter 2 are applied to measured data taken during the experimentation described
in Chapter 3. Results from this experimentation and discussion of the results are presented in
Chapters 4 and 5. From these results, the performance of structural intensity measurement in
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damage detection applications will be evaluated through a comparison with traditional frequency
response and mode shape-based damage detection methods.
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Chapter 3
EXPERIMENTAL CASE STUDY: ISOTROPIC ALUMINUM PLATE

3.1 Introduction
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of SI-based damage detection techniques in
an experimental setting, a case study was completed on an isotropic aluminum panel. This
chapter describes the experimental setup, experimental parameter selection, and post-processing
techniques employed in the experimental case study. Results from this experimental case study
were used to evaluate the relative performance of SI-based damage detection techniques with the
frequency response and mode shape-based techniques described in Chapter 2. An evaluation of
the performance of all damage detection techniques is presented in Chapter 5.
A basic description of the experimental setup used in the experimental case study is
provided in Section 3.2. Several of the data acquisition parameters chosen for experimentation
are described in Section 3.3, and post-processing techniques required for application of the
damage detection techniques presented in Chapter 2 are described in Section 3.4. Remaining
pertinent experimental parameters are described in Section 3.5.

3.2 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the relative performance of SI-based damage detection techniques in damage
detection applications, a case study was completed on an isotropic aluminum panel.

The

rectangular plate used in this study was manufactured from an aluminum 7075 alloy and had a
test section of 23 in × 35 in × 0.1 in. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the
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aluminum plate were 67 GPa and 0.33 respectively. Material losses were present in the structure
but contributed negligibly to results. This was confirmed through a comparison of experimentally
measured SI first processed under the assumption of no material losses, and then processed with a
material loss factor η of 0.02. As a result, the material loss factor η was chosen to be zero in all
post processing related to SI measurement. The test specimen was placed inside a steel frame
designed specifically to clamp the aluminum plate in place with bolts. The steel frame with
tightened bolts was used to simulate clamped boundary conditions. A picture of the test specimen
placed inside the steel frame is shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Photograph of the experimental aluminum plate inside the steel clamping frame.
The test section of the aluminum plate was 23” × 35”, and the entire plate was plate was 25” ×
37”. The contact interface between the fixture and experimental plate was 1.0” on all sides, and
bolts were used to clamp the plate in place. The steel fixture was 3.0” wide on all sides and was
approximately 0.75” thick. The aluminum plate thickness was 0.1”.
To have an easily predictable SI field in experimentation, dominant energy sources and
sinks had to be included in the system. Without a dominant energy source, SI measurement is not
possible as SI measurement is vibration-based and requires excitation. Without a dominant
energy sink, SI results are reverberant and are not easily predictable. The excitation source used
to provide energy into the experimental system was a KCF model ES020 electromagnetic shaker.
This shaker was attached to the plate 9 in from the right edge of the plate and 6.5 in from the top
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edge of the plate. Energy dissipation was provided through use of a constrained layer beam. This
beam was attached to the plate with a stud to provide damping at a single point on the plate. The
damper was 2 in × 24 in × 0.125 in and was constructed from a Brass 260 alloy and a
viscoelastic material. The constrained layer beam was located 7 in from the left edge of the
experimental test section and 11 in from the top edge of the test section. An image of the
constrained layer beam is included in Figure 3-2.
Finally, damage was introduced into the system in the form of 1 in incremented vertical
saw cuts offset 1 in from the geometric center of the plate. Examined damage cases included saw
cuts from 1 in up to a final length of 5 in. Throughout crack propagation, the geometric center of
the crack was constantly kept along the vertical center of the plate. This implies that for each
damage increment, the crack was propagated one half inch in the positive y direction and one half
inch in the negative y direction. Locations of energy source, energy sink, damage location, and
experimental coordinate system orientation are included in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Photographss displa
displaying the experimental setup for the aluminum panel damage
detection case study. In the top right image, the red dot corresponds to the excitation location.
Excitation is provided by the shaker shown in the bottom right image. The blue dot in the figure
on the top right corresponds to the constrained layer beam location. An image of the constrained
layer beam is displayed on the left. The green dot in the figure on the top right depicts the
incremented damage location. The central image displays the incremented
cremented damage location.
location
To measure the surface velocities necessary for determination of the SI field of the
experimental plate, a Polytec PSV 400 scanning laser vibrometer was used. The vibrometer
scanning head was placed approximately 6.5 ft from the plate surface. Distance between the plate
and scanning head was chosen to optimize the scanning capabilities of the vibrometer and to
avoid destructive interference of the laser signal. Further discussion regarding the use of the
Polytec PSV 4000 scanning laser vibrometer in this experimentation is found in Section 3.3.
Use of the Polytec PSV 400 scanning laser vibrometer system provided nearly all
information necessary for application of the vibration based damage detection metrics described
in Chapter 2. The final piece of equipment used in this experimentation was a model 288D01
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PCB Piezotronics impedance head. This sensor was placed between the electromagnetic shaker
and the aluminum panel to monitor input force at all times. The value of the input force is used in
the calculation of transfer functions and reference channel autospectra; quantities necessary for
application of all of the vibration-based damage detection metrics defined in Chapter 2. The
placement of the impedance head in the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Photograph showing the orientation of the impedance head in relation to the
experimental plate, stinger, and experimental shaker. The shaker provided excitation that was
transmitted through the stinger and impedance head to the experimental plate. The impedance
head was used to measure force imparted upon the structure by the shaker. Force readings from
the impedance head were used to calculate reference autospectra for SI calculation. Additional
sensors and piezoelectric actuators on the plate were used in additional SI and SSI studies not
featured in this thesis.

3.3 Data Acquisition Parameters
For successful use in damage detection, raw voltage time histories from the scanning
laser vibrometer and impedance head had to be conditioned and processed in an efficient manner
that did not obscure the information that resided in the time histories.

To do so, several

experimental data acquisition parameters had to be chosen with care. This section provides a
summary of several data acquisition parameters that were used in experimentation to ensure the
accuracy and reliability of processed experimental data.
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3.3.1 Experimental Grid Sizing
In Chapter 2, techniques for measuring SI on plate structures using finite differencing
techniques were described.

In this description, it was noted that the accuracy of finite

differencing implementation was dependent on the grid sizing used during implementation. In
addition, when processing data through mode shape damage detection metrics, it is required to
have an experimental acquisition grid that is able to accurately characterize the mode shapes of a
test structure. As a result, experimental grid sizing was recognized as a critical parameter during
experimentation.
For the experimentation described in this chapter, given that optimized grid spacing is
dependent on frequency and wavelength, it was required to have at least five experimental
measurement points within each modal half sine wave of all normal mode shapes under study.
This allowed for accurate characterization of desired normal mode shapes for both SI and mode
shape damage detection metrics. In this research, it was desired that modes through the tenth
normal mode be accurately characterized. To provide an accurate display of all mode shapes
through the tenth normal mode, a 19 × 15 rectangular grid with 285 total experimental degrees of
freedom was chosen for experimentation. This grid was fitted to the plate and scanned for all
healthy and damaged structure states. The fitting of the experimental test grid on the aluminum
panel using the Polytec scanning laser vibrometer software is shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Experimental test grid. Each blue dot corresponds to an experimentally measured
degree of freedom. Fitting of the test grid onto the aluminum panel is completed through use of
the Polytec scanning laser vibrometer software
software. The test grid has 19 degrees of freedom in the x
direction and 15 in the y direction. Grid spacing in the x direction is 1.95” and grid spacing in the
y direction is 1.61”.
At each point on the experimental test grid, vibrational velocities were measured at
desired frequencies. These velocities were combined with the input force at the same frequencies
to obtain transfer functions for each experimental degree of freedom.. Transfer functions at each
measured degree of freedom were then combined with a spatially averaged force autospectrum
and the complex conjugates of transfer functions at neighboring degrees of freedom through
Equation (2.5).. The output of Equation (2.5) was the necessary cross spectra for the finite
difference-based SI calculation scheme.

3.3.2 Signal Processing Parameters
In addition to grid sizing, several additional experimental parameters were defined using
the Polytec PSV 400 scanning laser vibrometer software to ensure accurate and efficient data
acquisition. The Polytec PSV 400 scanning laser vibrometer software calculates fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs) of time histories for use in data pro
processing. Fourier transforms are used to
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convert time dependent data into the frequency domain. All of the vibration-based damage
detection methods applied in this study use data in the frequency domain for analysis, so FFTs of
recorded data are necessary for application of the damage detection metrics described in Chapter
2.
During experimentation, two types of shaker excitation were utilized. The first type of
excitation used during experimentation was a bandpass filtered broadband noise signal from 0 to
1 kHz. All normal mode shapes of the experimental plate through the 10th normal mode were
below 1 kHz, ensuring that all desired mode shapes were captured during experimentation. When
this type of excitation was used, 10 averages were measured at each experimental degree of
freedom. To make the signals periodic for FFT analysis, a Hanning window was applied to both
the vibrometer and reference force signals. FFT lines were defined at every 0.3125 Hz, requiring
a sample time of 3.2 seconds. The sampling frequency was greater than 2 kHz to avoid signal
aliasing. By taking the FFT of the vibrometer and excitation force time histories, acceleration
transfer functions were calculated. The acceleration transfer functions were obtained by dividing
the response of the plate at a degree of freedom (vibrometer signal) by the input force signal at
the point of excitation (signal from the impedance head). Acceleration transfer functions are the
input for the traditional damage detection methods, and provide part of the input for the SI-based
damage detection methods. An acceleration transfer function is defined as
, =
where:

,


,

(3.1)

Gf,a: The cross-spectrum between the force input and acceleration output, and
Gff: The autospectrum of the force input.
An example of an acceleration transfer function obtained with broadband noise input is

displayed in Figure 3-5. The particular transfer function in Figure 3-5 was found by averaging
measured experimental transfer functions over all experimental degrees of freedom for the
healthy panel.

Normal mode shapes corresponding to resonance frequencies are labeled
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accordingly, where the first number in parenthesis corresponds to the number of half sine waves
in the x direction of each normal mode shape and the second number in parenthesis corresponds
to the number of half sine waves in the y direction of each normal mode shape.

Figure 3-5: Example of an experimentally measured acceleration transfer function. This transfer
function is obtained by spatially averaging all measured transfer functions over all measured
degrees of freedom. Mode shapes corresponding to resonance frequencies are labeled
accordingly. After the addition of the constrained layer beam to the test setup, the resonance peak
corresponding to the (2, 1) normal mode split into two separate peaks. Each of these resonance
peaks had corresponding mode shapes that resembled the (2, 1) normal mode.
In addition to acceleration transfer functions, SI-based damage detection methods need
autospectra computed from the reference excitation force. The input force autospectrum is
computed through use of Equation (2.6). By studying broadband excitation on the experimental
plate, general assessments of resonance frequencies and shifts in resonance frequencies were
possible. However, in the SI-based measurements, the broadband noise input used did not
provide the excitation amplitude necessary at lower frequencies (<500 Hz) to excite the
constrained layer beam.

Since SI measurement at frequencies as low as the fundamental

frequency (37 Hz) was desired, a different type of excitation had to be used for the SI-based
sensing techniques for frequencies below 500 Hz.
The second type of excitation examined during experimentation was sine wave
excitation. Use of sine wave force input allowed for SI measurement at lower frequencies where
high excitation amplitudes were necessary. All of the experimental parameters utilized for sine
wave excitation were the same as with noise excitation except 3 averages were used rather than
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10. Fewer averages can be used with sine excitation because sine excitation provides excellent
signal to noise ratios at driving frequencies, providing more reliable results at frequencies of
interest with fewer averages. In addition, force input for sine excitation was fixed at 0.225 lbf at
all measured frequencies.

Use of a higher force input ensured more effective damper

performance at frequencies of interest throughout experimentation.

3.4 Experimental Post-Processing Techniques
After excitation and acceleration time histories were processed through FFTs, the
experimental data was processed through the damage detection metrics described in Chapter 2.
While the SI and FRF methods were applied directly to measured data, mode shape metrics
needed additional analysis before the damage metric calculations could be applied to the
experimental data. The post-processing procedures for the SI, FRF, mode shape-based damage
detection methods are described in this section.

3.4.1 Structural Intensity Post Processing Techniques
SI-based damage detection techniques, similar to FRF techniques, were relatively simple
metrics to post-process.

Unlike the mode shape methods, SI-based methods used directly

measured frequency response data to determine the relative structural health of the experimental
aluminum panel. This meant that no modal analysis was necessary to apply SI-based damage
detection techniques.

To calculate the structural intensity of the experimental plate, the

relationships explained in Section 2.2 were used. MATLAB scripts were written to evaluate
these relationships, allowing for easy implementation of the metrics.

Summaries of the
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MATLAB scripts written to calculate SI and apply SI-based damage detection metrics are
presented in Appendix B.2.
The techniques implemented to calculate structural intensity on the experimental plate
were originally developed by Daley [27], and relied on finite difference approximations of plate
moments and shears. To evaluate the accuracy of the finite difference approximations and
validate the SI calculation techniques, a validation study was necessary. This validation study
was undertaken through use of the finite element analysis software package MSC NASTRAN.
For the SI validation study, a plate similar to the experimental plate was constructed
using the finite element program MSC NASTRAN. This plate had similar material properties as
the experimental plate (E = 75 GPa, ν = 0.33), and had similar dimensions as the experimental
plate (23 in × 31 in × 0.25 in). The plate was modeled using 4-noded shell elements. The mesh
used on the plate was the same as the experimental mesh, resulting in a uniform 19 node by 15
node model (18 element by 14 element model) with 285 total nodes. The plate was simulated
under clamped conditions, following the desired experimental condition. Structural damping for
the validation study was neglected. A point energy source and a point energy sink were used in
simulation, similar to experimentation. The energy source was a 0.225 lb force and was located
approximately 6 in along the long dimension and 4 inches along the short dimension from one
corner of the experimental plate. The point damper had a damping value of 5.14 lbf*s/in, and
was located approximately 26 inches along the long dimension and 18 inches along the short
dimension from the same corner of the plate as the excitation location.
Validation of SI calculation techniques was undertaken using the MSC NASTRAN SOL
108 (direct frequency response). Using this solution, frequency response data at all points on the
simulated plate were obtained given the point excitation and sink locations listed above. The
results from the SOL 108 analysis were used as input for the finite differencing code as well as
McPOW [22, 23], a program used to calculate structural intensity from finite element model
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results which has been previously validated. Comparison of McPOW and finite differencing
results give insight into the accuracy of the finite differencing solution.
In the finite differencing formulation, structural intensity is broken down into shear,
bending, and twisting components. Each component is solved for separately and combined to
obtain the total structural intensity vector at each degree of freedom. Similarly, McPOW solves
for structural intensity by first solving for several components. McPOW SI components were
compared to the accompanying finite differencing SI components to evaluate the accuracy of the
finite differencing approach. The bending component of the SI field of the finite element plate
using the finite differencing formulation is compared to the same results using McPOW at 544 Hz
in Figure 3-6. A comparison of the entire SI vector field at 544 Hz is presented in Figure 3-7.
The corresponding normal mode at 544 Hz is shown in Figure 3-8. In Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7,
SI magnitudes are displayed on a dB scale and are in W/m2. SI directions are displayed as unit
vectors originating from finite element nodes.
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Figure 3-6: Bending
ing component of SI at 544 Hz. In both images, the excitation location (red
dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) are labeled. The SI bending component
obtained using McPOW is displayed in the left image. McPOW is a program used to calculate SI
in finite element models. The SI bending component obtained using the finite differencing
approach is displayed on the right image
image.. Results show good agreement between the two
methods of calculation on the center of the plate. Outer regions show larger errors in the finite
differencing approach. SI magnitudes are displayed on a dB scale and are in W/m2. SI directions
are displayed as unit vectors originating from finite element nodes
nodes.
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Figure 3-7: Total SI vector fields at 544 Hz. In both images, the excitation location (red dot)
and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) are labeled. In the figure on the left, SI results
obtained using McPOW are shown
shown. In the figure on the right, SI results using the finite
differencing approach are shown
shown.. Results show good agreement between the two methods of
calculation on the center of the plate. Outer regions show larger errors in the finite differencing
approach. SI magnitudes are displayed on a dB sscale and are in W/m2. SI directions are displayed
as unit vectors originating from finite element nodes.

Figure 3-8: Normal mode shape at 544 Hz solved using the NASTRAN SOL 103.
103 This is a 2 (
3 normal mode shape.
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Via inspection, the finite differencing approach closely matches McPOW results for the
central area of the plate. In region 5 of the plate, SI magnitudes using the finite differencing
approach are within ±1 dB of the McPOW results, and SI directions match McPOW results to
visible precision. On the outer regions of the plate, the finite differencing approach does not
match the McPOW results as closely. This can be attributed to two main factors. First, in outer
plate regions, forward and backward differencing techniques are used. These techniques by
definition are not as accurate as central differencing techniques, allowing for compounded errors
and inaccuracies. A summary of the errors associated with finite differencing techniques can be
found in reference 29. In addition, the finite differencing approach does not account for boundary
conditions. As a result, the finite differencing approach allows for nonzero intensity values along
fixed boundaries. For this reason, the edge points using the finite difference method are nonzero,
where McPOW results at corresponding points are equal to zero. To demonstrate the accuracy of
the finite difference approach for calculating structural intensity over a range of frequencies, the
total SI vector fields for 135 Hz (fundamental frequency) and 378 Hz (3 × 1 normal mode) are
included in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, respectively.

In Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, SI

magnitudes are displayed on a dB scale and are in W/m2. SI directions are displayed as unit
vectors originating from finite element nodes.
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Figure 3-9: Total SI vector fields at 135 Hz (fundamental frequency). The
he excitation location
(red dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) are labeled. SI results obtained using
McPOW are shown on the left
left. SI results using the finite differencing approach
oach are shown on the
right.. Results show good agreement between the two methods on the center of the plate.

Figure 3-10: Total SI vector fields at 378 Hz (3 ( 1 normal mode). The
he excitation location (red
dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) are labeled. SI results obtained using
McPOW are shown on the left
left. SI results using the finite differencing approach are shown on the
right. Results show good agreement bet
between
ween the two methods on the center of the plate.
plate
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While the finite differencing approach provides an adequate estimate of plate structural
intensity for this study, accuracy of the finite difference approach can be improved. To increase
the overall accuracy of the finite differencing approach to calculating structural intensity, the
finite element model mesh must be refined. By definition, the accuracy of finite differencing
techniques is dependent upon the grid spacing used. Through use of a refined mesh, grid sizing
will be reduced and results over the entire plate will show a better match between the finite
differencing approach and McPOW. In the experimental study, a finer mesh is impossible
because of time constraints on data acquisition. However, in analytical studies, use of a finer
mesh can enhance the accuracy of the finite differencing approach as an approximation method
for determining structural intensity in isotropic plates.

3.4.2 FRF and Mode Shape Post Processing Techniques
FRF damage detection techniques were the simplest of the damage detection metrics to
post-process. Unlike the mode shape methods, FRF based methods used directly measured
frequency response data to determine the relative structural health of the experimental plate. This
meant that no additional modal analysis was necessary to apply FRF-based damage detection
techniques. In addition, the FRF metrics examined in Chapter 2 used relatively simple relations
to calculate quantities that were interpreted for relative structural health. Several MATLAB
scripts were written to apply these metrics to experimental data received from the PSV 400
scanning laser vibrometer. Summaries of the scripts written to apply these damage detection
metrics to experimental data are reviewed in Appendix B.3.
As stated earlier, application of the mode shape techniques described in Chapter 2
required more complex post-processing techniques than the FRF techniques. Before mode shape
damage detection techniques were applied, frequency response data extracted from
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experimentation was processed through a modal analysis. The output of the modal analysis was
mode shape data that was then processed through MATLAB scripts containing the theory of the
mode shape metrics described in Chapter 2. These MATLAB scripts were used to calculate
necessary damage detection quantities. Summaries of the scripts written to apply the mode shape
damage detection metrics to experimental data are reviewed in Appendix B.4.
To perform modal analysis on experimentally measured data, a free software package
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory was used. The name of this software package
was Damage Identification And MOdal aNalysis of Data or DIAMOND (available at:
http://www.lanl.gov/projects/ei/software_data/diamond.shtml), and the package is easily run
through MATLAB. When performing modal analysis for this study in DIAMOND, the Rational
Fraction Polynomial (RFP) method was used. The rational fraction polynomial method is one of
several ways to curve fit a set of FRF measurements, and is crucial in obtaining modal parameters
from experimentally obtained FRFs. Curve fitting is a process that matches an analytical model
of an FRF to that of measured experimental data [32]. By using curve fitting techniques in modal
analysis in conjunction with peak picking, resonance frequencies can be more reliably determined
than by solely picking observed maxima in spatially averaged transfer functions.
In order to use the rational polynomial curve fitting method in DIAMOND, the user has
to pick a frequency band surrounding a peak in the frequency response data. A peak in frequency
response data corresponds to a frequency at which resonance occurs. DIAMOND then calculates
the corresponding mode shape, resonance frequency and modal damping in this frequency band
(Figure 3-11). An example of a mode shape calculated using the DIAMOND software package is
shown in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-11: Picking a peak with DIAMOND’s rational polynomial analysis method to calculate
the mode shape, resonance frequency, and damping at the peak of interest.

Figure 3-12: Mode shape extracted from experimental frequency response data using the
DIAMOND software package. This specific mode shape was extracted from healthy plate data at
280 Hz and is a 5 × 2 mode.
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3.5 Additional Experimental Parameter Discussion

3.5.1 Sine Drive Frequencies
As stated earlier, two types of excitation were used in the experimental case study
described in Section 3.2. For the SI-based damage detection methods, sine drive input was used
to increase damper performance at frequencies below 500 Hz.

Twelve frequencies were

examined for each experimental damage increment. Frequencies for sine drive input were chosen
based on several factors. First, sine drive inputs were chosen such that frequencies both on and
off-resonance were studied. Both on and off-resonance frequencies were studied based on their
inherent advantages. On-resonance frequency SI vector fields are dominated by contributions
from a single mode (which may or may not be sensitive to the particular damage), but signal to
noise ratios are often desirable leading to more reliable results. Off-resonance frequencies have
intensity fields where several modes contribute to the response (where one or more of the modes
may be sensitive to the particular damage), but such frequencies can have inherently low signal to
noise ratios that can obscure results.
Frequencies both on and off-resonance were observed for all damage increments.
However, frequencies at which resonances occurred shifted during experimentation. Two main
factors contributed to the observed shifts in resonance frequencies during experimentation. The
first contributing factor to resonance frequency shifts observed during experimentation was
structural damage.

When a structure is damaged, its effective stiffness is lowered.

Since

resonance frequencies are dependent upon effective plate stiffness, increased damage caused
shifts in observed resonance frequencies. The second contributing factor to observed resonance
frequency shifts was changes in the ambient temperature. Since the experimental plate and its
clamping frame had different coefficients of thermal expansion, changes in ambient temperature
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caused a state of stress in the plate, thus affecting its effective stiffness. Effects of temperature
shifts on resonance frequencies are addressed further in Appendix A.
Due to the shifts of resonance frequencies during experimentation, on-resonance
frequencies were measured twice when necessary. First, frequency data was obtained at the
healthy plate resonance frequencies, which served as reference frequencies. Then, if necessary,
frequencies corresponding to the current resonance frequencies were scanned. Taking such
action ensured that frequency data at resonance frequencies was properly obtained throughout
experimentation.

3.5.2 Experimental Damper Performance
When determining the SI on any structure, it is helpful to have dominant energy sources
and sinks. When dominant energy sources and sinks are present on a structure, the energy flow in
the structure will be well defined. If no dominant energy sinks are present in a structure, the flow
will be reverberant and difficult to predict. In the experimental case study described in this
chapter, a constrained layer beam was used to provide point damping on the structure at a single
point. To characterize the performance of the constrained layer beam as an energy dissipating
mechanism, an experimental study was performed. First, the experimental plate was excited with
noise input and no damping mechanism attached. Transfer functions over the entire plate were
measured, and modal analysis was performed using the DIAMOND software package. Loss
factors were extracted from the DIAMOND modal analysis. This procedure was then repeated
with the constrained layer beam attached to the experimental plate. Values of loss factors in
undamped and damped states were compared to estimate the increase in damping achieved
through the addition of the constrained layer beam. A comparison of experimentally measured
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loss factors with and without the constrained layer beam attached to the experimental system is
shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Comparison of experimentally measured loss factors before and after the addition of
the constrained layer beam to the experimental setup. Experimentally measured loss factors
increase with the addition of the constrained layer beam. Percent increases in loss factors
decrease with increasing frequency.
Undamped Resonance
Undamped Loss Damped Loss
Frequency in Hz (Normal
Factor
Factor
Mode Shape)
88.1 (3,1)
0.0308
0.0638
141.7 (3,2)
0.0230
0.0338
216.1 (5,1)
0.0188
0.0274
291.8 (6,1)
0.0162
0.0226
357.9 (6,2)
0.0148
0.0206
451.2 (6,3)
0.0166
0.0194

Percent Increase In
Loss Factor
107.1
47.00
45.74
39.51
39.19
16.87

In Table 3-1, the highest observed loss factors for both damped and undamped cases
occur at lower frequencies. Loss factors decrease in magnitude with increasing frequency, and all
loss factors increase with the addition of the constrained layer beam. Percent increases in loss
factors are greatest at the lower frequencies, and decrease with increasing frequency. This
implies that lower frequencies will have more defined energy flow than higher frequencies during
experimentation.
To gain further insight into the damping provided by the constrained layer beam, the
divergence of the SI vector field can be used. The divergence of the SI field, described in
Chapter 2, is often used to determine the source and sink locations of a vector field. If the
constrained layer beam provides adequate damping to the experimental system, location of the
constrained layer beam will be visible in the divergence of the SI vector field. Examination of SI
divergence fields with the addition of the constrained layer beam is performed in Chapter 5,
where the SI vector field divergence is used to determine dominant source and sink locations in
the experimental plate, and changes in the SI vector field divergence are used to localize damage.

Chapter 4
STRUCTURAL INTENSITY MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The first objective of this thesis was to successfully measure the structural energy flow of
a thin, isotropic plate with progressively increasing open-crack damage. Using the experimental
setup and post-processing techniques described in Chapter 3, structural energy flow was
determined at various frequencies of interest between 0 and 1 kHz. Frequencies of interest
included frequencies on and off-resonance. This chapter summarizes results of SI measurement
on an isotropic aluminum panel with progressive open-crack damage, and compares
experimentally results to finite element simulation.

4.1 On-Resonance Results
Several of the frequencies studied during experimentation were frequencies onresonance.

Frequencies on resonance generally have high signal to noise ratios, and have

responses dominated by single modes that may or may not be sensitive to damage. For their high
signal to noise ratios, on-resonance frequencies are advantageous for use in damage detection
applications. During experimentation, resonance frequencies shifted with damage and also with
changes in temperature. Therefore, frequencies on-resonance often had to be measured twice
during experimentation, as described in Chapter 3.
For frequencies on-resonance, frequency data was first measured at the frequencies
corresponding to the healthy plate resonance frequencies. Since it is difficult to measure shifts in
resonance frequencies in real-time, this is likely the manner in which an SI-based damage
detection system would be implemented. However, resonance frequencies can shift considerable
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amounts throughout a damage progression. If large frequency shifts are observed, whether these
frequency shifts are caused by damage or environmental effects, scanning reference frequencies
can result in scanning frequencies off-resonance or on adjacent resonance frequencies. To ensure
comparison of similar resonance frequencies during experimentation, second data sets were
measured for all necessary on-resonance frequencies.

In these second data sets, resonance

frequencies were followed throughout damage progression. While this methodology would be
more difficult to implement in a damage detection system, it ensures that similar vibration
responses were examined throughout damage progression. This methodology also reflects the
process used to apply mode shape metrics, allowing for more accurate comparison between SI
and mode shape damage detection techniques. On-resonance frequency results displayed in this
chapter all use resonance-following techniques.

4.1.1 Resonance-Following Results
As stated earlier, several of the frequencies examined during the experimental case study
described in Chapter 3 were on-resonance frequencies. Study of frequencies on-resonance is
desirable because of inherently high signal to noise ratios at these frequencies.

One such

resonance frequency occurred at 223 Hz, where the corresponding normal mode shape was the 5
× 1 normal mode. The measured structural intensity vector fields of the experimental plate for all
measured damage increments at 223 Hz is displayed in Figure 4-1. The magnitudes of the SI
vector fields from Figure 4-1 are normalized to the same input power as the healthy plate
measurement. Since energy cannot flow through open-crack damage, forward and backward
differencing techniques are used to estimate SI at points adjacent to open-crack damage. A zoom
view of the healthy and 5” open-crack increments on a modified color bar is shown in Figure 4-2
to demonstrate the convergence of the maximum SI magnitude upon the crack location with
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he operating deflection shape corresponding to the 5 ( 1 normal mode
increasing crack size. The
for the healthy
ealthy plate at 223 Hz is shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-1:
Experimentally measured structural intensity vector fields at the on-resonance
frequency of 223 Hz, which corresponds to the 5 ( 1 normal mode. Along the top from left to
right are the healthy, 1” crack and 2” crack SI vector fields, and on the bottom from left to right
are the 3”, 4”, and 5” crack SI vector fields. All configurations have thee excitation location (red
dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) labeled, and all damaged configurations have
the damage location (white line) labeled. The white line is scaled in each image to represent the
size of the
he actual damage at the time of measurement. Results show convergence of the
maximum measured intensity values upon the damage location with increasing crack size.
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Figure 4-2: Comparison of healthy (left) and 5” crack (right) SI vector fields directly
surrounding the open-crack
crack at an on
on-resonance
resonance frequency of 223 Hz. The crack location is
denoted by the white line. In the 5” crack image, the maximum SI magnitude has converged
upon the crack location.

Figure 4-3: Experimentally measured operating deflection shape at 223 Hz (healthy plate).
Since 223 Hz is on-resonance,
resonance, the operating deflection shape matches the corresponding normal
mode shape (5 ( 1) at the measured frequency.
In Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2, the maximum value of the measured structural intensity
converges upon the crack
ack location. In addition, large phase changes are observed in the area
between the excitation and incremented damage locatio
locations.
ns. This area corresponds to a low energy
circulation zone in the measured SI field
field. The observed changes in the SI vector field with
increasing open-crack
crack damage show that SI has potential for use in damage detection
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applications. Changes in measured SI are quantified for damage detection applications in Chapter
5.

4.1.2 Impact of Following Resonance Frequencies
The results displayed in the previous section were determined by following the 5 × 1
normal mode throughout the experimental damage progression. However, the frequency at which
the 5 × 1 normal mode was observed during experimentation was a function of both crack size
and ambient temperature. This meant that the location of the 5 × 1 normal mode had to be found
in the frequency domain before each damage increment was measured. If such techniques were
used in damage detection applications, locations of resonance frequencies would have to be
determined in real-time. This is a task that would require complex sensing techniques and
algorithms. To avoid such complication, resonance frequencies can be determined for the healthy
structure state and the same frequency can be measured throughout damage progression. In
addition to following resonance frequencies throughout damage progression, frequencies
corresponding to the baseline healthy resonance frequencies were also measured throughout
damage progression.

The impact of following resonance frequencies throughout a damage

progression as opposed to scanning a singular frequency throughout damage progression is shown
in Figure 4-4. Results shown in Figure 4-4 are in the 5” crack configuration.
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Figure 4-4: In the figure on the left, the SI vector field was measured at the frequency where the
5 ( 1 normal mode was observed with a 5” crack (213 Hz). In the image on the right,
right the SI
vector field was measured at the frequency where the 5 ( 1 normal mode was observed
ob
with the
healthy plate (223 Hz). Both measurements were taken with the 5” open
open-crack
crack configuration.
The results show that if a resonance frequency shifts during damage progression, measuring a
reference frequency can result in the measurement of a frequency off resonance,
resonance which results in
much lower SI magnitudes..
While
hile both vector maps look similar in Figure 4-4, following a resonance frequency
throughoutt damage progression produces higher SI magnitudes than measurement of a single
frequency throughout damage progression.

This can be attributed to the
he large resonance

frequency shifts observed during experimentation. When relatively large frequency shifts (>2%)
are observed in lightly damped structures such as aluminum panels, measurement of SI at healthy
reference frequencies often results in SI measurement at frequencies off-resonance.
resonance. Since the
vibration responses of frequencies off
off-resonance are much lower than the response on-resonance,
on
measured SI at off-resonance
resonance frequencies is much lower in magnitude than frequencies onon
resonance.
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In damage detection applications, changes in SI magnitude can be interpreted for
presence of damage. While decreases in SI magnitudes associated with resonance shifts can be
interpreted for detection of damage, false positives can occur if frequency shifts are a function of
ambient temperature change. To avoid such false positives, frequencies off-resonance can be
studied for determination of relative structural damage.

4.2 Off-Resonance Results
While frequencies on-resonance often have desirable signal to noise ratios, responses at
such frequencies are dominated by singular normal modes that may or may not be sensitive to
structural damage. In comparison, responses at off-resonance frequencies contain contributions
from several normal modes, where one or more of these modes may be sensitive to structural
damage. This makes measurement of SI at frequencies off-resonance desirable for damage
detection applications. However, it is not always possible to obtain desirable signal to noise
ratios for off-resonance frequencies. As a result, measurement of SI at off-resonance frequencies
is only applicable when sufficient signal to noise ratios can be achieved.
Several frequencies examined during the experimental case study described in Chapter 3
were frequencies off-resonance, and one such frequency was 75 Hz. The calculated SI vector
fields of the experimental plate for all measured damage increments at 75 Hz are shown in Figure
4-5.

All intensity results are normalized to the same input power as the healthy plate

measurement. Since energy cannot flow through open-crack damage, forward and backward
differencing techniques are used to estimate SI at points adjacent to open-crack damage. A zoom
view of the healthy and 5” open-crack increments on a modified color bar is shown in Figure 4-6
to demonstrate the convergence of the maximum SI magnitude upon the crack location with
increasing crack size. The operating deflection shape at 75 Hz is shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-5: Experimentally measured structural intensity vector fields at 75 Hz.
Hz Along the top
from left to right are the healthy, 1” crack and 2” crack SI vector fields,, and on the bottom from
left to right are the 3”, 4”, and 5” crack SI vector fields. All configurationss have the excitation
location (red dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) labeled, and all damaged
configurations have the damage location (white line) labeled. The white line is scaled in each
image to represent the size of the actual damage at the time of measurement. Results show
convergence of the maximum measured SI upon the damage location with increasing
increasin crack size.
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of healthy (left) and 5” crack (right) SI vector fields directly
surrounding the open-crack
crack at an off-resonance frequency of 75 Hz. The crack location is
denoted by the white line. In the 5” crack image, the maximum SI magnitude has converged
upon the crack location.

Figure 4-7: Experimentally measured operating deflection shape at 75 Hz (healthy plate). Since
75 Hz is off-resonance,
resonance, the operating deflection shape does not have a corresponding normal
mode shape. Instead, the operating deflection shape corresponds to the vibration
vibrati response of the
plate at 75 Hz.
In Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, the maximum value of the measured structural intensity
magnitude converges upon the crack location with increasing crack size.. Phase changes are not
as visibly noticeable as the on
on-resonance
resonance case, but can still be tracked for use in damage
determination. Thiss is likely an artifact of the grid sizing used during experimentation,
experimentation as the
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nearest measured degree of freedom to the open-crack was 1” away from the damage. If a finer
experimental grid was measured in the immediate vicinity of the crack, significant phase changes
would have been observed, as energy flow must divert around the open-crack. As with the onresonance results, the off-resonance changes in the SI vector field with increasing open-crack
damage show that SI has potential for use in damage detection applications.

Changes in

measured SI are quantified for damage detection applications in Chapter 5.
In Figure 4-6, 75 Hz is an off-resonance frequency. As a result, the operating deflection
shape at this frequency does not correspond to any normal modes. For frequencies off-resonance,
the operating deflection shape corresponds to the forced vibration response of the structure at the
frequency of interest.

4.3 Comparison to Simulated Results
To explore the similarities between experimentally measured data and simulation, a finite
element model of the experimental plate was constructed using the finite element program
NASTRAN.

The finite element model used shell elements in a mesh that matched the

experimental mesh (19 × 15 nodes, 18 × 14 elements). In addition, plate material properties and
dimensions were chosen in the model to match the experiment as closely as possible. Values for
these properties and dimensions are listed in Chapter 3. Plate boundaries were clamped in the
plate plane, and resonance frequencies were tuned using torsional springs around the plate
boundary to match experimentally measured data. Simulated force input was adjusted to match
experimentally measured data, and was applied in a similar location to the experimental plate.
Damping was modeled with a viscous damping element that was placed in a similar location to
the experimental constrained layer beam location. Results at the off-resonance frequency of 75
Hz were produced using the finite element program NASTRAN and the SI post-processing code
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McPOW [22, 23] to compare experiment with simulation. A comparison of the simulated and
experimentally measured SI res
results at 75 Hz is presented in Figure 4-8.

Hz. Right: simulated SI results at 75
Figure 4-8: Left: experimentally measured SI results at 75 Hz
Hz using the finite element program McPOW. In both images, the excitation location (red dot)
and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) are labeled. Comparison of the results shows good
agreement between simulation and experiment, with closely matching SI magnitudes and
directions.
Comparison of finite element and experimentally measured data shows that simulation
closely matches experimentally measured data. Both m
magnitudes and directions of the simulated
SI closely
sely match experimentally measured data for the center region of the plate. Differences
between the simulated and experimentally measured data can be attributed to two main factors.
First, experimental boundary conditions are not exactly the same as thos
those utilized in the finite
element model. In the finite element model, no energy losses occur along the plate boundaries,
while friction losses are observed along all plate boundaries during experimentation. Also, the
experimental fixture was not perfectly symmetric as the finite element model was. This causes a
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mismatch in the behavior of the SI, especially around the edges of the plate.

Second,

experimental SI calculation techniques on the perimeter of the plate are less accurate due to the
use of forward and backward finite differencing in these areas, which have inherently larger
errors than central differencing techniques. For these reasons, SI directions do not match as well
around the perimeter of the plate compared to the center. However, this study provides validation
of simulation techniques and backs the use of simulation for further study of SI in damage
detection applications.
The first objective of this research was to successfully measure SI on isotropic plate
structures for use in damage detection. The results summarized in this chapter verify that this
objective has been completed for frequencies both on and off-resonance.

Experimentally

measured SI closely matches simulated results at frequencies of interest, validating experimental
measurement techniques and finite difference approximations used in the experimental
calculation of SI. A summary of changes in SI for frequencies both on and off-resonance with
incrementally increasing damage is presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 5, results for all of the
damage detection techniques described in Chapter 2 are presented and evaluated in a comparison
with SI-based damage detection techniques.

Chapter 5
DAMAGE DETECTION RESULTS
In Chapter 4, surface velocities and input force autospectra were used to determine the SI
of an isotropic aluminum plate structure as it was incrementally damaged in the form of an opencrack. In this chapter, changes in the plate SI with increasing crack length are quantified to
examine the effectiveness of SI measurement in damage detection applications. SI-based damage
detection techniques are compared to traditional vibration-based techniques to evaluate the
relative performance of SI measurement in the detection of open-crack damage in isotropic
aluminum panels. SI-based damage detection technique results are presented in Section 5.1. In
this section, SI-based techniques are evaluated for their ability to detect damage in the isotropic
aluminum panel. Damage detection results for traditional frequency response and mode shapebased techniques are presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. The results of the frequency
response and mode shape-based techniques are compared with the SI-based results to evaluate the
relative performance of SI measurement in damage detection applications.

5.1 SI Damage Detection Results
In Chapter 4, SI was determined on the experimental aluminum panel for frequencies
both on and off-resonance with increasing open-crack damage. In this section, changes in SI
magnitudes, phases, and the SI vector field divergence with increasing open-crack damage are
quantified for use in damage detection at frequencies both on and off-resonance. First, changes in
SI magnitude, phase, and divergence are examined over the entire experimental plate with
increasing open-crack damage. Next, maximum values of phase and magnitude changes are
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isolated for each crack case to observe the maximum potential of the SI damage detection
techniques. Finally, simulation of a sensor near the crack location is undertaken by isolating the
SI magnitude and phase at the geometric center of the plate throughout damage progression.
Such a simulation provides insight into the application of single point SSI sensors that can be
used for real-time damage detection at a discrete number of structural locations.

5.1.1 On-Resonance SI Damage Detection Results
The first results presented in Chapter 4 were a product of SI measurement at frequencies
on-resonance. As stated earlier, frequencies on-resonance have responses dominated by single
modes and have high signal to noise ratios. In this section, changes in SI magnitude, phase, and
the divergence of the SI vector field are observed over the entire plate with increasing open-crack
size at the on-resonance frequency of 223 Hz (5 × 1 normal mode). SI vector fields for all
experimentally measured damage increments at this frequency are found in Section 4.1. All
results presented in this section use resonance following techniques described in Section 4.1.2 to
ensure comparison of similar SI vector fields throughout experimentation. In addition, all results
are normalized to the same input power for all measured data sets.
Since SI is a vector quantity, vital information about relative structural health can be
determined by tracking changes in SI magnitudes or phases throughout the useful life of a
structure. In this study, magnitude changes at the on-resonance frequency of 223 Hz were
determined throughout the experimental damage progression as a percent change relative to the
maximum observed SI magnitude for the healthy plate. The changes in SI for all experimentally
measured damage increments are presented in Figure 5-1. To demonstrate possible fluctuations
of SI magnitudes between sets of similar measurements, SI was measured twice in the healthy
configuration. A comparison of healthy measurements is found in the top left of Figure 5-1,
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where it is referred to hereafter as the zero inch open-crack increment. The
he location of the 5 ( 1
normal mode in the frequency domain is shown in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-1: Experimentally measured changes in SI magnitude at the on-resonance
resonance frequency of
223 Hz, which corresponds to the 5 ( 1 normal mode. The top left image shows the variation in
SI magnitude between two healthy measurements. Along the top from left to right are the
healthy, 1” crack and 2” crack magnitude change plots
plots,, and on the bottom from left to right are
the 3”, 4”, and 5” crack magn
magnitude change plots. All configurations have the excitation location
(red dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) labeled, and all damaged configurations
have the damage location (white line) labeled. The white line is scaled in each image to represent
the size of the actual damage at the time of measurement. The results show a convergence of the
maximum measured SI magnitudes upon the crack location with increasing crack size, with a
maximum observed increase of 160%.
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Figure 5-2: Experimentally measured acceleration transfer function for the healthy plate. The
location of the 5 × 1 normal mode in the frequency domain, which occurs at a frequency of 223
Hz in the healthy configuration, is denoted by the red arrow.
In Figure 5-1, the location of the highest observed magnitude change converges upon the
open-crack location with increasing crack size. The maximum observed magnitude change over
all damage states occurs with a 4” open-crack, where the observed magnitude adjacent to the
crack is 160% higher than the maximum observed SI magnitude for the healthy plate. For all
damage increments above and including 3 inches, SI magnitudes in the direct vicinity of the crack
are at least 100% higher than the highest measured magnitude in the healthy state.

The

convergence of the maximum SI upon the damage location shows the potential for use of SI in
damage detection applications as a damage localizer, and the scale of the SI increase in the area
of the crack shows potential for use of SI in general damage detection applications.
In addition to tracking SI magnitudes over all damage increments, SI phases were tracked
to further determine the potential for use of SI measurement in damage detection applications. In
Figure 5-3, changes in phase at each degree of freedom are expressed as a change in degrees
relative to the healthy plate phase obtained at the equivalent degree of freedom. Phase change
results are determined such that the maximum phase change is 180°, implying that a phase
change in either direction of equal magnitude will result in the same display color in the figure.
Similar to the magnitude change results, repeatability of measurements was explored by
measuring the healthy plate twice and determining the variation in phase between the two
measurements. The results of this repeatability study is displayed in the top left image of Figure
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5-3,, and the changes in SI phase over the remaining measured damage increments are shown in
the remaining images.

Figure 5-3: Experimentally measured changes in SI phase at the on
on-resonance
resonance frequency of 223
Hz, which corresponds to the 5 ( 1 normal mode. Along the top from left to right are the healthy
baseline,, 1” crack and 2” crack phase change plots, and on the bottom from left to right are the
3”, 4”, and 5” crack phase change plots. All configurations have the excitation location (red dot)
and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) labeled, and all damaged
aged configurations have the
damage location (white line) labeled. The white line is scaled in each image to represent the size
of the actual damage at the time of measurement. The results show a convergence of the
maximum measured SI phase change upon tthe
he crack location with larger crack lengths, with a
maximum observed increase of 180
180°.. Large phase changes are observed in a low energy area
between the crack and excitation location for lower damage increments, but phase angles in this
area return to values
ues similar to the healthy plate for higher damage increments.
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In Figure 5-3, the location of the highest observed phase change converges upon the
crack location with increasing crack size. The maximum observed phase change over all damage
states occurs with a 5” open-crack, where the observed phase adjacent to the crack is 180° from
the reference healthy phase. At 223 Hz, an area of low energy flow exists between the excitation
location and damage location. This low energy area is visible in Figure 4-1. Since this area has
low energy flow, the phase measurements in this area are not as repeatable as in high energy
areas. As a result, differences in phase up to 100° are observed in this area when two sets of
healthy measurements are compared.

Observed phases in this area of low energy change

drastically throughout damage progression, and do not appear to shift with any trend. However,
phase changes in the direct vicinity of the crack generally increase with increasing crack length.
This shows that high energy areas are the most advantageous areas to follow when tracking SI
phase in damage detection applications. In addition, the results show that it is important to have a
complete understanding of the SI field at all measured frequencies. This allows for elimination of
false positives in damage detection applications, as the high phase shifts in low energy areas can
lead to misinterpretation in damage detection applications.
The third SI-based damage detection method employed in this work was the divergence
of the SI vector field. The calculation for the divergence of a vector field was described in
Chapter 2 as the sum of the partial derivatives of a vector field, and is generally used to determine
locations of vector field sources and sinks. The divergence of the SI vector field was determined
for all damage increments using the accompanying SI vector fields, and is shown in Figure 5-4.
In the divergence plots, a positive divergence represents an energy source and is displayed in red.
A negative divergence represents an energy sink and is displayed in blue. The magnitude of the
divergence corresponds to the “strength” of the energy source or energy sink at the given
location, which has units of flux. The higher the absolute value of the divergence at a single
point, the “stronger” the energy source or energy sink at the point of interest.
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Figure 5-4: SI vector field divergence determined from experimentally measured data at an
a onresonance frequency of 223 Hz (5 ( 1 normal mode). Along the top from left to right are the
healthy, 1” crack
ck and 2” crack SI vector field divergence plots
plots,, and on the bottom from left to
right are the 3”, 4”,
”, and 5” crack SI vector field divergence plots
plots. All configurations
configuration have the
excitation location (red dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) labeled, and all
damaged configurations have the damage location (white line) labeled. The white line is scaled
in each image to represent the size of the actual damage at the time of measurement. The results
show that the energy source
ce has been correctly located through calculation of the SI vector field
divergence, and the energy sink has been located to within 5” of its actual position. In addition,
decreases in the vector field divergence are observed in the direct vicinity of the crack location.
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In Figure 5-4, the SI vector field divergence is able to correctly determine the exact
location of the energy source. In addition, the SI vector field divergence is able to determine the
constrained layer beam location to within approximately 5” of its actual position. The location at
which the energy sink is predicted is influenced by an area of low energy circulation near the
energy sink. With increasing damage, an “energy sink” shown in blue forms at the crack
location. This “energy sink” grows in size and magnitude with increasing open-crack length. For
longer open-crack increments, the “strength” of the energy sink observed at the damage location
is higher than the “strength” of the constrained layer beam. These results show that calculating
the vector field divergence can be a powerful tool in damage detection applications. Through
calculation of the SI vector field divergence, energy sources, dissipative mechanisms, and
potential damage locations can be potentially localized and quantified.
By observing SI magnitudes, phases, and the SI vector field divergence over the entire
aluminum panel through all damage increments, insight was gained regarding the performance of
SI-based damage detection techniques.

However, to gain a better understanding of the

performance of SI-based damage detection techniques, further exploration of measured SI data is
required. In addition to observing SI magnitude and phase changes over the entire aluminum
panel throughout damage progression, maximum values of magnitude and phase changes were
isolated from each damage increment to explore the maximum sensitivity of SI magnitudes and
phases to crack damage. The maximum observed SI magnitude changes for several on-resonance
frequencies with increasing open-crack length is shown in Figure 5-5.

In Figure 5-5, the

magnitude of the maximum observed magnitude change between healthy plate measurements is
removed from all data sets. This means that all zero inch crack increments are displayed as a zero
percent magnitude change, and any values below zero imply that the maximum observed
magnitude increase between healthy and damaged plate states was less than the variation
observed between the two healthy measurements. In addition, as described in Chapter 3, some
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on-resonance frequencies were measured twice during certain damage increments to ensure that
resonance frequencies were followed throughout damage progression. In Figure 5-5, the solid
lines represent measurements where resonance frequencies were followed throughout damage
progression.

Dashed lines represent measurements where the reference healthy resonance

frequency was measured. The bounds on Figure 5-5 were chosen to allow for direct comparison
of on-resonance SI magnitude changes to off-resonance SI magnitude changes (Figure 5-12).

Figure 5-5: Maximum observed magnitude changes for frequencies on-resonance. Solid lines
represent measurements taken with resonance following techniques and dashed lines represent
measurements taken using reference healthy frequencies. Healthy plate variations in magnitude
are removed from results. The results show that the 223 Hz resonance (5 × 1 normal mode) is the
most sensitive to open-crack damage of all on-resonance frequencies measured, where increases
in magnitude are 123% from maximum healthy values.
Of the on-resonance frequencies displayed in Figure 5-5, the resonance frequency most
sensitive to the open-crack damage examined in this study was the 223 Hz resonance, where the
maximum observed magnitude was 123% higher than any observed magnitude in either healthy
plate measurement. The main reason why this on-resonance frequency was more sensitive to the
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open-crack damage than other on
on-resonance
resonance frequencies was the orientation of the energy flow in
the direct vicinity of the crack. At 223 Hz, the SI vector field has a high amount of energy flow
perpendicular to the crack orientation. When a crack is introduced, the energy flow in the
immediate vicinity of the crack must divert, which is reflected in the results.
resul

In contrast,

frequencies that
at have energy flow parallel to cracks near crack locations are less sensitive to
open-crack
crack damage. The 96 Hz resonance, which corresponds to the 1 ( 2 normal mode, has
energy flow that is nearly parallel to the crack in the crack vicinity. The results in Figure 5-5
demonstrate how magnitude differences for the 96 Hz on
on-resonance
resonance frequency are much lower
than the 223 Hz on-resonanc
resonance frequency. The
he SI vector fields at both 96 and 223 Hz are
compared in Figure 5-6,, showing the orientations of the SI vector fields in the vicinity of the
open-crack.

Figure 5-6: Comparison of on
on-resonance SI vector fields in the vicinity of the open-crack.
open
In the
image on the left, the
he SI vector field at 96 Hz (1 ( 2 normal mode) is shown,, and in the figure on
the right, the SI vector field at 223 Hz (5 ( 1 normal mode) is shown. In Figure 5-5 it was
demonstrated that magnitude increases throughout damage progression are much higher at 223
Hz than 96 Hz. This can be attributed to the SI vector fields of each frequency in the vicinity of
the crack. Since energy flow is perpendicular to the open
open-crack
crack in the damage vicinity for the
223 Hz case, it is more sensitive to the open
open-crack damage than the 96 Hz case, which has nearly
parallel energy flow to the open
open-crack in the direct vicinity of the damage.
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In Chapter 4, it was shown that following resonance frequencies throughout a damage
progression can have a great impact on results. If resonance frequencies shift from environmental
effects or damage and frequency data is obtained through measurement of reference frequencies,
actual measurements may be recorded at frequencies off-resonance. If a frequency off-resonance
is measured, SI magnitudes will be much lower for the same input power, as shown in Chapter 4.
This phenomenon is demonstrated again in Figure 5-5. When reference frequencies are scanned,
maximum magnitude differences are much lower than magnitude differences observed by
following resonance frequencies. For the 223 Hz case at the 5” damage increment, the largest
magnitude observed using reference frequency measurement techniques was within the healthy
plate measurement variation. In practice, this may lead to inaccurate damage assessments. As a
result, it is important to make sure resonance-following techniques are used when tracking
frequencies on-resonance throughout a damage progression. Since it is difficult to implement
resonance following techniques in real-time systems, damage detection systems using onresonance SI measurements would likely have to be employed during non-operational times.
In addition to observing maximum magnitude changes throughout damage progression,
maximum phase changes were also observed. Similar to the maximum magnitude results, the
maximum phase differences observed between healthy plate measurements were removed from
the data sets. Maximum observed phase change results are shown in Figure 5-7, where solid lines
represent observed phase changes using resonance following techniques and dashed lines
represent observed phase changes using measured data from reference frequencies. The bounds
on Figure 5-7 were chosen to allow for direct comparison of on-resonance SI magnitude changes
to off-resonance SI magnitude changes (Figure 5-13).
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Figure 5-7: Maximum observed phase changes for frequencies on-resonance. Solid lines
represent measurements taken with resonance following techniques and dashed lines represent
measurements taken using reference healthy frequencies. Healthy plate variations in phase are
removed from results. This implies that phase changes within healthy plate variation are
displayed as negative values. The maximum observable phase change is 180°, implying the
vector is in the opposite direction as its original orientation. The results show that higher
frequency data shows more sensitivity to crack damage than low frequency data. Phase changes
up to 45° are observed for the 1” open-crack case, and a maximum phase change of
approximately 130° is observed using resonance-following techniques.
When resonances shift during damage progression, it greatly affects the magnitudes and
phases of the SI vector fields at reference frequencies. This is demonstrated again through Figure
5-7, where varied results are observed between resonance following and reference frequency
measurement techniques.

In Figure 5-7, the highest measured frequencies, which have the

shortest flexural wavelengths, show the most sensitivity to the incremented open-crack damage.
At 409 Hz and 368 Hz, phase changes of up to approximately 45° are observed for the 1” opencrack case. These values increase to a maximum of 145° at 409 Hz using reference measurement
techniques and 130° at 409 Hz for resonance following techniques. Of all frequencies measured,
the 368 Hz results show the most potential in damage detection applications, as phase changes
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increase to approximately 110° with a 2” open-crack and remain near this same value throughout
the rest of the damage progression.
In this section, changes in SI magnitude, phase, and the divergence of the SI vector field
have been examined as potential damage detection metrics for frequencies on-resonance. For the
223 Hz on-resonance frequency, maximum SI magnitude converges upon the crack location with
increasing open-crack size, where magnitudes approach values 160% higher than the maximum
observed healthy SI magnitude. The largest SI phase changes also converge upon the open-crack
location with increasing open-crack size, where phase angles in the direct vicinity of the crack
location are up to 180° away from the phases measured in a single reference healthy data set. SI
vector field divergence shows that with increasing open-crack size, an additional “energy sink”
forms at the crack location. In damage detection applications, the emergence of this energy sink
can be interpreted as localized damage. Finally, maximum magnitude and phase changes were
observed over all damage increments, giving insight into the impact of following resonances
throughout damage progression.
From the results discussed in this section, several observations can be made. First, the
use of resonance following techniques is important when observing SI magnitudes in damage
detection applications. When fixed reference frequencies are measured, measurements may be
taken off-resonance, allowing for inaccurate damage assessments. In contrast, SI phase is slightly
less sensitive to shifts in resonance frequencies. However, one must be cautious when comparing
on-resonance reference data with off-resonance data, as on-resonance and off-resonance
frequencies may have different SI vector fields. As a result, it is recommended that resonance
following techniques be used in damage detection applications, even though such techniques
would be difficult to implement in real-time damage detection systems.

In addition, it is

important to note that areas of low energy flow often have less repeatable results than areas of
high energy flow. This is demonstrated in Figure 5-3, where SI phase values changed up to 100°
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in areas where there was low energy. It is important to understand where such areas of low
energy are both spatially and in the frequency domain, so false indications of damage are
avoided.

5.1.2 Off-Resonance SI Damage Detection Results
The second set of results presented in Chapter 4 was a product of SI measurement at
frequencies off-resonance.

As stated earlier, off-resonance frequencies are composed of

responses that have contributions from many normal modes abut can suffer from low signal to
noise ratios. In addition, off-resonance frequencies are less sensitive to environmental effects
than on-resonance frequencies when modes are well separated, so no frequency-following
techniques are required for off-resonance frequencies. If modes are not well separated, offresonance frequencies can become on-resonance frequencies when natural frequencies shift with
environmental changes or structural damage. The presence of well separated modes, as is the
case in this experimentation, allows for easier SI measurement in damage detection applications.
In this section, changes in SI magnitude, phase, and divergence are observed over the entire plate
with increasing open-crack size at the off-resonance frequency of 75 Hz. SI vector fields for all
experimentally measured damage increments at this frequency are found in Section 4.2. As with
the on-resonance results, off-resonance results are normalized to the same input power for all
measured data sets.
Changes in SI magnitude at the off-resonance frequency of 75 Hz for all measured opencrack damage increments are displayed in Figure 5-8. As with the on-resonance frequency
results, all magnitude changes are displayed as a percent change relative to the maximum
observed healthy SI magnitude. To demonstrate possible fluctuations of SI magnitudes between
sets of similar measurements, SI was measured twice in the healthy configuration (and is referred
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to hereafter as the zero inch damage increment). In the top left image of Figure 5-8, the red dot
corresponds to the location of the energy source, the blue dot corresponds to the location of the
energy sink, and the white line corresponds to the incremented damage location. The location of
the 75 Hz off-resonance frequency in the frequency domain relative to the modal frequencies is
shown in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-8: Experimentally measured changes in SI magnitude at the off
off-resonance
resonance frequency
of 75 Hz. The top left image shows the variation in SI magnitude between two healthy
measurements. Along the top from left to right are the healthy, 1” crack and 2” crack magnitude
change plots, and on the bottom from left to right are the 3”, 4”, and 5” crack magnitude
ma
change
plots. All configurations have the excitation location (red dot) and constrained layer beam
location (blue dot) labeled,, and all damaged configurations have the damage location (white line)
labeled. The white line is scaled in each image tto
o represent the size of the actual damage at the
time of measurement. The results show a convergence of the maximum measured SI magnitudes
upon the crack location with increasing crack size, with a maximum observed increase of 250%.
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Figure 5-9: Experimentally measured acceleration transfer function for the healthy plate. The
location of the 75 Hz off-resonance frequency is denoted by the red arrow.
In Figure 5-8, the location of the highest observed magnitude change converges upon the
open-crack location with increasing crack size. The maximum observed magnitude change over
all damage states occurs with a 5” open-crack, where the observed magnitude adjacent to the
crack is 250% higher than the maximum observed SI magnitude for the healthy plate. The
magnitude of the SI vector field in the direct vicinity of the crack increases over each damage
increment, and is at least 100% higher than the maximum healthy magnitude for the 4” and 5”
crack cases. The convergence of the maximum SI upon the damage location shows the potential
for use of SI in damage detection applications as a damage localizer, and the scale of the SI
increase in the area of the crack shows potential for use of SI in general damage detection
applications.
In addition to tracking SI magnitudes over all damage increments, SI phases were tracked
to determine the potential for use of SI measurement in damage detection applications. In Figure
5-10, changes in phase at each degree of freedom are determined as a change in degrees relative
to the phase obtained at the same degree of freedom during healthy plate measurement. Phase
change results are determined such that the maximum phase change is 180°, implying that a
phase change in either direction of equal magnitude will result in the same display color in the
figure. Similar to magnitude change results, repeatability of measurements was explored by
measuring the healthy plate twice and determining the variation in phase between the two
measurements. The results of this repeatability study are shown in the top left image of Figure 5-
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10,, and the remaining images show the changes in SI phase over the remaining measured damage
increments.

Figure 5-10: Experimentally measured changes in SI phase at the off
off-resonance
resonance frequency of 75
Hz. Along the top from left to right are the healthy baseline,, 1” crack and 2” crack phase change
plots, and on the bottom from left to right are the 3”, 4”, and 5” crack phase change plots. All
configurations have the excitation location (red dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue
dot) labeled, and all damaged configurations have the damage location (white line) labeled. The
white line is scaled in each image to represent the size of the actual damage at the time of
measurement. The results do not show a convergence of the maximum measured SI phase
change upon the crack location but do show increasing values of phase change with increasing
open-crack
crack length. The largest phase changes are observed in the vicinity of the constrained layer
beam, where maximum observed phase changes approach 120
120° for the 5” damage increment.
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In Figure 5-10, the location of the highest observed phase change nearly coincides with
the location of the constrained layer beam. The maximum observed phase change over all
damage states occurs with a 5” open-crack, where the observed phase adjacent to the crack is
approximately 120° away from the reference healthy phase. At 75 Hz, there are no areas of low
energy flow in the center of the plate as with the 223 Hz on-resonance results. As a result, the
variation of phase between the two healthy plate measurements is lower than the on-resonance
case. This reduces the potential for false positive damage assessments in damage detection
applications, and shows a possible advantage of using off-resonance frequencies in damage
detection applications. At the same time, the maximum observed phase change does not occur at
the damage location for the off-resonance case. This is an artifact of the grid spacing used during
experimentation and can be remedied by measuring a finer experimental grid.

Since on-

resonance frequencies show convergence of phase change upon crack location with increasing
open-crack length, a potential advantage of using on-resonance frequencies in damage detection
applications is demonstrated.
The SI vector field divergence for the off–resonance frequency of 75 Hz for all damage
increments is shown in Figure 5-11. As described in the on-resonance results section, a positive
divergence value in Figure 5-11 represents an energy source and is displayed in red. A negative
divergence represents an energy sink and is displayed in blue. The value of the divergence
corresponds to the “strength” of the energy source or energy sink at the given location, which has
units of flux.

The higher the absolute magnitude of the divergence at a single point, the

“stronger” the energy source or energy sink at the point of interest. As with the magnitude and
phase change plots, the red dot in Figure 5-11 represents the actual energy source location, the
blue dot represents the actual constrained layer beam location, and the white line represents the
incremented damage location.
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Figure 5-11: SI vector field divergence determined from experimentally measured data at an
off-resonance
resonance frequency of 75 Hz. Along the top from left to right are the healthy, 1” crack and
2” crack SI vector field divergence plots, and on the bottom from left to right are the 3”, 4”, and
5” crack SI vector field divergence plots. The healthy configuration has the excitation location
(red dot) and constrained layer beam location (blue dot) labeled, and all damaged configurations
have the damage location (white line) la
labeled. The white line is scaled in each image to represent
the size of the actual damage at the time of measurement. The results show that the energy
source has been correctly located through calculation of the vector field divergence, and the
energy sinkk has been located to within 5” of its actual position. In addition, decreases in the
vector field divergence are observed at the constrained layer beam side of the crack location.
location
Increases in the SI vector field divergence are observed at the energy source
urce side of the crack
location. The absolute values of the energy source and energy sink increase with increasing crack
length.
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In Figure 5-11, the SI vector field divergence is able to correctly determine the exact
location of the energy source. In addition, the SI vector field divergence is able to determine the
constrained layer beam location to within approximately 5” of its actual position.

With

increasing damage, an “energy sink” shown in blue forms at the constrained layer beam side of
the crack location, and an “energy source” shown in yellow forms at the energy source side of the
crack location.

The “energy sink” and “energy source” grow in size and magnitude with

increasing open-crack length. For longer open-crack increments, the “strength” of the energy
sink observed at the damage location is higher than the “strength” of the constrained layer beam.
Finally, the absolute values of the divergence at the energy source and constrained layer beam
locations increase with increasing open-crack length, which may be followed in damage detection
applications. These results show that calculating the vector field divergence can be a powerful
tool in damage detection applications, as calculation of the SI vector field divergence can yield
energy source locations, dissipative mechanism locations, and potential damage locations.
As with the on-resonance frequency results, a further understanding of the performance
of SI-based damage detection techniques can be obtained by following the maximum observed
magnitude and phase changes throughout damage progression.

The maximum observed SI

magnitude changes for several off-resonance frequencies with increasing open-crack length are
shown in Figure 5-12. In Figure 5-12, the magnitude of the maximum observed magnitude
difference between healthy plate measurements is removed from all data sets. This implies that
all zero inch crack increments are displayed as a zero percent magnitude change, and any values
below zero implies that the maximum magnitude change in a given damage state was less than
the variation observed between the two healthy measurements.
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Figure 5-12: Maximum observed magnitude changes for frequencies off-resonance. Healthy
plate variations in magnitude are removed from results. This implies that magnitude changes
within healthy plate variation are displayed as negative values. The results show that the 625 Hz
off-resonance frequency is the most sensitive to open-crack damage, where increases in
magnitude of up to 600% are observed when compared to healthy plate values. In addition, 75
Hz results and 140 Hz results show increases of 200% when compared to maximum healthy
values.
The off-resonance frequency magnitude change results featured in Figure 5-12
demonstrate that the off-resonance frequencies featured in this study are more sensitive to opencrack damage than on-resonance frequencies.

The largest on-resonance magnitude increase

observed in this study when corrected for measurement variation was 100% at 223 Hz, while
three off-resonance frequencies (75 Hz, 140 Hz, and 625 Hz) experienced magnitude increases of
over 200%, and 625 Hz results experienced an increase of 600%. In addition, nearly every offresonance frequency observed in this study experienced an increase in magnitude over each
damage increment.

This phenomenon shows that off-resonance frequencies show excellent

potential for damage detection applications, as they are both highly sensitive to damage and show
predictable trends over all damage increments. Similar to on-resonance results, off-resonance
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frequencies with energy flow perpendicular to the incremented damage are more sensitive to the
open-crack damage than frequencies with energy flow parallel to the open-crack. This means that
if probable crack orientation is unknown, information from several different frequencies may
offer vital information about crack orientation.
The maximum observed phase change results for several off-resonance frequencies are
shown in Figure 5-13.

Similar to the maximum magnitude results, the maximum phase

differences observed with the healthy plate were removed from the data sets.

Figure 5-13: Maximum observed phase changes for frequencies off-resonance. Healthy plate
variations in phase are removed from results. This implies that phase changes within healthy
plate variation are displayed as negative values. The maximum observable phase change is 180°,
implying the SI vector at a given degree of freedom is in the opposite direction as its original
orientation. The results show that different frequencies offer different information about the
open-crack damage. The 75 Hz and 625 Hz results have large variation (up to 120°) between the
zero and 1” crack increments, and then change little in comparison through the rest of the damage
progression. 110 Hz and 140 Hz results show near linear trends in phase change throughout
damage progression.
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In Figure 5-13, different frequencies react differently to the incremented open-crack
damage. Frequencies such as 75 Hz and 625 Hz have large phase change increases between the
zero and 1” crack increments. However, they do not vary much throughout the rest of the
damage progression. In contrast, 110 Hz and 140 Hz results show a near linear increase in phase
change throughout damage progression. Both trends in results can be useful in damage detection
applications, as 75 Hz results can be used to determine whether or not a structure is damaged and
140 Hz results can be used to determine extent of damage. As with the off-resonance magnitude
results, much information can be learned about the relative health of a structure by following
more than one frequency at a time throughout a damage progression.
In this section, changes in SI magnitude, phase, and the divergence of the SI vector field
have been examined as potential damage detection metrics for frequencies off-resonance. For the
75 Hz off-resonance frequency, maximum SI magnitude converges upon the crack location with
increasing open-crack size, where magnitudes approach values 250% higher than the maximum
observed healthy SI magnitudes. The largest SI phase changes occur at the location of the
constrained layer beam, where the values increase with each damage increment and the largest
phase change observed on the plate was approximately 120°. The SI vector field divergence
showed an emergence of an “energy source” and an “energy sink” directly surrounding the crack
location, and the absolute values of the divergence increased at the constrained layer beam and
shaker locations with increasing crack size. Finally, maximum SI magnitude and phase changes
were observed over all damage increments, giving insight into the maximum performance of SIbased sensing in damage detection for frequencies off-resonance.
Overall, off-resonance frequencies showed higher sensitivity to open-crack damage than
frequencies on-resonance. SI magnitude increases for frequencies on-resonance were up to 123%
higher than reference healthy measurements, while frequencies off-resonance experienced SI
magnitude increases of up to 600%. SI phase change results were comparable for frequencies on
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and off-resonance, where both sets of frequencies experienced phase shifts of up to 145° over
healthy plate measurement variation. While both on and off-resonance frequencies were able to
localize damage using the SI vector field divergence, off-resonance SI vector field divergence had
a more clearly defined constrained layer beam location.
In addition to being more sensitive to open-crack damage, off-resonance frequencies
were more easily tracked throughout damage progression as frequency-following techniques were
not necessary. As a result, it is recommended that frequencies off-resonance be used when
choosing to use on or off-resonance frequencies in damage detection applications. At the same
time, it is important to follow several frequencies throughout damage progression, for as it was
demonstrated earlier, different frequencies may offer different information about relative
structural health. By following several off-resonance frequencies, SI-based damage detection
techniques can be implemented to their full potential.

5.1.3 Simulated Sensor Results
In practical damage detection applications, it is often impossible to obtain an SI vector
field over an entire structure. In such cases, SI or SSI can be measured at a finite number of
strategically significant points on a structure to obtain a picture of relative structural health. In
this section, SI magnitude and phase are tracked throughout the entire damage progression at the
geometric center of the plate. The geometric center of the plate corresponds to the point closest
to the center of the incremented open-crack damage. The purpose of this exercise is to simulate a
single sensor at this location, as would be the case in a practical application. This exercise also
suggests a possible strategy for the development of an SI-based damage detection system
centered on data collected from this simulated sensor. A schematic reviewing the position of the
simulated sensor is shown in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14: Schematic showing the placement of a simulated sensor on the grid point nearest
the center of the open-crack. By simulating a sensor at the geometric center of the plate, insight
into the use of SI-based damage detection techniques in practical applications can be obtained.
For this exercise, only off-resonance frequencies are examined because of the inherent
advantages described in the previous section. The percent changes in SI magnitude at the
geometric center of the plate throughout damage progression are shown in Figure 5-15. The
changes in SI phase at the geometric plate throughout damage progression are shown in Figure 516. Similar to previous maximum magnitude and maximum phase change results, variation
between healthy plate measurements is removed such that negative percent change implies that a
measurement is within healthy plate measurement bounds. Magnitude differences are shown as
percent increases and phase changes are displayed as a change in degrees, where the maximum
possible phase shift is 180°.
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Figure 5-15: Percent magnitude changes for frequencies off-resonance at the geometric center of
the experimental plate. 75 Hz and 625 Hz results show generally increasing SI magnitude with
increasing damage, with a maximum increase of approximately 250%. Other frequencies show
magnitude increases of <40% throughout damage progression.

Figure 5-16: Phase changes for frequencies off-resonance at the geometric center of the
experimental plate. At 625 Hz, an 18° increase is observed between zero and 1” crack
increments. Thereafter the phase varies less than 5°. 260 Hz results are most sensitive to open
crack damage but also show the least predictable trend, as the sensor is in a low energy
circulation zone at this frequency. Remaining frequencies generally show increases in phase shift
with increasing crack length, up to approximately 30°.
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In Figure 5-15, the magnitude of the SI vector field at the geometric center of the plate
increases up to 250% at 625 Hz and 150% at 75 Hz. Magnitudes at these frequencies increase
over every increment with the exception of the 3” crack at 75 Hz, where the magnitude is
comparable to the 1” open-crack case. While other frequencies do not see magnitude increases of
the same order, all frequencies show general magnitude increases with increasing crack length.
In Figure 5-16, different frequencies offer different information about the relative
structural health of the experimental plate. At 625 Hz, an 18° shift is present between the zero
and 1” open-crack cases, but then varies less than 5° over the remaining damage progression.
110 Hz results show a nearly linear increasing trend throughout damage progression, ending at a
32° shift with the 5” open-crack increment. 75 Hz and 140 Hz data show increasing trends in
phase shift that are nonlinear, and show a maximum phase shift of approximately 18°. Finally, at
260 Hz, the phase angle of SI at the sensor location shows variation of up to 90° greater than the
variation between healthy measurements. However, the trend in phase shift at this frequency is
unpredictable. This is a result of a low energy circulation zone at the sensor location, where
signal to noise ratios are not as desirable as high energy flow areas. The unpredictability of phase
data at this frequency makes it undesirable for use in this damage detection exercise. This
phenomenon reiterates the importance of understanding the behavior of SI at all desired
frequencies when designing SI-based damage detection systems.
Through use of the available SI data at the geometric center of the plate, a strategy for
damage detection can be developed. One possible SI-based damage detection strategy that can be
employed using the given SI data uses information from 3 different frequencies. In this example,
a clear picture of the relative health of the experimental plate can be achieved by using 75 Hz and
625 Hz magnitude data and 110 Hz and 625 Hz phase data. Since the phase at 625 Hz changes
18° between the zero and 1” crack increments and varies little throughout the rest of the damage
progression, it can be used to interpret the presence of damage. The magnitude data at 75 Hz and
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625 Hz, on the other hand, increases over each damage increment. This data can be used in
conjunction with the 110 Hz phase data, which also increases over each damage increment, to
quantify plate damage. By using several different frequencies in the interpretation of relative
structural health, the chances of correctly evaluating relative structural health is increased.
Through simulation of a sensor at the geometric center of the experimental plate, it has
been demonstrated that a finite number of strategically placed SI-based sensors can be used to
evaluate relative structural health. This is important for practical applications where SI cannot be
measured over entire structures. In the next sections, results from several traditional vibrationbased damage detection techniques are presented. The results from the traditional techniques are
compared to SI-based techniques, and form a basis from which SI-based sensing techniques are
evaluated.

5.2 FRF Technique Damage Detection Results
After SI-based damage detection metrics were applied to experimentally measured
frequency data, the same data was used in the application of several traditional vibration-based
damage detection techniques.

The traditional vibration-based damage detection techniques

employed in this study were broken down into two categories, including FRF-based methods and
mode shape-based methods as discussed in Chapter 2. This section details the results from
several FRF-based damage detection techniques that were applied to the same experimental data
as the SI-based damage detection techniques.
Two of the three FRF-based damage detection techniques discussed in this thesis used
mathematical operations to calculate correlation characterization coefficients between two sets of
data. These methods were the AIGAC and the DRQ, which were both discussed in Chapter 2.
Each of these damage detection metrics were applied to experimentally measured data obtained
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from the case study described in Chapter 3. The results from this application are shown in Figure
5-17. In the DRQ and AIGAC, a value of 1 implies that there is exact correlation between two
sets of measured data, while a value of zero implies that there is no correlation between two sets
of measured data. Since the healthy plate was measured twice during experimentation, the
AIGAC and DRQ could be found in the healthy configuration in addition to all damaged
configurations.

DRQ and AIGAC vs. Crack Length
1
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Figure 5-17: DRQ (blue) and AIGAC (red) throughout damage progression. Healthy plate
measurements show that individual measurements may not be exactly correlated, as both the
DRQ and AIGAC are 0.94 when healthy measurements are compared. However, for all other
damage states excluding the 5” crack, values for both the DRQ and AIGAC decrease. The DRQ
is the more sensitive of the two damage detection metrics, as it has a value of 0.70 with a 4”
open-crack and 5” open-crack compared to 0.84 with the 4” open-crack for the AIGAC. Even
though the AIGAC increases between the 4” and 5” crack case, its value for the 5” crack (0.86) is
still below the 3” crack value (0.88).
Of the two FRF-based damage detection methods featured in Figure 5-17, the DRQ
proves to be the more sensitive metric. Both data sets have a reference value of 0.94, showing
that healthy measurements are not exactly correlated. However, the DRQ has a minimum value
of 0.70 while the AIGAC has a minimum value of 0.84. For the 5” open-crack case, the AIGAC
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increases relative to the 4” crack by 0.02 while the DRQ remains the same. Considering both
methodologies, the largest observed shift over all damage cases is 0.24 out of a 1.0 scale, which is
observed at the 4” and 5” damage increments with the DRQ.
The final FRF-based damage detection technique described in Chapter 2 was the FRF
Curvature Method. Unlike the DRQ and the AIGAC, the FRF Curvature Method does not have a
scalar output, and has potential ability as a damage localization tool. Selected results from the
FRF Curvature Method using mean curvature methodology to estimate plate curvatures are
shown in Figure 5-18, and selected results from the FRF Curvature Method using Gaussian
curvature methodologies to calculate plate curvatures are shown in Figure 5-19. In Figure 5-18
and Figure 5-19, the color bars represent the sum of the curvature residuals. The units for the
sum of the curvature residuals are the inverse of distance, which in this study are meters. The
higher the value of the FRF Curvature Method at a given grid point, the higher the indication of
damage at that grid point.
In reference 7, it is stated that the best results from the FRF Curvature Method are
obtained by tracking curvatures at frequencies lower than the first resonance or anti-resonance.
For the experimental setup described in Chapter 3, the fundamental resonance frequency occurred
at 37 Hz. Since frequency data less than 15 Hz had low signal to noise ratios, the frequency
range of 15 Hz to 32 Hz was tracked in this study to avoid both the fundamental resonance as
well as low signal to noise data.
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Figure 5-18: FRF Curvature Method results using mean curvature methodology to estimate plate
curvatures. The color bar represents the sum of the curvature residuals at each degree of freedom
which has units equal to the inverse of meters. The left image shows a comparison of two healthy
plate measurements and the right image compares a healthy measurement with a 4” crack
measurement. Results show that the maximum magnitude increase of 1.53 occurs in the area
where the largest healthy plate measurement residuals occur.

Figure 5-19: FRF Curvature Method results using Gaussian curvature methodology to estimate
plate curvatures. The color bar represents the sum of the curvature residuals at each degree of
freedom, which has units equal to the inverse of meters. The left image shows a comparison of
two healthy plate measurements and the right image compares a healthy measurement with a 4”
crack measurement. Results show that the maximum magnitude increase of 0.63 occurs in an
area where the largest healthy plate measurement residuals occur.
In Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19, increases in residual values are visible on the right half of
the plate, which corresponds to the excitation location, and are less visible on the left side of the
plate, which corresponds to the constrained layer beam location. While the increases in the FRF
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Curvature method results can be used to interpret structural damage, no damage localization is
possible with the FRF Curvature Method results in the current form. To gain further insight into
the performance of the FRF Curvature method, the percent increase between healthy and
damaged data sets was taken. This puts equal emphasis on areas of the plate that showed high
healthy plate residual values and areas of the plate that showed low healthy plate residual values.
The percent increases experienced by the FRF curvature method using both mean and Gaussian
curvatures are shown in Figure 5-20.
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Figure 5-20: Percent increases in the FRF Curvature Method using the mean and Gaussian
curvature calculation methods. Percent increases with the Gaussian method are highest (up to
300%) in the center third of the plate, showing possible potential for use in damage localization.
By finding the percent increase in FRF Curvature method residual values with increasing
open-crack length, useful information can be obtained about the relative structural health of the
experimental plate. Between the healthy and 4” crack configurations, both mean and Gaussian
approaches to the FRF Curvature Method see increases of up to 300% in residual value. The
Gaussian approach shows maximum increases in residual values in the center of the plate, which
shows that the FRF Curvature Method may have potential for use as a damage localization tool.
The FRF-based damage detection methods discussed in this section all show potential in
damage detection applications. All three methods discussed in this section develop features that
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can be interpreted as damage, and the Gaussian FRF Curvature method approach may have
potential as a damage localization tool.

When compared to SI-based damage detection

techniques, however, the FRF-based damage detection techniques show room for improvement.
The largest decrease observed by either the DRQ or AIGAC throughout damage progression was
0.24. To compare this result to SI-based damage detection techniques, SI maximum phase
change results can be normalized from a 0° to 180° scale to a 0 to 1.0 scale, where a value of 1.0
represents a 180° phase shift. Both on and off- resonance cases have maximum frequency shifts
over 130°, or a normalized change of 0.72. This shows that SI-based techniques are more
sensitive to the open-crack damage featured in this experimentation than the DRQ and AIGAC.
The final FRF-based damage detection technique examined in this study was the FRF
Curvature Method, which has maximum magnitude increases near 300%. In comparison, offresonance SI magnitudes show increases up to 600%. As a damage localization tool, the FRF
Curvature Method shows increases in magnitude across the entire central area of the experimental
plate when Gaussian curvatures are used. In comparison, all SI-based techniques excluding offresonance SI phase results show accurate damage localization, indicating damage in an area near
the actual damage size.

5.3 Mode Shape Damage Detection Results
The second type of traditional vibration-based damage detection techniques discussed in
Chapter 2 was mode shape-based methods. This section details the results from several mode
shape-based damage detection techniques that were applied to the same experimental data as the
SI-based damage detection techniques.
As described in Chapter 2, experimental data must be processed through a modal analysis
before mode shape-based damage detection methods can be applied. Several mode shapes were
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extracted for use in the mode shape-based damage detection methods. The resonance frequencies
and accompanying normal mode shapes used by the mode shape-based damage detection
methods is shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1: List of mode shapes used in mode shape-based damage detection metrics. Normal
mode shapes and accompanying resonance frequencies are displayed.
Mode ID

Resonance
Frequency

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

37.20
49.79
54.17
95.99
121.0
152.0
158.7
181.8
223.4
285.3
325.4
368.2
463.7
671.1
726.2

Modal Half
Modal Half
Sine Waves in Sine Waves in
X
Y
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
4
1
3
2
1
3
5
1
5
2
6
1
6
2
6
3
7
3
9
2

The first mode shape-based method featured in Chapter 2 was the Modal Assurance
Criterion, or MAC. Selected MAC results are shown in Figure 5-21. The MAC is based on a
scale from 0 to 1 where 1 represents exact correlation and 0 represents no correlation, and each
output value of the MAC is calculated in a similar fashion to the coherence function. The MAC
does not have a scalar output like the AIGAC or DRQ, but instead has an output matrix that is n
× n for n compared mode shapes. Like mode shapes are compared along the diagonal of the
MAC matrix, and dissimilar mode shapes are compared along the off-diagonal. Since mode
shapes are orthogonal, a perfectly correlated set of data will have all values of 1 along the
diagonal and will have all off-diagonal values of zero.
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Figure 5-21: Left: MAC results comparing two healthy measurements, and Right: MAC results
comparing a healthy measurement to the 5” crack increment. The results show that higher order
modes are more sensitive to open-crack damage than lower order modes, as the three highest
frequency mode shapes show the most change between zero and 5” crack increments. The
maximum decrease in the MAC was in mode 14 (671 Hz), which experienced a decrease of 0.62.
A comparison between two healthy measurement data sets is shown on the left of Figure
5-21, and a comparison of a healthy data set with the 5” open-crack increment is shown on the
right of Figure 5-21. Many of the diagonal values of the MAC show little or no difference (<
0.10 change) between the healthy and 5” damage increment, however, modes 13 (463.7 Hz), 14
(671.1 Hz), and 15 (726.2 Hz) change by -0.43, -0.62, and -0.11 respectively. This shows that the
MAC has a higher sensitivity when higher order modes are used, as they have shorter flexural
wave lengths.

In comparison, SI-based sensing techniques show sensitivity to open-crack

damage at frequencies as low as 75 Hz, demonstrating the improved performance of SI-based
health monitoring techniques over traditional vibration-based health monitoring techniques. All
off-diagonal values change minimally between the zero and 5” damage increments.
The second mode-shape based damage detection method described in Chapter 2 is the
COMAC, which can be used as a damage localization tool. Similarly to the MAC, the COMAC
is based on a 0 to 1 scale where 1 implies perfect correlation and 0 implies no correlation. The
COMAC output is a vector that contains n entries for n measured degrees of freedom, which can
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be spatially plotted to represent the structure of interest. Selected results from the COMAC are
shown in Figure 5-22, which include a healthy and 5” open-crack comparison.

Figure 5-22: Left: COMAC results comparing two healthy measurements, and Right: COMAC
results comparing a healthy measurement to the 5” crack increment. The value of the COMAC is
displayed with the color bar on the plots, while the X and Y directions correspond to the plate
geometry. The results show that little change occurs between the zero and 5” damage increments.
Excluding exterior degrees of freedom, the maximum decrease at any degree of freedom is 0.17,
while all values in the direct vicinity of the crack for the 5” damage increment are within 0.10 of
their respective healthy values.
The COMAC shows little variation between the zero and 5” damage cases. Little change
(< 0.10) occurs in the vicinity of the incremented damage, showing that the COMAC may not be
useful in damage detection applications where localization is required. However, there are
several degrees of freedom on the interior of the plate between the constrained layer beam
location and damage location that exhibit changes greater than 0.10. In this area, the maximum
decrease is 0.17, which is in the vicinity of the constrained layer beam. The largest changes are
observed at points along the edges of the experimental plate, where the maximum overall
decrease of 0.29 occurs. When compared to the MAC, the maximum COMAC decrease (0.29) is
less than half of the maximum decrease observed by the MAC (0.62). The COMAC also shows
little change between the zero and 5” damage increments at the location of the crack, indicating
that the COMAC provides no improvement over the MAC as a damage detection metric.
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The final mode shape-based damage detection metric highlighted in Chapter 2 was the
IMAC. The IMAC was developed to increase the sensitivity of the MAC, and has the same
output as the MAC. Selected results from the application of the IMAC are shown in Figure 5-23.

Figure 5-23: Left: IMAC results comparing two different healthy data sets, and Right: IMAC
results comparing a healthy plate data set to the same healthy plate data set. The image on the
right shows that the IMAC is correctly implemented as all diagonal terms are equal to 1, while the
image on the left shows that the IMAC is too sensitive to experimental uncertainties in this
application to accurately assess structural damage.
When the IMAC is applied to two different sets of healthy plate data, no correlation is
found between data sets. By increasing the sensitivity of the MAC, the IMAC is too sensitive for
this particular application to experimental uncertainties, and as a result cannot be applied to the
remaining experimental data. As a sanity check, the IMAC was applied to the same set of
experimental data, as shown in the image on the right side of Figure 5-23. When applied to the
same data set, the IMAC gives on-diagonal values of 1.0 for all modes, validating methodology.
For this specific application, the IMAC is too sensitive for use in damage detection.
Of the three mode-shape based damage detection metrics discussed in this section, the
MAC is the most successful in detecting the incremented open-crack damage. The other two
mode-shape based damage detection metrics, including the IMAC and COMAC, show little
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success in detecting structural damage.

Since the IMAC is too sensitive to experimental

uncertainties in this particular application, it is not a useful tool in this study. In addition, the
COMAC does not correctly localize plate damage and the maximum observed decrease in the
COMAC was 0.29 between the zero and 5” damage increments. In comparison, the maximum
observed decrease in the MAC between the zero and 5” damage increments was 0.62, which is
more than twice the decrease observed with the COMAC.
When compared with SI-based damage detection techniques, the MAC, in addition to the
other mode-shape based damage detection methods, has much less to offer. While the MAC was
able to detect damage in the plate, it inherently cannot localize damage. In comparison, previous
sections demonstrated that SI magnitude, SI phase for the on-resonance data, and SI vector field
divergence were all able to correctly localize damage.

Furthermore, all mode shape-based

techniques were restricted to frequencies on-resonance where mode shape data could be
extracted. SI-based damage detection methods can be implemented for frequencies both on and
off-resonance, allowing for more measurement versatility in damage detection applications.
Finally, the maximum observed decrease in the MAC was 0.62 over all studied modes. In
comparison, maximum SI phases for both on and off-resonance frequencies experienced a
maximum normalized change of at least 0.72.

Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Summary and Key Results
The main focus of this thesis was to explore and develop SI-based damage detection
techniques for structural health monitoring applications.

To complete this objective, an

experimental case study was performed on an isotropic aluminum plate. Features that developed
in the SI vector fields with increasing open-crack length were examined in an effort to determine
relative structural health. The performance of SI-based damage detection techniques was then
compared to the performance of several traditional vibration-based health monitoring techniques
to evaluate the overall performance of the SI-based techniques in damage detection applications.
The SI-based damage detection techniques explored in this work include following SI
magnitude, SI phase, and SI vector field divergence throughout open-crack propagation.
Frequencies both on and off-resonance were tracked throughout damage progression based on
their inherent advantages. The results in Chapter 5 show that SI magnitudes increase with
increasing crack length for frequencies both on and off-resonance in the immediate vicinity of the
open-crack. Local magnitudes show increases of up to 250% for the 75 Hz off-resonance case
and 160% for the 223 Hz on-resonance case. Maximum SI phase changes are also found in the
direct vicinity of the open-crack for the on-resonance frequency of 223 Hz, where phase changes
of 180° relative to the reference healthy measurement occur. SI vector field divergence was able
to correctly estimate the location of the energy source, and was able to estimate the location of the
constrained layer beam to within 5” for both on and off-resonance frequencies. For the onresonance frequency case, the divergence in the immediate vicinity of the crack decreased with
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increasing crack length, indicating a “stronger” energy sink in the area of the crack than the
location of the constrained layer beam for higher damage increments. For the off-resonance case,
a decrease in SI vector field divergence was observed on the constrained layer beam side of the
crack, while the divergence increased on the energy source side of the open-crack location. The
crack location was exactly between the areas where the divergence increased and decreased.
To show the potential sensitivity of SI-based sensing techniques in damage detection
applications, maximum SI magnitude and phase changes were determined for all damage
increments at all measured frequencies. Higher sensitivity to crack damage was observed at
frequencies where local energy flow was perpendicular to crack orientation. This implies that
that following SI at several different frequencies at the same time can yield useful information
about relative structural health. For example, several off-resonance frequencies showed large
maximum phase changes (up to 120°) between the 0” and 1” open-crack damage increments.
The maximum observed phase changes for damage increments over 1” varied little from the 1”
crack values. Other frequencies showed a near linear increase in SI phase change with increasing
open-crack length. If used in conjunction, frequencies sensitive to 1” crack damage can be used
to determine the presence of damage in a structure, and then frequencies that have phase values
that vary linearly with open-crack damage can offer information about the extent of structural
damage.
Since determination of SI over entire structures will not be possible in most damage
detection applications, a study was undertaken to examine the potential of SI-based sensing
techniques through a simulated practical application. For this study, SI magnitudes and phases
were tracked throughout damage progression at the geometric center of the experimental plate for
several frequencies off-resonance. This simulated the placement of a sensor at the geometric
center of the plate, and represented a possible practical damage detection scenario. Results
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included magnitude increases at the geometric center of the plate of up to 250% when compared
to healthy values, and phase changes up to 88° from the reference healthy state.
In this simulated sensor study, choice of sensor location was critical to the success of the
damage detection strategy. This implies that in SI-based damage detection systems, it is helpful
to have probable failure modes for monitored systems. When probable failure modes of a
structural system are recognized, SI-based sensors can be placed in an optimal configuration for
detection of structural damage.
Finally, SI-based damage detection techniques were compared to several traditional
vibration-based damage detection techniques to evaluate the relative performance of SI-based
sensing techniques in damage detection applications. The maximum observed changes of the SI,
frequency response, and mode shape-based damage detection techniques featured in this work are
summarized in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: Summary of maximum changes in all vibration based damage detection metrics. For
metrics based on normalization factors and metrics based on percent magnitude changes, SI
results show superior sensitivity to open-crack damage.
Damage Detection
Method
Maximum Feature
Change
(Normalized)

SI Phase
SI Phase
(On
(OffResonance) Resonance)
0.72

0.83

DRQ

AIGAC

-0.24

-0.1

MAC COMAC

-0.62

-0.29

FRF
FRF
SI
SI
Curvature Curvature
Damage Detection Magnitude Magnitude
Method
Method
(OffMethod
(On
(Mean
(Gaussian
Resonance) Resonance)
Curvature) Curvature)
Maximum Feature
123
600
300
300
Change
(Percent)

In Table 6-1, several metrics including SI phase change are based on a normalized scale,
while SI magnitude and the FRF Curvature Method results are based on a percent increase. For
both scale types, SI-based techniques show higher sensitivity to the open-crack damage examined
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in the experimental case study. SI phase results change up to 0.83 compared to maximum MAC
changes of 0.62, and SI magnitude increases of up to 600% occur for the off-resonance case while
FRF Curvature residuals increase up to 300%.
In addition to being more sensitive to open-crack damage, SI-based damage detection
techniques are able to correctly localize the open crack damage, with a damage indication area
similar to the size of the actual damage. In comparison, the FRF Curvature Method using
Gaussian curvature calculation techniques shows possible potential for damage localization, as
the entire central third of the plate is determined as a possible damage location.
Several of the key observations in this work can be applied in future SI-based damage
detection studies. First, it is important to note that frequencies with energy flow perpendicular to
damage are more sensitive to the damage than frequencies with energy flow that is parallel to
open crack damage. This is because energy cannot flow through open-crack damage. When
energy flow is perpendicular to damage, energy flow must divert around the crack, leading to
changes in the SI vector field. If energy flow is parallel to open crack damage, then it does not
need to divert, and the SI vector field will remain relatively unchanged. This phenomenon is
demonstrated in Figure 5-6.
Next, it is important to make sure that entire SI vector fields of structures at frequencies
of study are understood. At high frequencies, areas of low energy circulation often have phase
angles that are not repeatable. When results are not repeatable, false positives can occur in
damage detection applications. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 5-3.
Finally, it is important to note that resonance frequencies can shift during
experimentation due to both environmental effects and structural damage. This means that the
locations of resonance frequencies must be determined before SI measurement takes place if onresonance frequencies are to be used in damage detection applications. Since this is often
difficult in practical applications, it is recommended that off-resonance frequencies between well
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separated modes be used in future SI damage detection applications where possible. This allows
for easier implementation of real-time, SI-based damage detection systems.

6.2 Future Work
Through the experimental case study described in Chapter 3 and results presented both in
Chapter 5 and the previous section, SI-based damage detection techniques have shown
improvement over traditional vibration based damage detection techniques.

The SI-based

techniques featured in this work were not only more sensitive than the traditional damage
detection metrics examined in this work, but were also able to successfully localize open-crack
damage to an area similar to the length of the open-crack. To further explore the utility of SIbased damage detection techniques in practical applications, further work is required.
Future work in SI-based damage detection has two potential thrust areas. The first thrust
area for future work in SI-based damage detection is the examination of increasingly complex
structures. Examples of more complex structures that are typical in aerospace systems are
stiffened panels and airframes. By examining SI on such structures, further insight into SI-based
sensing techniques can be achieved. To demonstrate the utility of SI measurement in damage
detection on complex structures, a stiffener was placed on the experimental plate setup described
in Chapter 3. The stiffener was an irregular aluminum I-beam with flanges 1.25” and 0.75” wide.
The web of the irregular I-beam was 5/8” and the thickness of the I-beam was 1/8” all around.
The 1.25” flange was connected to the experimental plate using bolts. Measurements were taken
with all bolts attached and with 6 bolts removed from the center of the plate. SI was determined
over the entire plate using the finite differencing techniques described in Chapter 2.

The

experimental plate with the I-beam stiffener attached is shown in Figure 6-1. SI results for the
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resonance frequency of 166 Hz (1 ( 2 normal mode) before and after
stiffened panel at an on-resonance
removal of the 6 attachment bolts is shown in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-1: Stiffened panel experimental setup. The stiffener is an irregular II--beam with flanges
1.25” and 0.75” wide. The web was 5/8” thick and the stiffener was 1/8” thick all around. The
stiffener was attached to the plate using bolts.

Figure 6-2: Experimentally measured sstiffened panel SI results at an on-resonance
resonance frequency of
166 Hz (1 ( 2 normal mode)
mode). In the figure on the left, the SI vector field of the healthy stiffened
panel is shown.. The red dot corresponds to excitation location, and th
thee blue dot corresponds to
the location of the constrained layer beam. The white line corresponds to the location of the
aluminum stiffener. In the figure on the right, the SI vector field after the removal of 6
attachment bolts from the stiffener is shown.. The results show an increase of the measured SI on
the constrained layer beam side of the plate after removal of bolts.
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In Figure 6-2, the healthy results show that the highest levels of SI are found on the
excitation side of the experimental plate. With the presence of the stiffener in the middle of the
plate, little energy is able to flow to the constrained layer beam. When 6 bolts are removed from
the fixture, the stiffener is less effective in blocking energy flow to the constrained layer beam.
As a result, higher levels of energy flow are observed on the constrained layer beam side of the
damper. In a damage detection scheme, a sensor can be placed on the constrained layer beam
side of the stiffener.

If bolts loosen or detach from the structure, SI magnitudes on the

constrained layer beam side of the stiffener will increase. The increases in SI magnitude are
indications that the bolts have come loose and need to be retightened or replaced.
In addition to studying more complex structures, future work in SI damage detection calls
for the use of SSI sensors. As explained in Chapter 1, SSI sensors use a rosette of strain gages in
conjunction with two in-plane accelerometers to estimate the surface structural intensity on a
structure at a desired position. Any number of these sensors can be implemented on a structure to
estimate SSI throughout structural service life. Due to their relatively small size, SSI sensors can
be implemented on nearly all structures, making SSI sensors ideal for systems where structural
members of interest are not easily accessible. In addition, these sensors have potential for use in
real-time systems, making them the most feasible SI-based sensing devices that are currently
available for damage detection applications.
Through this work, it has been demonstrated that SI-based damage detection techniques
offer marked advantages over traditional vibration-based damage detection techniques. SI-based
damage detection techniques show great potential as damage localization tools, and show greater
sensitivity than traditional vibration-based damage detection techniques in detecting open-crack
damage. Further work must be completed to understand the full potential of SI-based damage
sensing techniques, where further sophistication of the SI-based techniques featured in this thesis
will be required. Further work in SI-based sensing must allow for implementation of sensors into
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real-time systems, where SI can be measured at any number of desired points on a structure. The
SSI sensor is the most likely solution to this challenge, as SSI measurements have potential to be
employed on real-time systems at any desired number of points on a structure of interest. Due to
their high sensitivity to damage, ease of implementation and ability to localize damage, SI-based
damage detection techniques may provide a significant step forward in the reliability and
accuracy of vibration-based health monitoring techniques. If successfully implemented on reallife structures, SI-based sensing techniques can greatly reduce inspection times, thus greatly
decreasing downtime of aircraft and maintenance expenditures.

Appendix A
Temperature Contributions to Resonance Frequencies

A.1 Finite Element Temperature Shift Simulation
The experimental case study described in Chapter 3 used a steel frame as a fixture for an
aluminum plate. Since experimentation was undertaken during winter months and lasted several
days, laboratory temperatures experienced variations of up to 5°F throughout experimentation.
Given dissimilar coefficients of thermal expansion of the steel frame and the aluminum plate
(9 ≈ 6.5 × 10ି in/(in °F) for structural steel, 9 ≈ 13 × 10ି in/(in °F) for aluminum alloy
7075), temperature changes in the laboratory caused shifts in plate resonance frequencies. The
magnitudes of the resonance frequency shifts induced by temperature during experimentation
were similar to the magnitudes of frequency shifts induced by structural damage. Since several of
the frequencies observed in the experimental case study were frequencies on-resonance, the
frequencies at which measurements were taken were significantly impacted by the ambient
laboratory temperature.
To gain insight into the temperature induced resonance frequency shifts observed during
experimentation, a finite element model of the experimental plate was constructed. To closely
model the experimental setup described in Chapter 3, the finite element model included the
experimental plate along with a steel frame that surrounded the plate. The aluminum plate was
the same size as the experimental plate (23 in × 35 in × 0.1 in), and the steel frame was 3 in wide
on all sides. The steel frame was 0.75 in thick; a similar thickness to the clamping frame used in
experimentation. The coefficients of thermal expansion used for the finite element model were
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the same as those described earlier in this section (9 ≈ 6.5 × 10ି in/(in F) for steel, 9 ≈ 13 ×
10ି in/(in F) for aluminum alloy 7075).
In the finite element model, the frame itself was used to provide in-plane resistance to the
thermal expansion of the experimental aluminum plate. As a result, membrane elements were
used and all out of plane displacement for the frame was constrained.

However, frame

displacement was allowed in the plate plane, allowing for an accurate representation of the
experimental setup. To guarantee model stability, the aluminum plate perimeter was constrained
in the out of plane direction. In addition, one corner of the aluminum plate was constrained in
both in-plane (x and y) directions.

Finally, a second corner of the aluminum plate was

constrained in the x direction to prevent possible rotation of the model.
Since the experimental setup used bolts to clamp the frame into place, actual
experimental boundary conditions fell somewhere between clamped and simply supported. To
ensure that resonances in the finite element model were near experimentally observed resonance
frequencies, torsional springs were applied around the edges of the aluminum plate and were
tuned accordingly. The aluminum plate itself was constructed of shell elements with dimensions
1 inch × 1 inch (× 0.1 in thick). The mesh used to perform thermal analysis on the simulated
plate is shown in Figure A-1.
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Figure A-1: Finite element model of the experimental plate utilized to perform temperature
analysis. The aluminum plate was constructed out of shell elements and was surrounded by a
steel frame used to constrain in
in-plane
plane displacements caused by temperature shifts.
The first analysis performed on this finite element model was a baseline modal analysis
off the plate with no temperature effects applied. This was the analysis condition that was tuned to
match experimentally measured data and served as the baseline for determination of resonance
frequency shifts. Next, a temperature change of -1°F was applied
ed to the plate and frame. To
determine the resonance frequency shifts induced by temperature change, two analyses were
performed. First, static thermal analysis was performed to determine the stress state of the plate
due to temperature change. The maximum
imum principal stress field (tension) induced by a -1°F
temperature change is shown in Figure A-2.. The observed stress field from the temperature shifts
is non-uniform. This is a result of the higher effective resistance to thermal expansion from the
frame at the plate corners.
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Figure A-2: Maximum principal stress field (tension) induced by a -1°F
F temperature shift.
Results show a non-uniform
uniform stress distribution as a result of the higher effective resistance to
expansion applied by the steel frame near the plate corners.
Once the stress state for the aluminum plate was determined for a -1°F temperature
change, a modal analysis was performed on the pr
pre-stressed
stressed system. Resonance frequency shifts
were calculated and compared to experimental values. A comparison of the resonance frequency
shifts observed experimentally with a -1°F
F temperature shift to the finite element frequency shifts
for the same temperature
mperature shift is displayed in Figure A-3.
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Figure A-3: Resonance frequency shifts observed for a -1°F temperature shift. Red squares are
experimentally measured values and blue diamonds are values derived from finite element
analysis. Finite element results closely match experimentally measured data.
In the overlay of the experimental and simulated resonance frequency shifts induced by a
temperature change of -1°F in Figure A-3, the experimental data and simulation show good
agreement.

This indicates that experimentally observed resonance frequency shifts from

temperature change reflect the general associated theory.

A.2 Empirical Temperature Shift Case Study
One traditional approach to determine relative health of a structure or system relies on
tracking resonance frequencies throughout the useful life of a structure. When a structure or
system is damaged, the effective stiffness of the system decreases. The decrease in effective
stiffness a system experiences with damage is usually accompanied by a decrease in the natural
frequencies of the system, as natural frequencies are proportional to structural stiffness.
However, as observed in the experimental case study described in this work, environmental
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effects can change the effective stiffness of a structure or system to a similar degree as structural
damage. In such cases, environmental effects must be removed from experimental measurements
before resonance frequency shifts can be used to determine relative structural health.
To quantify the shifts in resonance frequencies due to temperature changes observed
during experimentation, an empirical study was undertaken.

Over an 18 hour period, 5

consecutive data sets were measured on the experimental plate with a 1 inch crack. Broadband 01 kHz noise input excitation was used to obtain transfer functions over the 0-1 kHz bandwidth.
Temperature was recorded for all measurements such that the mean temperature for all scans was
known. These temperatures were used to determine resonance frequency shifts from temperature
change. The mean recorded temperature for each scan undertaken during this empirical study is
shown in Table A-1.
Table A-1: Mean recorded temperatures for consecutive scans taken to study resonance
frequency shifts induced by temperature changes during experimentation.
Scan Number
1
2
3
4
5

Mean Recorded
Temperature (°F)
71.4
70.8
70.7
70.5
70.4

During the empirical study, the mean plate temperature decreased a total of 1.0°F. The
location of the resonance frequency near 220 Hz (223 Hz, 5 × 1 normal mode in the healthy
configuration) throughout the temperature sensitivity study is shown in Figure A-4.
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Figure A-4: Transfer functions from the empirical temperature sensitivity study. The different
colored lines represent different scans, which are classified by scan number, color, and mean
temperature: scan 1 (blue, 71.4°F), scan 2 (red, 70.8°F), scan 3 (green, 70.7°F), scan 4 (black,
70.5°F), and scan 5 (magenta, 70.4°F). Results show that the observed resonance frequency at
276 Hz for scan 1 increases in frequency with decreasing temperature.
Through Table A-1 and Figure A-4, it is observed that with decreasing temperature, the
aluminum plate resonance frequency at 220 Hz shifted to higher frequencies. This implied a
tensioning of the plate with decreasing temperature. This observation reflects theory, as the
aluminum plate has a higher coefficient of thermal expansion than the steel frame. When the
temperature decreases, the aluminum attempts to shrink more than the steel allows, creating a
tension field in the aluminum plate. The tension in the aluminum plate raises the effective
stiffness of the plate and thus raises the observed resonance frequencies.
Further observation of all resonances in the 0 to 1 kHz range revealed that temperature
induced resonance frequency shifts were not constant along all frequencies.

From the
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experimental results, it was observed that resonance frequency shifts were a function of both
temperature and frequency. A contour plot of experimental resonance frequency shifts as a
function of both relative temperature shifts and frequency is shown in Figure A-5.
A
In Figure A-5,
resonance frequencies shift the most in terms of percentage for lower frequencies and higher
temperature gradients.
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Figure A-5: Contour plot of experimental resonance frequency shifts as a function of both
relative temperature shift and frequency. Resonance frequency shifts are displayed as a percent
change relative to resonance frequencies obtained at a reference temperature. The experimental
data shows that the largest resonance frequency shifts occur with low frequencies and high
temperature gradients. Percent resonance
esonance frequency shifts decay exponentially with increasing
frequency.

A.3 Characterizatio
Characterization of Temperature-Induced
Induced Resonance Frequency Shifts
In the previous section it was demonstrated that temperature-induced
induced resonance
frequency shifts were a function of both ambient temper
temperature
ature change and frequency. To remove
temperature-induced
induced resonance ffrequency
requency shifts from experimentally measured data, an
expression describing percent resonance frequency shift as a function of temperature change and
frequency was developed. This expression was derived first using the experimentally measured
data from the previous section.
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To construct an expression that characterized temperature induced resonance frequency
shifts, least squares curve fitting techniques were first used on experimentally measured data.
The first step in this process was to create a unique function expressing percent resonance
frequency shifts as a function of frequency for discrete values of temperature change. This
process was completed for scans 2 through 5 of the previous section, where scan 1 was used as a
reference measurement. This implies that all resonance shifts were calculated with respect to
scan 1in the empirical study (scan 1 in Table A-1). A plot of the observed resonance frequency
shifts versus frequency for scan 2 of the empirical study (-0.6°F temperature shift) is shown in
Figure A-6.

In this figure, a linear curve fit was applied to a log-linear representation of

experimentally measured data. This curve fit was used to obtain an expression for resonance
frequency shifts as a function of frequency. A linear equation was fitted to the experimentally
measured data, and is shown in the top right of Figure A-6. A trend line showing the value of this
function is included in the figure. This equation can be used to directly solve for resonance
frequency shifts as a function of frequency with a temperature shift of -0.6°F. This same process
was repeated for scans 3-5 of the empirical study. The equivalent resonance frequency shift data
as Figure A-6 for scan 5 of the empirical study (-1.0°F temperature shift) is shown in Figure A-7.
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Figure A-6: Observed experimental resonance frequency shifts with a -0.6°F temperature
change. The line represents a linear least squares curve fit of the experimental data. The
accompanying equation for the curve fit is shown in the top right of the figure.

Figure A-7: Observed experimental resonance frequency shifts with a -1.0°F temperature
change. The line represents a linear curve fit of the experimental data. The accompanying
equation for the curve fit is shown in the top right of the figure. Resonance frequency shifts
observed from a -1.0°F are larger than the shifts observed with a -0.6°F temperature shift.
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Linear curve fitting of experimental data was performed for all scans (2-5) of the
empirical study. For each of these curves, percent resonance frequency shifts were expressed as a
function of frequency for discrete values of temperature change. To find values of resonance
frequency shifts for values of temperature change not included in the empirical study, further
work was undertaken.
For each linear curve fit of experimental data, percent resonance frequency shifts were
expressed as a function of the form  = 3 + =, where x was the logarithm (base 10) of
frequency and y was the percent resonance frequency shift. The value of the coefficients A and B
were unique for each experimental curve fit. To estimate values of the coefficients A and B for
any value of temperature shift, curve fitting techniques were used.

The variation of the

coefficient A with observed temperature change is shown in Figure A-8, and the variation of the
coefficient B with observed temperature change is shown in Figure A-9. On the right side of each
figure, the equations for A and B are shown as a linear fit with respect to temperature change.
Since resonance shifts were desired to be zero with zero temperature change, the condition
A=B=0 was applied for zero temperature shift. This data point is included in both Figure A-8 and
Figure A-9.
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Figure A-8: Curve fit data used to determine the empirical resonance frequency shift coefficient
A. The curve fit is displayed as the line on the chart and its accompanying equation is given on
the right of the figure. The value of A is used in the general logarithmic equation to determine
temperature-induced resonance frequency shifts in experimental data.

Figure A-9: Curve fit data used to determine the empirical resonance frequency shift coefficient
B. The curve fit is displayed as the line on the chart and its accompanying equation is given on
the right of the figure. The value of B is used in the general logarithmic equation to determine
temperature-induced resonance frequency shifts in experimental data.
With the coefficients A and B defined, temperature-induced resonance frequency shifts
could be estimated as functions of both frequency and temperature. With knowledge of ambient
temperature variation, appropriate resonance frequency shifts were determined for experimental
data over the entire experimentally measured frequency range. These resonance frequency shifts
were then applied to the transfer functions from the empirical study to provide temperature
corrected results. The transfer function data featured in Figure A-4 after temperature adjustment
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is displayed in Figure A-10, where temperature adjusted data is fitted to the first (blue) scan
temperature. In Figure A-10, all transfer functions have been successfully mapped on top of each
other for the scans undertaken in the empirical study, demonstrating that the temperature shifts
have been characterized correctly for temperature shifts up to 1°F.
With the empirically driven approach to quantify temperature-induced resonance
frequency shifts validated, temperature-induced resonance frequency shifts can be removed from
experimental data. Once this task is undertaken, remaining observed resonance frequency shifts
in experimental data can be attributed solely to the introduction of structural damage.

Figure A-10: Observed transfer functions from the empirical temperature sensitivity study. The
different colored lines represent different scans, which are classified by scan number, color, and
mean temperature: scan 1 (blue, 71.4°F), scan 2 (red, 70.8°F), scan 3 (green, 70.7°F), scan 4
(black, 70.5°F), and scan 5 (magenta, 70.4°F). Temperature corrected data maps all scans onto a
single frequency, successfully removing temperature effects from the experimental data for up to
a 1°F temperature shift.
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A.4 Impact of Temperature Shifts on Experimental Data
The introduction of damage into the experimental setup described in Chapter 3 caused an
overall decrease in the stiffness of the experimental plate. When the stiffness of a structure is
decreased, resonance frequencies decrease.

However, during experimentation, resonance

frequencies did not always decrease with increasing damage.

It was recognized that these

unexpected shifts were a result of ambient temperature changes in the laboratory. The empirical
study described thus far in Appendix A shows the process used to characterize the resonance
shifts induced by temperature change. By taking the contributions of the resonance frequency
shifts from temperature out of the experimentally measured data, the remaining resonance
frequency shifts were recognized as shifts induced by decreases in plate stiffness. Determination
of resonance frequency shifts induced by structural damage is a basic metric that is commonly
used in damage detection applications.
The relative temperatures measured throughout the experiment described in Chapter 3 are
shown in Table A-2.
Table A-2: Relative temperatures measured during the experimental damage progression
described in Chapter 3.
Scan ID
Healthy
1” Crack
2” Crack
3” Crack
4” Crack
5” Crack

Relative Temperature (°F)
0.0
1.0
1.8
3.0
5.1
2.6

Using the functions derived in the previous section, temperature-induced resonance shifts
were removed from experimentally measured data. Resonance frequency shifts observed during
experimentation before and after temperature contributions were removed from experimental data
at a frequency of 223 Hz are shown in Figure A-11. The equivalent plot at a frequency of 409 Hz
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is displayed in Figure A-12. At 223 Hz, there is an increase in the raw, non-temperature
corrected resonance frequency between the 4” and 5” crack cases. This is explained by the
decrease in temperature observed between the 4” and 5” crack cases. In damage detection
applications, such a trend in frequency data can lead to inaccurate damage assessments.
However, through implementation of the temperature correction algorithm, temperature corrected
results show a continuously decreasing trend throughout damage progression. At 409 Hz, raw
frequency data shows decreasing trends throughout damage progression. However, application of
the temperature correction algorithm shows that nearly half of the magnitude of resonance
frequency shifts was attributed to temperature change.

Figure A-11: Resonance frequency shifts observed at 223 Hz before (red) and after (blue)
correction for temperature. The results show that frequency shifts from damage were near the
same amplitude as frequency shifts from temperature changes.
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Figure A-12: Resonance frequency shifts observed at 409 Hz before (red) and after (blue)
correction for temperature. The results show that frequency shifts from temperature shifts were
greater than those associated with damage for the 5” crack case.
One shortcoming of the empirically-based temperature correction algorithm is that it was
based on temperature changes up to 1°F. For the 3” and 4” crack increments, temperature shifts
experienced during experimentation were up to 5.1°F. When the temperature correction curve
was extrapolated to 5°F, it lost some accuracy. As a result, temperature corrected results at both
223 Hz and 409 Hz show little change between the 2” and 4” crack increments. To address this
issue, several strategies can be implemented. One such way to address this concern is through
simulation. By simulating temperature shifts up to 5°F, temperature correction curves can be
updated for a higher range of temperature shift. This approach was utilized in this study, but
simulated resonance frequency shifts for 5°F were significantly higher than experimentally
measured shifts. This led to over-compensation of temperature shifts for higher temperature
changes. For a more successful implementation of such a strategy, a higher fidelity model of the
experimental setup would have to be constructed. A second strategy to address this issue would
be to experimentally measure resonance frequencies over a larger range of ambient temperatures.
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The empirical database could then be expanded and applied to all experimentally measured data,
allowing for more accurate characterization of temperature-induced natural frequency shifts.
In this appendix, resonance frequency shifts induced by temperature change have been
characterized. An approach to remove temperature-induced resonance frequency shifts from
experimental data has been discussed and implemented on data from the experimental case study
described in Chapter 3. While some accuracy is lost for larger temperature shifts, the empirical
study was able to achieve its overall goal by separating resonance frequency shifts from damage
with shifts induced by temperature changes.
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Appendix B
MATLAB POST-PROCESSING CODES
For application of the damage detection metrics listed in Chapter 2, several MATLAB
scripts were written to read in measured data from the PSV 400 scanning laser vibrometer and
calculate necessary quantities for application of damage detection metrics. Raw data from the
Polytec PSV 400 was saved to files with the extension .svd. These files were imported into
MATLAB using the routines Get0dBReference.m and GetPointData.m written by Polytec. These
routines can be downloaded from the Polytec website (http://www.polytec.com/usa/default.asp),
and were referenced by a routine written by the author to read in raw vibrometer data
(getaspectf.m). Additional scripts were written to process raw data and apply the FRF, mode
shape, and SI-based damage detection metrics featured in this thesis. All MATLAB codes to
process experimental data were written using MATLAB 7.3.0 (R2006b).

B.1 Script to Import Raw Vibrometer Data
This section contains the matlab script written to import raw vibrometer data into
MATLAB. This function, named getaspectf.m, is referenced by nearly every other script in this
appendix to apply the damage detection metrics described in Chapter 2.

•

Define the number of experimental degrees of freedom, experimental filename,
reference sensitivity, and reference units (only for FRF damage detection metrics):
n=285;
filename='Example.svd';
reference_sensitivity=1/22.32*1000/10;
reference_units='m/s^2/V';
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•

Import real and imaginary parts of experimental transfer functions, apply the
reference sensitivities, and combine parts into the full transfer function (real plus
imaginary parts):

[x,y,usd]=GetPointData(filename,'FFT','Vib & Ref1','H1 Acceleration /
Voltage','Real',0,0);
realpart=transpose(y)/reference_sensitivity;
[x,y,usd]=GetPointData(filename,'FFT','Vib & Ref1','H1 Acceleration /
Voltage','Imaginary',0,0);
imaginarypart=transpose(y)/reference_sensitivity;
frf=realpart+i*imaginarypart;

•

Import reference channel FFT and apply the reference sensitivity:

[x,y,us]=GetPointData(filename,'FFT','Ref1','Voltage','Magnitude',0,0);
inFFT=transpose(y)*reference_sensitivity;

•

Define an array containing the frequencies of all calculated FFT lines:

freq=x;

B.2 Structural Intensity Scripts
The following scripts use frequency response and input force autospectrum values to
estimate structural intensity on the experimental aluminum panel, and determine the changes in
plate SI between a current and reference state. Changes in SI are used to determine the relative
health of the aluminum panel. In this section, masterfile.m is used to calculate plate SI, which
calls upon the files getaspectf.m, total_SI_calculation.m, and SIequations.m. The output of
masterfile.m is a text file containing the SI vector field at frequencies of interest as well as the
divergence of the SI vector field.

Output from masterfile.m is used when running

mag_phase_comp.m, which calculates the differences in magnitudes and phases between two
plate measurements.
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B.2.1 Masterfile.m
This script is used to calculate SI at a frequency of interest for any number of
experimental data sets. The script masterfile.m expects all experimental data sets to be in the
same folder as masterfile.m, and is currently defined to read in two healthy plate data sets
followed by 5 damaged data sets. Experimental data files must be arranged such that the files are
in alphabetical order. This can be done by placing a number before each data file (1healthy1,
2healthy2, 3crack1, etc.). The script can be modified based on the number of data sets obtained.

•

Read in directory file names that have the extension .svd and define frequencies of
interest for each file in the directory:

filenames=dir('*.svd');
expfreqs=[140 140 140 140 140 140 140]; % set frequencies of interest
% for each data set (will vary for frequencies where resonance is
% followed

•

Define experimental parameters:

nodesX=19;
% nodes in x direction
nodesY=15;
% nodes in y direction
n=nodesX*nodesY;
% total number of nodes
deltaX=35*.0254/18; % spacing between nodes in x dir
deltaY=23*.0254/14; % spacing between nodes in y dir
E=6.7E+10;
% modulus of elasticity (Pa)
poisson=0.33;
% Poisson's ratio
h=.1*.0254;
% plate thickness (cm)
matLoss=0.0;
% material loss factor
reference_sensitivity=1/22.32*1000/10; % reference channel sensitivity
CRACKLS=[];
% initialize crack nodes on left side of crack
CRACKRS=[];
% initialize crack nodes on right side of crack

•

Perform loop to calculate SI for all data sets:

for ii=1:1:length(expfreqs)
filename=filenames(ii,1).name; % define filename to read data
frequencies=expfreqs(ii); % define frequency of interest
% define filename of output file
outfile=[num2str(ii) 'norm' num2str(frequencies*10^4) '.f06'];
getaspectf; % call aspectf.m
% define reference autospectrum value
if ii==1
aspecfreq=1/2*(mean(max(autospec)))^2;
end
if ii>=3 % define nodes surrounding crack for 1-3” crack
CRACKLS=[142];
CRACKRS=[143];
end
if ii>=6 % define nodes surrounding crack for 4-5” crack
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CRACKLS=[123 142 161];
CRACKRS=[124 143 162];
end
total_SI_calculation; % call total_SI_calculation.m
end

B.2.2 Total_SI_calculation.m

•

Calculate plate flexural rigidity:

D=E*h^3/(12*(1-poisson^2)); % complex flexural rigidity

•

Construct plate regions:

region{1,1}=[1 2 nodesX+1 nodesX+2]; % define region 1
region{1,2}=[3:1:nodesX-2 nodesX+3:1:2*nodesX-2]; % define region 2
region{1,3}=[nodesX-1 nodesX 2*nodesX-1 2*nodesX]; % define region 3
region{1,4}=[];
region{1,5}=[];
region{1,6}=[];
for m=3:1:nodesY-2 % define regions 4-6
region{1,4}=[region{1,4} (m-1)*nodesX+1 (m-1)*nodesX+2];
region{1,5}=[region{1,5} (m-1)*nodesX+3:1:m*nodesX-2];
region{1,6}=[region{1,6} m*nodesX-1 m*nodesX];
end
region{1,4}=[region{1,4} CRACKRS]; % re-define region 4 for crack nodes
region{1,6}=[region{1,6} CRACKLS]; % re-define region 6 for crack nodes
counter3=1;
for m=region{1,5} % re-define region 5 to exclude crack nodes
for zz=CRACKRS
if m==zz
region{1,5}=[region{1,5}(1,1:counter3-1) ...
region{1,5}(1,counter3+1:size(region{1,5},2))];
counter3=counter3-1;
end
end
counter3=counter3+1;
end
% define regions 7-9
region{1,7}=[n-2*nodesX+1 n-2*nodesX+2 n-nodesX+1 n-nodesX+2];
region{1,8}=[n-2*nodesX+3:1:n-nodesX-2 n-nodesX+3:1:n-2];
region{1,9}=[n-nodesX-1 n-nodesX n-1 n];

•

Initialize variables for SI calculation:

counter=1;
mm=frequencies;
fprintf('%f \n',mm)
excitationFreq=mm*2*pi;

% frequency of excitation
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% determine Gkk by spatially averaging reference autospectrum
acctfun=transpose(frf(mm/freq(1,1),:));
tfun=acctfun;

•

Compute the cross spectrum matrix:

G=[];
for ii=1:1:n
for jj=1:1:n
G(ii,jj)=conj(tfun(ii,1))*(tfun(jj,1))*aspecfreq;
end
end

•

Call SI equations script:

SIequations

•

Add SI components together:

for jj=1:1:ii
Ix(jj,1)= Ixs(jj,1) +
intensity in x dir to get
Iy(jj,1)= Iys(jj,1) +
intensity in y dir to get
end

•

Ixb(jj,1) + Ixt(jj,1); % add parts of
total intensity in x dir
Iyb(jj,1) + Iyt(jj,1);% add parts of
total intensity in y dir

Calculate SI magnitudes:

mag=[];
for ii=1:1:n
mag(ii,1)=sqrt(Ix(ii,1)^2 + Iy(ii,1)^2);
end

•

Define output format and open output file:

format long eng
% create and open file to be written to
if counter==1
fid=fopen(outfile,'wt');
else
fid=fopen(outfile,'at');
end
if (fid<0)
error('could not open file');
end

•

Write header to file:

excitationFreq=excitationFreq/(2*pi);
fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'1
Nodal intensities written in Eigenvector Format for
input to FEMAP or RLC viewer\n');
fprintf(fid,'
\n');
fprintf(fid,'
EIGENVALUE = %5.5e\n',(excitationFreq*2*pi)^2);
fprintf(fid,'
CYCLES = ');
fprintf(fid,'%5.5e',excitationFreq);
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fprintf(fid,'
1');
fprintf(fid,'\n
fprintf(fid,'
R1
R2

•

R E A L

E I G E N V E C T O R

\n');
POINT ID.
TYPE
R3\n');

T1

Create useful quantities for export:

pointid=1:1:n; % node IDs
empty=0; % blank value

•

Define and normalize intensity vector:

I=[Ix Iy];
I2=[];
% normalize the intensity vector
for ii=1:1:n
if mag(ii,1)~=0
I2(ii,:)=I(ii,:)/mag(ii,1);
else
I2(ii,:)=[0,0];
end
end

•

Convert magnitude vector from linear to dB scale:

mag2=[];
for ii=1:1:n
if mag(ii,1)~=0
mag2(ii,1)=10*log10(mag(ii,1));
end
end

•

Assign perimeter values to zero magnitude if necessary:

for ii=1:1:n
if mag(ii,1)==0
mag2(ii,1)=min(mag2);
end
end

•

Calculate plate divergence:

XX=0:deltaX:deltaX*nodesX-deltaX; % define x grid
YY=0:deltaY:deltaY*nodesY-deltaY; % define y grid
Ixdiv=I(:,1);
Iydiv=I(:,2);
counterx=1;
countery=1;
% arrange intensity for divergence calculation
for ii=1:1:n
DX(countery,counterx)=Ixdiv(ii);
DY(countery,counterx)=Iydiv(ii);
if ii>=length(XX)*countery
counterx=0;
countery=countery+1;
end
counterx=counterx+1;

T2

N O .

T3
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end
divcalc=divergence(XX,YY,DX,DY); % divergence calculation
% convert divergence matrix into a vector for output
counterx=1;
countery=1;
for ii=1:1:n
divout(ii)=divcalc(countery,counterx);
if ii>=length(XX)*countery
counterx=0;
countery=countery+1;
end
counterx=counterx+1;
end

•

Output SI and divergence information:

for ii=1:1:n
fprintf(fid,'
%d
G %10.3E %10.2E %10.3E %10.3E
%10.3E %10.3E
\n',pointid(ii),I2(ii,1),I2(ii,2),empty,mag2(ii,1),divout(1,ii),mag(ii,
1));
end
fprintf(fid,'1
MSC/NASTRAN 01/01/00
PAGE
1\n\n');
counter=counter+1;

•

Clear appropriate variables:

fclose('all');
clear ii ans empty fid

B.2.3 SIequations.m

•

Initialize variables:

y=nodesX;
Ixs=[];
Ixb=[];
Ixt=[];
Iys=[];
Iyb=[];
Iyt=[];
region=region;

•

SI equations for region 1 (Ixs = shear component in x direction, Ixb = bending
component in x direction, Ixt = twisting component in x direction, Iys = shear
component in y direction, Iyb = bending component in y direction, Iyt = twisting
component in y direction for all regions):

% Region 1
for ii=region{1,1} % forward-forward differencing
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
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((-3*G(ii+4,ii)+14*G(ii+3,ii)-24*G(ii+2,ii)+18*G(ii+1,ii)5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)...
+(-(-G(ii+3*y+2,ii)+4*G(ii+3*y+1,ii)-3*G(ii+3*y,ii))...
+4*(-G(ii+2*y+2,ii)+4*G(ii+2*y+1,ii)-3*G(ii+2*y,ii))...
-5*(-G(ii+1*y+2,ii)+4*G(ii+1*y+1,ii)-3*G(ii+1*y,ii))...
+2*(-G(ii+2,ii)+4*G(ii+1,ii)3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(G(ii+3,ii+1)-G(ii+3,ii))+4*(G(ii+2,ii+1)-G(ii+2,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1,ii+1)-G(ii+1,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+1)G(ii,ii)))/deltaX^3+...
poisson*(-(G(ii+3*y,ii+1)-G(ii+3*y,ii))+4*(G(ii+2*y,ii+1)G(ii+2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1*y,ii+1)-G(ii+1*y,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+1)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^2*deltaX)));
Ixt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(G(ii+y+1,ii+y)-G(ii+y+1,ii)...
-G(ii+y,ii+y)+G(ii+y,ii)...
-G(ii+1,ii+y)+G(ii+1,ii)...
+G(ii,ii+y)-G(ii,ii))/(deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-3*G(ii+4*y,ii)+14*G(ii+3*y,ii)24*G(ii+2*y,ii)+18*G(ii+1*y,ii)-5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)...
+(-(-G(ii+3+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+3+1*y,ii)-3*G(ii+3,ii))...
+4*(-G(ii+2+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+2+1*y,ii)-3*G(ii+2,ii))...
-5*(-G(ii+1+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+1+1*y,ii)-3*G(ii+1,ii))...
+2*(-G(ii+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+1*y,ii)3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(G(ii+3*y,ii+1*y)-G(ii+3*y,ii))+4*(G(ii+2*y,ii+1*y)G(ii+2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1*y,ii+1*y)-G(ii+1*y,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+1*y)G(ii,ii)))/deltaY^3+...
poisson*(-(G(ii+3,ii+1*y)-G(ii+3,ii))+4*(G(ii+2,ii+1*y)G(ii+2,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1,ii+1*y)-G(ii+1,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+1*y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(G(ii+y+1,ii+1)-G(ii+y+1,ii)...
-G(ii+1,ii+1)+G(ii+1,ii)...
-G(ii+y,ii+1)+G(ii+y,ii)...
+G(ii,ii+1)-G(ii,ii))/(deltaX^2*deltaY));
end

•

SI equations for region 2:

% Region 2: central in x and forward in y
for ii=region{1,2}
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+2,ii)-2*G(ii+1,ii)+2*G(ii-1,ii)-G(ii2,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)...
+(-(G(ii+3*y+1,ii)-G(ii+3*y-1,ii))...
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+4*(G(ii+2*y+1,ii)-G(ii+2*y-1,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1*y+1,ii)-G(ii+1*y-1,ii))...
+2*(G(ii+1,ii)-G(ii-1,ii)))/(deltaY^2*2*deltaX)));
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+1,ii+1)-G(ii+1,ii-1)-2*(G(ii,ii+1)-G(ii,ii-1))+G(ii1,ii+1)-G(ii-1,ii-1))/(2*deltaX^3)...
+poisson*(-(G(ii+3*y,ii+1)-G(ii+3*y,ii-1))...
+4*(G(ii+2*y,ii+1)-G(ii+2*y,ii-1))...
-5*(G(ii+1*y,ii+1)-G(ii+1*y,ii-1))...
+2*(G(ii,ii+1)-G(ii,ii-1)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(G(ii+1+y,ii+y)-G(ii+1+y,ii)...
-(G(ii-1+y,ii+y)-G(ii-1+y,ii))...
-(G(ii+1,ii+y)-G(ii+1,ii))...
+G(ii-1,ii+y)-G(ii-1,ii))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-3*G(ii+4*y,ii)+14*G(ii+3*y,ii)24*G(ii+2*y,ii)+18*G(ii+1*y,ii)-5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)...
+(-G(ii+2*y+1,ii)+4*G(ii+1*y+1,ii)-3*G(ii+1,ii)...
-2*(-G(ii+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+1*y,ii)-3*G(ii,ii))...
+(-G(ii+2*y-1,ii)+4*G(ii+1*y-1,ii)-3*G(ii1,ii)))/(deltaX^2*2*deltaY)));
Iyb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(G(ii+3*y,ii+y)-G(ii+3*y,ii))+4*(G(ii+2*y,ii+y)G(ii+2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+y,ii+y)-G(ii+y,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^3)+...
poisson*((G(ii+1,ii+y)-G(ii+1,ii))-2*(G(ii,ii+y)-G(ii,ii))...
+(G(ii-1,ii+y)-G(ii-1,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(((G(ii+1+y,ii+1)-G(ii+1+y,ii-1))-(G(ii+1,ii+1)-G(ii+1,ii1))...
-(G(ii-1+y,ii+1)-G(ii-1+y,ii-1))+G(ii-1,ii+1)-G(ii-1,ii1))/(4*deltaX^2*deltaY)));
end

•

SI equations for region 3:

% Region 3
for ii=region{1,3}
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((3*G(ii-4,ii)-14*G(ii-3,ii)+24*G(ii-2,ii)-18*G(ii1,ii)+5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)...
+(-(G(ii+3*y-2,ii)-4*G(ii+3*y-1,ii)+3*G(ii+3*y,ii))...
+4*(G(ii+2*y-2,ii)-4*G(ii+2*y-1,ii)+3*G(ii+2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1*y-2,ii)-4*G(ii+1*y-1,ii)+3*G(ii+1*y,ii))...
+2*(G(ii-2,ii)-4*G(ii-1,ii)+3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(-G(ii-3,ii-1)+G(ii-3,ii))+4*(-G(ii-2,ii-1)+G(ii-2,ii))...
-5*(-G(ii-1,ii-1)+G(ii-1,ii))+2*(-G(ii,ii1)+G(ii,ii)))/deltaX^3+...
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poisson*(-(-G(ii+3*y,ii-1)+G(ii+3*y,ii))+4*(-G(ii+2*y,ii1)+G(ii+2*y,ii))...
-5*(-G(ii+1*y,ii-1)+G(ii+1*y,ii))+2*(-G(ii,ii1)+G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^2*deltaX)));
Ixt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(-G(ii+y-1,ii+y)+G(ii+y-1,ii)...
+G(ii+y,ii+y)-G(ii+y,ii)...
+G(ii-1,ii+y)-G(ii-1,ii)...
-G(ii,ii+y)+G(ii,ii))/(deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-3*G(ii+4*y,ii)+14*G(ii+3*y,ii)24*G(ii+2*y,ii)+18*G(ii+1*y,ii)-5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)...
+(-(-G(ii-3+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-3+1*y,ii)-3*G(ii-3,ii))...
+4*(-G(ii-2+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-2+1*y,ii)-3*G(ii-2,ii))...
-5*(-G(ii-1+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-1+1*y,ii)-3*G(ii-1,ii))...
+2*(-G(ii+2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+1*y,ii)3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(G(ii+3*y,ii+y)-G(ii+3*y,ii))+4*(G(ii+2*y,ii+y)G(ii+2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1*y,ii+y)-G(ii+1*y,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^3)...
+poisson*(-(G(ii-3,ii+y)-G(ii-3,ii))+4*(G(ii-2,ii+y)-G(ii2,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1,ii+y)-G(ii-1,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(-G(ii-1+y,ii-1)+G(ii-1+y,ii))...
+(-G(ii-1,ii-1)+G(ii-1,ii))...
+(-G(ii+y,ii-1)+G(ii+y,ii))...
-(-G(ii,ii-1)+G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
end

•

SI equations for region 4:

% Region 4
for ii=region{1,4}
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-3*G(ii+4,ii)+14*G(ii+3,ii)-24*G(ii+2,ii)+18*G(ii+1,ii)5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)+...
((-1)*(G(ii+2+y,ii)-2*G(ii+2,ii)+G(ii+2-y,ii))...
+4*(G(ii+1+y,ii)-2*G(ii+1,ii)+G(ii+1-y,ii))...
-3*(G(ii+y,ii)-2*G(ii,ii)+G(ii-y,ii)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(((-1)*(G(ii+3,ii+1)-G(ii+3,ii))+4*(G(ii+2,ii+1)-G(ii+2,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1,ii+1)-G(ii+1,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii+1)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^3)+...
poisson*(G(ii+y,ii+1)-G(ii+y,ii)-2*(G(ii,ii+1)-G(ii,ii))...
+G(ii-y,ii+1)-G(ii-y,ii))/(deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+1+y,ii+y)-G(ii+1+y,ii-y))...
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-(G(ii+1-y,ii+y)-G(ii+1-y,ii-y))...
-(G(ii+y,ii+y)-G(ii+y,ii-y))...
+(G(ii-y,ii+y)-G(ii-y,ii-y)))/(4*deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+2*y,ii)-2*G(ii+y,ii)+2*G(ii-y,ii)-G(ii2*y,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)+...
(-(G(ii+3+y,ii)-G(ii+3-y,ii))+4*(G(ii+2+y,ii)-G(ii+2-y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii+1+y,ii)-G(ii+1-y,ii))+2*(G(ii+y,ii)-G(iiy,ii)))/(2*deltaY*deltaX^2)));
Iyb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+y,ii+y)-G(ii+y,ii-y)-2*(G(ii,ii+y)-G(ii,ii-y))...
+G(ii-y,ii+y)-G(ii-y,ii-y))/(2*deltaY^3)+...
poisson*(-(G(ii+3,ii+y)-G(ii+3,ii-y))+4*(G(ii+2,ii+y)G(ii+2,ii-y))...
-5*(G(ii+1,ii+y)-G(ii+1,ii-y))+2*(G(ii,ii+y)-G(ii,iiy)))/(deltaX^2*2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+1+y,ii+1)-G(ii+1+y,ii))-(G(ii+y,ii+1)-G(ii+y,ii))...
-(G(ii+1-y,ii+1)-G(ii+1-y,ii))+G(ii-y,ii+1)-G(iiy,ii))/(2*deltaY*deltaX^2));
end

•

SI equations for region 5:

% Region 5
for ii=region{1,5}
% calculate shear intensity magnitude in x dir sign has been
changed
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(2*excitationFreq^3*h*deltaX))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+2,ii)-2*G(ii+1,ii)+2*G(ii-1,ii)-G(ii2,ii))/(deltaX^2)+...
(G(ii+y+1,ii)-G(ii+y-1,ii)-2*G(ii+1,ii)+2*G(ii-1,ii)+G(iiy+1,ii)-G(ii-y-1,ii))/(deltaY^2)));
% calculate bending intensity magnitude in x dir sign has been
changed
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(2*excitationFreq^3*h*deltaX))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+1,ii+1)-2*G(ii,ii+1)+G(ii-1,ii+1)-G(ii+1,ii1)+2*G(ii,ii-1)-G(ii-1,ii-1))/(deltaX^2)+...
(G(ii+y,ii+1)-2*G(ii,ii+1)+G(ii-y,ii+1)-G(ii+y,ii-1)+2*G(ii,ii1)-G(ii-y,ii-1))*(poisson/deltaY^2)));
% calculate twisting intensity magnitude in x dir sign has been
changed
Ixt(ii,1)=-((D*(1poisson))/(8*excitationFreq^3*h*deltaX*deltaY^2))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*..
.
(G(ii+y,ii-y-1)+G(ii+y,ii+y+1)-G(ii+y,ii-y+1)-G(ii+y,ii+y-1)...
-G(ii-y,ii-y-1)-G(ii-y,ii+y+1)+G(ii-y,ii-y+1)+G(ii-y,ii+y-1)));
% calculate shear intensity magnitude in y dir
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(2*excitationFreq^3*h*deltaY))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+(2*y),ii)-2*G(ii+y,ii)+2*G(ii-y,ii)-G(ii(2*y),ii))/(deltaY^2)+...
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(G(ii+y+1,ii)-G(ii-y+1,ii)-2*G(ii+y,ii)+2*G(ii-y,ii)+G(ii+y1,ii)-G(ii-y-1,ii))/deltaX^2));
% calculate bending intensity magnitude in y dir
Iyb(ii,1)=(D/(2*excitationFreq^3*h*deltaY))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+y,ii+y)-2*G(ii,ii+y)+G(ii-y,ii+y)-G(ii+y,iiy)+2*G(ii,ii-y)-G(ii-y,ii-y))/deltaY^2+...
(G(ii+1,ii+y)-2*G(ii,ii+y)+G(ii-1,ii+y)-G(ii+1,ii-y)+2*G(ii,iiy)-G(ii-1,ii-y))*(poisson/deltaX^2)));
% calculate twisting intensity magnitude in y dir
Iyt(ii,1)=-((D*(1poisson))/(8*excitationFreq^3*h*deltaX^2*deltaY))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*..
.
(G(ii+1,ii-y-1)+G(ii+1,ii+y+1)-G(ii+1,ii-y+1)-G(ii+1,ii+y-1)...
-G(ii-1,ii-y-1)-G(ii-1,ii+y+1)+G(ii-1,ii-y+1)+G(ii-1,ii+y-1)));
end

•

SI equations for region 6:

% Region 6
for ii=region{1,6}
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((3*G(ii-4,ii)-14*G(ii-3,ii)+24*G(ii-2,ii)-18*G(ii1,ii)+5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)+...
((1)*(G(ii-2+y,ii)-2*G(ii-2,ii)+G(ii-2-y,ii))...
-4*(G(ii-1+y,ii)-2*G(ii-1,ii)+G(ii-1-y,ii))...
+3*(G(ii+y,ii)-2*G(ii,ii)+G(ii-y,ii)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(((1)*(G(ii-3,ii-1)-G(ii-3,ii))-4*(G(ii-2,ii-1)-G(ii-2,ii))...
+5*(G(ii-1,ii-1)-G(ii-1,ii))-2*(G(ii,ii-1)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^3)+...
poisson*(-G(ii+y,ii-1)+G(ii+y,ii)+2*(G(ii,ii-1)-G(ii,ii))...
-G(ii-y,ii-1)+G(ii-y,ii))/(deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(-(G(ii-1+y,ii+y)-G(ii-1+y,ii-y))...
+(G(ii-1-y,ii+y)-G(ii-1-y,ii-y))...
+(G(ii+y,ii+y)-G(ii+y,ii-y))...
-(G(ii-y,ii+y)-G(ii-y,ii-y)))/(4*deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+2*y,ii)-2*G(ii+y,ii)+2*G(ii-y,ii)-G(ii2*y,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)+...
(-(G(ii-3+y,ii)-G(ii-3-y,ii))+4*(G(ii-2+y,ii)-G(ii-2-y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1+y,ii)-G(ii-1-y,ii))+2*(G(ii+y,ii)-G(iiy,ii)))/(2*deltaY*deltaX^2)));
Iyb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+y,ii+y)-G(ii+y,ii-y)-2*(G(ii,ii+y)-G(ii,ii-y))...
+G(ii-y,ii+y)-G(ii-y,ii-y))/(2*deltaY^3)+...
poisson*(-(G(ii-3,ii+y)-G(ii-3,ii-y))+4*(G(ii-2,ii+y)-G(ii2,ii-y))...
-5*(G(ii-1,ii+y)-G(ii-1,ii-y))+2*(G(ii,ii+y)-G(ii,iiy)))/(deltaX^2*2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii-1+y,ii-1)-G(ii-1+y,ii))-(G(ii+y,ii-1)-G(ii+y,ii))...
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-(G(ii-1-y,ii-1)-G(ii-1-y,ii))+G(ii-y,ii-1)-G(iiy,ii))/(2*deltaY*deltaX^2));
end

•

SI equations for region 7:

% Region 7
for ii=region{1,7}
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(-(3*G(ii+4,ii)-14*G(ii+3,ii)+24*G(ii+2,ii)18*G(ii+1,ii)+5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)...
-(-(G(ii-3*y+2,ii)-4*G(ii-3*y+1,ii)+3*G(ii-3*y,ii))...
+4*(G(ii-2*y+2,ii)-4*G(ii-2*y+1,ii)+3*G(ii-2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1*y+2,ii)-4*G(ii-1*y+1,ii)+3*G(ii-1*y,ii))...
+2*(G(ii+2,ii)-4*G(ii+1,ii)+3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(((-G(ii+3,ii+1)+G(ii+3,ii))-4*(-G(ii+2,ii+1)+G(ii+2,ii))...
+5*(-G(ii+1,ii+1)+G(ii+1,ii))-2*(G(ii,ii+1)+G(ii,ii)))/deltaX^3+...
poisson*((-G(ii-3*y,ii+1)+G(ii-3*y,ii))-4*(-G(ii-2*y,ii+1)+G(ii2*y,ii))...
+5*(-G(ii-1*y,ii+1)+G(ii-1*y,ii))-2*(G(ii,ii+1)+G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^2*deltaX)));
Ixt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(G(ii-y+1,ii-y)-G(ii-y+1,ii)...
-G(ii-y,ii-y)+G(ii-y,ii)...
-G(ii+1,ii-y)+G(ii+1,ii)...
+G(ii,ii-y)-G(ii,ii))/(deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((3*G(ii-4*y,ii)-14*G(ii-3*y,ii)+24*G(ii-2*y,ii)-18*G(ii1*y,ii)+5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)...
+((-G(ii+3-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+3-1*y,ii)-3*G(ii+3,ii))...
-4*(-G(ii+2-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+2-1*y,ii)-3*G(ii+2,ii))...
+5*(-G(ii+1-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii+1-1*y,ii)-3*G(ii+1,ii))...
-2*(-G(ii-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-1*y,ii)3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(-G(ii-3*y,ii-y)+G(ii-3*y,ii))+4*(-G(ii-2*y,ii-y)+G(ii2*y,ii))...
+5*(G(ii-1*y,ii-y)-G(ii-1*y,ii))-2*(G(ii,ii-y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^3)...
+poisson*((G(ii+3,ii-y)-G(ii+3,ii))-4*(G(ii+2,ii-y)G(ii+2,ii))...
+5*(G(ii+1,ii-y)-G(ii+1,ii))-2*(G(ii,ii-y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(((-G(ii+1-y,ii+1)+G(ii+1-y,ii))...
-(-G(ii+1,ii+1)+G(ii+1,ii))...
-(-G(ii-y,ii+1)+G(ii-y,ii))...
+(-G(ii,ii+1)+G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
end
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•

SI equations for region 8:

% Region 8
for ii=region{1,8}
Ixs(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+2,ii)-2*G(ii+1,ii)+2*G(ii-1,ii)-G(ii2,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)...
+(-(G(ii-3*y+1,ii)-G(ii-3*y-1,ii))...
+4*(G(ii-2*y+1,ii)-G(ii-2*y-1,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1*y+1,ii)-G(ii-1*y-1,ii))...
+2*(G(ii+1,ii)-G(ii-1,ii)))/(deltaY^2*2*deltaX)));
Ixb(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((G(ii+1,ii+1)-G(ii+1,ii-1)-2*(G(ii,ii+1)-G(ii,ii-1))+G(ii1,ii+1)-G(ii-1,ii-1))/(2*deltaX^3)...
+poisson*(-(G(ii-3*y,ii+1)-G(ii-3*y,ii-1))...
+4*(G(ii-2*y,ii+1)-G(ii-2*y,ii-1))...
-5*(G(ii-1*y,ii+1)-G(ii-1*y,ii-1))...
+2*(G(ii,ii+1)-G(ii,ii-1)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixt(ii,1)=(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(G(ii+1-y,ii-y)-G(ii+1-y,ii)...
-(G(ii-1-y,ii-y)-G(ii-1-y,ii))...
-(G(ii+1,ii-y)-G(ii+1,ii))...
+G(ii-1,ii-y)-G(ii-1,ii))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(-(-3*G(ii-4*y,ii)+14*G(ii-3*y,ii)-24*G(ii-2*y,ii)+18*G(ii1*y,ii)-5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)...
-(-G(ii-2*y+1,ii)+4*G(ii-1*y+1,ii)-3*G(ii+1,ii)...
-2*(-G(ii-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-1*y,ii)-3*G(ii,ii))...
+(-G(ii-2*y-1,ii)+4*G(ii-1*y-1,ii)-3*G(ii1,ii)))/(deltaX^2*2*deltaY)));
Iyb(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(G(ii-3*y,ii-y)-G(ii-3*y,ii))+4*(G(ii-2*y,ii-y)-G(ii2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-y,ii-y)-G(ii-y,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii-y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^3)+...
poisson*((G(ii+1,ii-y)-G(ii+1,ii))-2*(G(ii,ii-y)-G(ii,ii))...
+(G(ii-1,ii-y)-G(ii-1,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=-(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(((G(ii+1-y,ii+1)-G(ii+1-y,ii-1))-(G(ii+1,ii+1)-G(ii+1,ii1))...
-(G(ii-1-y,ii+1)-G(ii-1-y,ii-1))+G(ii-1,ii+1)-G(ii-1,ii1))/(4*deltaX^2*deltaY)));
end

•

SI equations for region 9:

% Region 9
for ii=region{1,9}
Ixs(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-3*G(ii-4,ii)+14*G(ii-3,ii)-24*G(ii-2,ii)+18*G(ii-1,ii)5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaX^3)...
+(-(-G(ii-3*y-2,ii)+4*G(ii-3*y-1,ii)-3*G(ii-3*y,ii))...
+4*(-G(ii-2*y-2,ii)+4*G(ii-2*y-1,ii)-3*G(ii-2*y,ii))...
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-5*(-G(ii-1*y-2,ii)+4*G(ii-1*y-1,ii)-3*G(ii-1*y,ii))...
+2*(-G(ii-2,ii)+4*G(ii-1,ii)3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX*deltaY^2)));
Ixb(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(G(ii-3,ii-1)-G(ii-3,ii))+4*(G(ii-2,ii-1)-G(ii-2,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1,ii-1)-G(ii-1,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii-1)G(ii,ii)))/deltaX^3+...
poisson*(-(G(ii-3*y,ii-1)-G(ii-3*y,ii))+4*(G(ii-2*y,ii-1)-G(ii2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1*y,ii-1)-G(ii-1*y,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii-1)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaY^2*deltaX)));
Ixt(ii,1)=-(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(G(ii-y-1,ii-y)-G(ii-y-1,ii)...
-G(ii-y,ii-y)+G(ii-y,ii)...
-G(ii-1,ii-y)+G(ii-1,ii)...
+G(ii,ii-y)-G(ii,ii))/(deltaX*deltaY^2));
Iys(ii,1)=(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-3*G(ii-4*y,ii)+14*G(ii-3*y,ii)-24*G(ii-2*y,ii)+18*G(ii1*y,ii)-5*G(ii,ii))/(2*deltaY^3)...
+(-(-G(ii-3-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-3-1*y,ii)-3*G(ii-3,ii))...
+4*(-G(ii-2-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-2-1*y,ii)-3*G(ii-2,ii))...
-5*(-G(ii-1-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-1-1*y,ii)-3*G(ii-1,ii))...
+2*(-G(ii-2*y,ii)+4*G(ii-1*y,ii)3*G(ii,ii)))/(2*deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyb(ii,1)=-(D/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
((-(G(ii-3*y,ii-1*y)-G(ii-3*y,ii))+4*(G(ii-2*y,ii-1*y)-G(ii2*y,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1*y,ii-1*y)-G(ii-1*y,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii-1*y)G(ii,ii)))/deltaY^3+...
poisson*(-(G(ii-3,ii-1*y)-G(ii-3,ii))+4*(G(ii-2,ii-1*y)-G(ii2,ii))...
-5*(G(ii-1,ii-1*y)-G(ii-1,ii))+2*(G(ii,ii-1*y)G(ii,ii)))/(deltaX^2*deltaY)));
Iyt(ii,1)=-(D*(1poisson)/(excitationFreq^3*h))*imag((1+i*matLoss)*...
(G(ii-y-1,ii-1)-G(ii-y-1,ii)...
-G(ii-1,ii-1)+G(ii-1,ii)...
-G(ii-y,ii-1)+G(ii-y,ii)...
+G(ii,ii-1)-G(ii,ii))/(deltaX^2*deltaY));
end

B.3 FRF Damage Detection Scripts
The following scripts apply FRF-based damage detection metrics to experimentally
measured data. These metrics are applied directly to the output of getaspectf.m and use measured
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transfer function data. The scripts for the DRQ and AIGAC are based on similar scripts written
by Paul Di Biase and Jason Cote, respectively, to calculate the same quantities.

B.3.1 DRQ

•

Import healthy and current plate experimental data using getaspectf.m and initialize
variables used in calculation:

% undamaged
filename='healthy1.svd';
getaspectf;
transf=frf;
% damaged
filename='healthy2.svd';
getaspectf;
transfd=frf;
sum1=0;
sum2=0;
sum3=0;

•

Calculate RVAC at every experimentally determined FFT frequency as described in
Chapter 2:

for i=1:1:length(freq)
for j=1:1:n
sum1=transf(i,j)' * transfd(i,j) + sum1; % numerator term
sum2=transf(i,j)'*transf(i,j) + sum2; % denominator term 1
sum3=transfd(i,j)'*transfd(i,j)+sum3; % denominator term 2
end
RVAC(i)=abs(sum1)^2/(sum2*sum3); % perform RVAC calculation
sum1=0;
sum2=0;
sum3=0;
end

•

Initialize and calculate DRQ as the averaged value of the RVAC:

DRQ=0;
for i=1:1:length(freq)
DRQ=DRQ + RVAC(i);
end
DRQ = DRQ / length(freq);

•

Plot the RVAC and display the value of the DRQ on the plot:

figure(3);
plot(freq,RVAC);
xlabel('Hz');
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title('RVAC/DRQ');
textstr= ['DRQ = ',num2str(DRQ)];
text(freq(ceil(.8*length(freq))),.9,textstr);
axis([0 max(freq) 0 1])
clear textstr i sum1 sum2 sum3 j;

B.3.2 AIGAC

•

Import healthy and current plate experimental data using getaspectf.m:

% undamaged
filename='healthy1.svd';
getaspectf;
transf=frf;
% damaged
filename='healthy2.svd';
getaspectf;
transfd=frf;

•

Calculate GAC at every experimentally determined FFT frequency as described in
Chapter 2:

nrows=size(transf,1);
ncolumns=size(transf,2);
for a=1:1:nrows
for b=1:1:ncolumns
GAC(a,b)=2*abs(transf(a,b)'*transfd(a,b))/((transf(a,b)'*transf(a,b))..
+(transfd(a,b)'*transfd(a,b)));
end
end

•

Initialize and calculate AIGAC as the averaged value of the GAC:

AIGAC=mean(GAC,2);

•

Plot the GAC and display the value of the AIGAC on the plot:

figure(2)
plot(freq,AIGAC);
title('Averaged Integration of GAC')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('GAC')
textstr= ['AIGAC = ',num2str(mean(AIGAC))];
text(freq(ceil(.8*length(freq))),.9,textstr);
axis([0 max(freq) 0 1])
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B.3.3 FRF Curvature Method
To calculate the mean and Gaussian curvatures necessary to apply the FRF Curvature
Method, the m-file surfature.m was used. This is a file available at:
www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/11168

•

Initialize lower and upper frequency bounds and import data:

clear all
clc
delf=.3125; % spacing between FFT lines (Hz)
LOW=15.625;
% sets lower freq bound for FRF Curv Meth
HIGH=31.25;
% sets upper freq bound for FRF Curv Meth
LOW_BIN=LOW/delf;
% specifies lower bound FFT bin
HIGH_BIN=HIGH/delf; % specifies upper bound FFT bin
deltaX=35*.0254/18;
% spacing between nodes in x dir
deltaY=23*.0254/14;
% spacing between nodes in y dir
% undamaged
filename='healthy1.svd';
getaspectf;
transf=frf;
% damaged
filename='crack5.svd';
getaspectf;
transfd=frf;
n=size(transf,2);
nodesX=19;
nodesY=15;
for ii=1:1:nodesX
x_vals(ii,1:nodesY)=-(nodesX-1)*deltaX/2+(ii-1)*deltaX;
end
for ii=1:1:nodesY
y_vals(1:nodesX,ii)=-(nodesY-1)*deltaY/2+(ii-1)*deltaY;
end

for jj=1:1:size(transfd,1)
htransf{1,jj}=reshape(transf(jj,:),nodesX,nodesY);
dtransf{1,jj}=reshape(transfd(jj,:),nodesX,nodesY);
end

•

Calculate surface curvatures for healthy and damaged states using both mean and
Gaussian curvature techniques, then calculate curvature residuals:

gauss_curv_diff=zeros(nodesX,nodesY);
mean_curv_diff=zeros(nodesX,nodesY);
for ii=LOW_BIN:1:HIGH_BIN
[Kh,Hh,Pmaxh,Pminh]=surfature(x_vals,y_vals,htransf{1,ii});
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[Kd,Hd,Pmaxd,Pmind]=surfature(x_vals,y_vals,dtransf{1,ii});
gauss_curv_diff=gauss_curv_diff+abs(Kh-Kd);
mean_curv_diff=mean_curv_diff+abs(Hh-Hd);
end

•

Plot results for both mean and Gaussian curvatures:

figure(1)
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
surf(x_vals,y_vals,gauss_curv_diff)
title('FRF Curvature Method (Gaussian)')
xlabel('Position in x (m)')
ylabel('Position in y (m)')
axis([-.5 .5 -.3 .3 0 1.5])
caxis([0 1.5])
view(0,90)
colorbar('location','eastoutside','fontsize',16)
figure(2)
surf(x_vals,y_vals,mean_curv_diff)
set(gca,'fontsize',16)
title('FRF Curvature Method (Mean)')
xlabel('Position in x (m)')
ylabel('Position in y (m)')
axis([-.5 .5 -.3 .3 0 4.0])
caxis([0 4.0])
view(0,90)
colorbar('location','eastoutside','fontsize',16)

B.4 Mode Shape Damage Detection Scripts
The following scripts apply mode shape-based damage detection metrics to
experimentally measured data. These metrics are applied directly to mode shape data exported by
the modal analysis package DIAMOND. Individual mode shapes are in vector format containing
n entries for n experimental degrees of freedom. Vectors are placed side by side to form a mode
shape matrix that is used in the mode shape damage detection metrics.

B.4.1 MAC

•

Import healthy and damaged mode shape data and define the number of modes to
compare:
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load healthymodes % load healthy modes (.mat file output from DIAMOND)
undamaged=MODES_STORE;
load crack5modes
% load damaged modes (.mat file output from DIAMOND)
damagestate=MODES_STORE;
clear MODES_STORE % clear unused mode shape data
max_n=damagestate.nmodes; % define maximum number of compared modes

•

Isolate healthy and damaged mode shape data from other imported data (modal
damping, etc.) for all mode shapes:

for n=1:1:max_n
B_n(:,n)=transpose(undamaged.modalvector{1,n}); % healthy shapes
B_n_d(:,n)=transpose(damagestate.modalvector{1,n}); % damaged
end

•

Perform MAC calculation for all mode shapes:

for n1=1:(max_n);
for n2=1:(max_n);
MAC_d(n1,n2)=((B_n(:,n1).'*B_n_d(:,n2))^2)/((B_n(:,n1).'...
*B_n(:,n1))*(B_n_d(:,n2).'*B_n_d(:,n2)));
end
end

•

Plot the MAC:

figure(1)
bar3(MAC_d)
title('MAC')
set(gca,'fontsize',10)
xlabel('Undamaged Mode Number')
ylabel('Damaged Mode Number')
zlabel('MAC')
axis([0 max_n+1 0 max_n+1 0 1])

B.4.2 COMAC

•

Define plate nodes, dimensions, and create a grid to emulate the experimental grid:

numxnodes=19; % number of nodes along long dimension
numynodes=15; % number of nodes along short dimension
xdim=88.9; % length of plate in long dimension (cm)
ydim=58.5; % length of plate in short dimension (cm)
gridx=linspace(0,xdim,numxnodes);
gridy=linspace(0,ydim,numynodes);

•

Import healthy and damaged mode shape data and define the number of modes to
compare:

load healthymodes % load healthy modes (.mat file output from DIAMOND)
undamaged=MODES_STORE;
load crack5modes
% load damaged modes (.mat file output from DIAMOND)
damagestate=MODES_STORE;
clear MODES_STORE % clear unused mode shape data
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max_n=damagestate.nmodes; % define maximum number of compared modes

•

Isolate healthy and damaged mode shape data from other imported data (modal
damping, etc.) for all mode shapes:

for n=1:1:max_n
B_n(:,n)=transpose(undamaged.modalvector{1,n}); % healthy shapes
B_n_d(:,n)=transpose(damagestate.modalvector{1,n}); % damaged
end

•

Initialize variables for COMAC calculation:

clear Comacnum
clear Comacden
clear Comac
for j=1:1:length(B_n_d)
Comacdenterm1(j)=0;
Comacdenterm2(j)=0;
Comacnum(j)=0;
end
nummodes=max_n;

•

Perform COMAC calculation:

for a2=1:1:length(B_n_d)
for j=1:1:max_n
Comacnum(a2)=Comacnum(a2)+abs(B_n(a2,j)*B_n_d(a2,j));
Comacdenterm1(a2)=Comacdenterm1(a2)+B_n_d(a2,j)^2;
Comacdenterm2(a2)=Comacdenterm2(a2)+B_n(a2,j)^2;
end
Comacnum(a2)=Comacnum(a2)^2;
Comacden(a2)=Comacdenterm1(a2)*Comacdenterm2(a2);
Comac(a2)=Comacnum(a2)/Comacden(a2);
end

•

Transform COMAC vector into matrix form:

Comacplot=reshape(Comac,numxnodes,numynodes);

•

Plot COMAC:

figure(1)
hold on
z=zeros(size(Comacplot,1),size(Comacplot,2));
for ii=1:1:numynodes
x_mat(:,ii)=transpose(gridx);
end
for ii=1:1:numxnodes
y_mat(ii,:)=transpose(gridy);
end
xx=linspace(0,1,21);
surf(x_mat,y_mat,Comacplot)
contour(gridx,gridy,transpose(Comacplot),xx)
plot([1 xdim xdim 1 1],[1 1 ydim ydim 1],'k-')
title('COMAC')
xlabel('Position in X')
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ylabel('Position in Y')
zlabel('COMAC')
hold off
axis([0 xdim 0 ydim 0 1])

B.4.3 IMAC

•

Import healthy and damaged mode shape data and define the number of modes to
compare:

load healthymodes % load healthy modes (.mat file output from DIAMOND)
undamaged=MODES_STORE;
load crack5modes
% load damaged modes (.mat file output from DIAMOND)
damagestate=MODES_STORE;
clear MODES_STORE % clear unused mode shape data
max_n=damagestate.nmodes; % define maximum number of compared modes

•

Isolate healthy and damaged mode shape data from other imported data (modal
damping, etc.) for all mode shapes:

for n=1:1:max_n
B_n(:,n)=transpose(undamaged.modalvector{1,n}); % healthy shapes
B_n_d(:,n)=transpose(damagestate.modalvector{1,n}); % damaged
end

•

Take inverse of all mode shapes:

for ii=1:1:size(B_n,1)
for jj=1:1:size(B_n,2)
IMAC_inv(ii,jj)=B_n(ii,jj)^-1;
IMAC_dam_inv(ii,jj)=B_n_d(ii,jj)^-1;
end
end

•

Perform IMAC calculation for all mode shapes:

for n1=1:(max_n);
for n2=1:(max_n);
IMAC_d(n1,n2)=((IMAC_inv(:,n1).'*IMAC_dam_inv(:,n2))^2)/...
((IMAC_inv(:,n1).'*IMAC_inv(:,n1))...
*(IMAC_dam_inv(:,n2).'*IMAC_dam_inv(:,n2)));
end
end

•

Plot the IMAC:

figure(1)
bar3(IMAC_d)
title('IMAC')
set(gca,'fontsize',10)
xlabel('Undamaged Mode Number')
ylabel('Damaged Mode Number')
zlabel('IMAC')
axis([0 max_n+1 0 max_n+1 0 1])
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